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OHAFEER I
iNTRoroonoN

1. The Problem of the ElBBertation 

Jfciroh 15, 1^1 marked a new day in the history of Angola; 

open rebellion broke out in the Pbrtuguese Congo in northern Angola.

For the colonial power, Pbrtugal, it was an infamous and treacherous

It was also a day'of reckoning for the Portuguese administration. 

When the Belgian government announced its intention to give the Congo

day.

its independence, the Portuguese sadly shook their heads and predicted

The events which follcwed in the wake of an inde-grave consequences, 

pendent Congo confirmed their belief that only the Pbrtuguese knew 

how to handle Africans. But active resistance in the north of Angola

shattered this myth. IRie tight Pbrtuguese rule was broken by the 

rebellious African nationalists. A reaction of tighter control set

in; the Portuguese were determined to hold on to their West African

Subsequently, the military moved in and assumed control ofprovince.

Angola.

This ifas also a new day for Africans. Deep resentments against 

the colonial regime which were often submerged in quiet submission 

could now actively come to the fore, 

the realization of the long cherished dream of turning the power strata 

over from European to African control.

Another group affected by the hostilities was the religious

They saw some hope in the future, •-

1
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societies workiiag in Angola. For instance, in the oonfliet area, 

six mission stations were closed: Ambrizete, Mboea, Bembe, Quiboeolo, 

Uige, and Sao Salvador. The British Baptist Society reported that 

villages in their area were depopulated, tfork of the Methodirt ndseion 

also suffered. Village churches were destroyed? leaders scattered in 

the wake of the disturbances. Christian ehurches in central Angola 

were also Aspect, resulting in the arrests of 26l African church 

leaders. ^ ^

Roman Chtholie mission work was also disrupted. Two Catholic 

Fathers were massacred in the uprisings? mission schools in the north 

were closed. In the disturbed area 1,^00 Afirican Catholics soxight 

' refuge at their mission station in Sao Salvador.

The crisis has made religious bodies working in Angola tsike 

stock of their situation. like European and African reactions, Angolan 

religious leaders are asking what the ®new® day is bringing forth. It 

is not presunqptuous to raise this question for historians have ao- 

khowledged that one of the sooial institutions idiich has been important 

to the history of Angola is the religious instituti^^^ 
remains, however, as to the extent of its role.^

The question

To determine this role the problem can be viewed in several 

ways: first, there is the view of David 0. Hoberg who observes that 

*'it is • • . possible to select evidence on the' basis of persoml

^James Duffy, Portuguese Africa (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1959), p. lOJ.
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biases and build a ease for either support or condemnation of . . .

If we carry Itobsrg's statement to its logical 

oonclusion» it is impossible to evaluate objectively the role of 

missions in any society. For tnstanoef a proponent could select all 

the positive evidence to support Christian missionsy such as education** 

al, medical, and technological programs. On the other hand, a critic 

of CSiristian missions could choose the negative aspects, such as the 

pateznal role of missionaries, the poor standards in mission schools, . 

and the accusation that missions are tools of western imperialism.

But if we were to accept Moberg's conclusion, this would indicate 

‘ that it is futile to pursue an objective study of ejoy subject in the

social sciences idiether it be economics, government, sociology, or
■ /

anthropology. For it is possible to select evidence for or against 

a particular problem in each of these fields. In essence Moberg is 

stating that the personal biases of an investigator, motivated by ^ 

self-interest, govern the scope of his investigation, and more so 

by a student in the field of religion than in others. This, of course, 

is a biased statement; religion is as much an acadei^^^discipline as 

economics, government, psychology, sociology or anthropology. Each 

has its tools; each has its own biases. The problem for each field 

is to recognize end to be awa.re of its limitations.

A second approach is to study missions from a theological 

point of view. In such an investigation the questions are* ®t!hy

missiosoary work.

^Bavid 0. Hoberg, The Church as a Social Institution (Engle
wood Cliffs, N. J.* Frentioe-Hall, 19^2), p. 2?.
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missions?® And, ®Do Christian churches of the west have the right to 

impose their religion on a totally different, cultural group?® !Ihose 

are not idle questions; government such as the Sudan< and Egypt have 

questioned the right of Christian missions to propagate their beliefs 

among non-Christian peoples. Obviously this is a question >diich must 

bo faced by Christian mission societies and their sponsors, and as 

long as Christian missions exist the theological question remains 

for all foreign missionary societies. Since this study is to examine ^ 

the social response of Christianity to selected issues, it vfill not 

focus on the raison d’Stre of Christian missions.

A third approach is to focus on what J. lfi.lton Tinger calls 

^ In this respect a basic assumption is to accept religion®procesa. e

Moreover, to acknowledge its presence in 

the social process of our environment is to accept linger's thesis 

that religion is ®one of several 'levels of causation', a force that"

as an aspect of society.

once set in motion is part of a complex of causes that mutually con- 
2

® Or, to relate this concept to a particular 

study, we refer to Walter 0. Muelder's conclusion in^is work oh 

Methodism and Society in the Twentieth Century, namely^that ®lt is

dition each other.

impossible to isolate one set of circxamstanoes or cause above all 

others because religion is integrally involved in the whole inter-

^J. Milton linger. Religion, Society and the Individual (New 
York: Hie Macmillan Company, 1^1), p. 7. '

^Ibld.. p. 265.
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active system of society.”

In this dissertation we will he goyemed by the approach of 

linger and Mielder, proceeding on the premise that Christianity as a 

major religion is an aspect of Angolan society; our task, therefore, 

is not to justify nor to question its presence, but to study its 

response t6 the selected issues involved.

For our purposes then the problem of the dissertation will be 

an attempt to define, Einalyze, and evaluate the social response of 

Christianity to slave trade, forced labor, and nationalism in Angola. 

Foremost to the problem of this dissezdiation are two questions: First, 

*What were the factors which influenced the response of Christianity 

to the selected issues?" and second, "Were the responses of Christ!” 

anity to the selected issues unequivocal?" On the first question the 

study will focus on the relation of church and state, the problem of 

motivation, the predicament of the colc^al situation, the time factor, 

and the issue of Africanization. An important aspect of the second 

question will be the problem of choice, directing our attention to the 

dilemmas which confronted Catholicism and Proteatai^|ism as each fonm- 

lated its rgsponse to slave labor, forced labor, and'hationalism.

2. Definitions

In this study we are conscious of two social currents: first, 

the intrusion of external social forces into the traditional society.

^Walter Q. JSielder, Methodism ^d Society in the Twentieth 
Century (new York: Abingdon Press, 19^1), p. 584. "
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1
and seoondf the social forces opearating within the traditional society. 

By definition, the primary concern of thia. study will be on one of the 

external social forces (Christianity) and its response to the selected 

social issues of slavery, forced labor, and nationalism.

Ttxe social response of Christianity will involve a study of 

its institxrbional as well as its individual expression to the selected 

issues of the dissertation. Institutionally, it will include the

missionary movement. Catholic and Protestant, and the Indlgehous church. 

Individually, it will refer to a person who identifies himself with a

Christian organization, either with a missionary society or the in- 

sdigenous church.

Ihe term •response® is commonly applied within a context of 

•stimulus® and •response®, or, to use the terms of Arnold Toynbee, 

that of ®challenge* and ®response.® As in Toynbee's study of the 

history of civilizations, we shall be concerned Both with the forces 

which make up the'•challenge* and the •response® of the institution 

or individual to the challenge. The response, in this case, may be 

maximal or minimal, positive or negative. It my take a'form 

of withdraml, aoceptanoe, resistance, protest, or indifference. In 

this respect one of the problems will be to clarify the types of 

•social response.* A recent study by a social scientist, Egbert de 

Vries, classified a *social response® according to a concept which

1

. v..; '■

Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History, Abridgement of Volumes 
I-VI by D. 0. Somervell (Londons Oxford Urdversity Press, 1947), 
pp. 60-79.
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involved change| such as •prime mover, catalyst, and inhibitor.*^

3hey are useful concepts, though at the same time, they have their 

limitations. For example, there is a tendency to identify *prime 

mover* or a •catalyst* as social agents of the •overriding effect 

of dynamic, industrializing, expansionist society in the west,* and 

to link an 'inhibitor* to the *traditional, slowly changing societies

Subsequently, for our purposes,

. the concepts of Egbert de Vries will be dissociated from their norma-^ 

tive definition and used within the following questions; "How did 

Christianity respondt* "Vftiy did it respondf* *Hhat was its response?* 

.;fn this way "social response" will be placed in an empirical and histori

cal context.

,2
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

5. Limitations

In a broad sense most of the completed' works on the religious 

situation in Angola are in the realm of a general history of Catholic 

or Protestant missions. Although the present study will deal with a 

history of missions in Angola (Chapter II), the historical feature 

will be limited. Instead, the najor emphasis wlll'J^cus on the selected
- . •

social issues of slave labor, forced labor, and natibnalism; the histori

cal aspect will be related to these social issues. Specifically, the . 

study will attempt to lift out the historical circumstances which re

late to the selected social issues, beginning from the initial landing

^Egbert de Vries, Man in Rapid Social Change (New York; Double

day and Company, l?6l), p. 25.

^Ibid., p. 26.
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of the Portuguese explorers on the CJongo estuary in 1485 to the year 

1962. Subsequently^ the study will attempt to interpret the social 

response of Christianity to the social issues vdthin.a historical 

situation, conscious of the fact that the ejects and responses of 

Catholicism and Protestantism are conditioned by the historical con

text.

Besides the limitations in the historical aspect, the study 

will be limited to three social issues, forced labor, slave labor, " 

and nationalism. Uhis is not to say that these selected issues were 

the only social problems which concerned Christian groups in Angola. 

The focus, on slave labor, forced labor, and nationalism is due to

two reasons: first, the problems are interrelated, presenting similar- 

sociological problems; and second, the three issues pose like situations 

which raise the question of choice.

Also, though we recognize the influence of African traditional 

religion, the study is confined to the responses of the two Christian 

religious societies. Catholic and Protestant. The reason for this 

limitation is presented in the section on definit^^s, the primary 

concein of our investigation being a study of exteraial rather than 

of internal forces operating in the traditional society. Furthermore, 

as tioted in the title of the dissertation, the study will be limited 

geographically to one of the African countries, Angola. It will also 

be limited by the available material, an obvious one being the inac

cessibility of the archives in Lisbon, Portugal, for material on

\_J
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Catholic missions.

4. Previous Research in the Field

Studies of the religious situation in Angola are limited.

Prom a historical approach two published works are Invaluable. Bie

first is Angola: !Ihe Land of the Blacksmith Pilnce by John T. Tucker,^

2
and the other is Ptortuguese Africa by James Duffy, 

description of ProtestEuit missions and the latter devotes a chapter

Ihe former is a

to the history of the missionary movement in Portuguese Africa.

Two other studies on one ethnic group are also pertinent. They 

are Umbundu Kinship and Character by Oladwyn Childs,^ and a Ifester's 

thesis» *Tl:ie Planting and Nurturing of Chrlstiaiiity Amongst the Umbimdu
4Speaking Peeples of Angola,* by Hugh Angus Becking.

Another invaluable source for this research is a recent publi

cation in. Portuguese, a two volume study of Protestantism in Africa by 

a professor at the Lisbon Center of Political and Social Sciences, Jostf

Jtflio Gonsalves, who surveys the work of Protestantism from thd Roman 
5

Catholic position. An evaluation of Professor Gonsalves* study will

^Jdhn T. Tucker, Angola: Ihe Land of the Blacksmith Prince 
(London: World Dominion Press, IpWT-

^Duffy, op. oit.

^Gladwyn M. Childs, Umbundu Kinship and Character (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1949)»

\ugh Angus Becking, ^The Planting and nurturing of Christi
anity Amongst the Umbundu Speaking Copies of Angola,* STM Thesis 
(New York: Union Theological Seminary, 1961). ~

^Josrf Jtflio Gonsalves, Protestantismo em ASrioa (2 volsj 
Lisboa: Centro do Estudos Pomicbs e Socials, I960).
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be incorporated throughout the study.

5* Method of the Dissertation

Ihe principal method of this study will be historical-socio- 

The historical aspect will be concerned with time, place, 

and events; the sociological ivill describe the social behavior of 

institixtions suid peoples.

logical.

The study, however, will not only be con

cerned with the collection of historical and sociological data on

event's and institutions, but will relate the time, place, events, and 

,the behavior of institutions and peoples to the selected issues of 

the study.

Although the study will primarily be historical-sociological, 

the dissertation will also be a critical examination of the norms 

inherent in the missionary enterprise. This aspect will be evaluative, 

a philosophical reflection on the responses to the aims of both Catholi

cism and Protestantism.

The sources for these methods will be in Portuguese and English. 

Of the historical sources in Portuguese, we call attention to the Boletim 

do Qovemor-Geral de Angola, Angola by Alfredo de AlM^Juerque Pelner,

■ Bnsaioa by JoH^ Joaquim Lopes de Lima, Ourso de MLasionologia by Silva 

Rego, Documentos by Paiva Manso, Histrfrla do Oongo PortuguSs by H. A. E. 

Pelgas, and Histrfria de Angola by Ralph Delgado. Of the historical 

sources in English, we refer to Portuguese Africa by James Duffy,

Angola; The Land of the Blacksmith Prince by Johri T. Tucker, Umbundu

^See Bibliography for publisher and date of publication.
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Kinship and Oharacter by Gladwyn M. Childs, Salvador de Ssf and the 

Struggle for Bragll and Angola; l602--lg86 by 0. R. Boxer, and to the 

mawrous reports, ndsaionary letters,manuscripts. Issues of !Bie Mission

ary Herald vAilch are located In the library and archives of the American 

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Msslons.

Of the sociological sources In Portuguese, the Investigation 

vfill depend on the studies conducted by the Estudos de ClSnclas Pblf-
•«A

f
tlcas e Socials of Lisbon, a study series including works on sociology-, 

anthropology, and political science. Statistics for this study will 

be taken from the i960 issue of the AnueCrlo Estatfstlco de Angola.

Of the sociological sources in English the dissertation will rely on

the study by Gladwyn Childs and by VfiLlfred Hambly of the Chicago
[

On Specific Issues such as slave 

labor and forced labor, the study will depend on the reports of Henry

•'V

of Natural History on the Ovlmbundu.

Nevlnson, E. A. Ross, William Cadbury, and Basil Davidson. On the '

recent events associated with nationalism, the study will use the

reports issued by Protestant mission societies working iiii A3agola.

6. Procedure of the Disseart'Stlon

Bie’study will have three aspects: first, an understanding
.' ■ i

of the historical background which includes, on the one hand, a history

of the missionary movements in Angola which is treated in Chapter II, 

and on the other, a descriptive and analytical account of the histori

cal eircxanstances of each social issue in Chapters UI, 17, V, and 71. 

In a time line seq^enee Chapter III, idiich focuses on the slave trade.
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will span the years from the beginning of the seventeenth to mid-nine

teenth oentuiy; forced labor, the topic of CJhapter IV, will include the 

years from ndd-ninetaenth to mid-twentieth century. Chapters V and VI 

which deal vdth nationalism will record the events from late fifteenth 

century to the year 19^2.

A second aspect will be a study of the effects of the social issue 

on the traditional society and on Christianity. Its effects on the tra

ditional society will encompass the following aspects: population, power 

structure, kinship, and commerce. Its effects on Christianity will vary 

according to the traditions of Catholicism or Protestantism.

A third aspect will relate Christianity to the response which it 

makes to each social issue. Again, the type of response \diich Christi

anity makes will vary according to its tradition. On the one hand, the 

close ties which Catholicism has with the state will often preclude its 

response to the social issue. On the other hand, the isolation of Protes

tantism from the state and from the culture of the colonial government 

will shape the kind of response vrtiich it irakes to the social issue.

Essentially the disseirbation is a case study. This limits its 

scope, but we are conscious, as in MalinowsldC's study,of the Trobriand 

Islanders, that we learn much from a study of a single society, recog

nizing that there are universal social patterns operating in all socie- 

If this is true, the historical context .which affects all social
1

ties.

^Bronislau Malinowski, Magic, Science and ReliEion, and Other 
Essays (New York: Doubleday, 1948), p. 10,
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issues and its effects on the type of response which CJhristianity makes 

to each social issue, is not unique in Angola; it is relevant to other 

African countries. For example, none of the social issues, slave trade, 

forced labor, and nationalism, is peculiar to Angola; the issues are 

common to many African societies.

Hie study will begin with a description of the historical 

backgrotind of the missionary movement (Chapter II), Catholic and Protes

tant, in Angola. Succeeding chapters focus on the issues of slave 

labor (Chapter III), forced labor (Chapter IV, nationalism: histori

cal factors (Chapter V), and modem nationalism (Chapter 71). An 

eTOluation of the response of Christianity to these selected issues 

will be the concluding chapter.

)

■

■ 0
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CHAPTER II
i:

HISTORICAL BACKOROUHD

In the Infcroduetory ohapter «a noted that an \inderstanding 

of the historical context is essential to the problem of the disser

tation* To accomplish this our procedure will be to provide a gener

al introduction to a historical background of the penetration of 

(Airistian missions in Angola, and then to relate the historical 

context to each selected issue* Chapter II will focus on the former, 

^%he story of the penetration of Christian misaions in Angola* The 

aim of this chapter is to give the reader a panorama of Catholic . 

and Protestant missionary movements from the beginning of colonization 

in the fifteenth to the present era of the twentieth century*

1* Oatholicism

1. Phases of Penetration

Catholicism is ah integral part of the colonial policy of the 

Prince Henry the Navigator's %iniliar slogan *to plantPortuguese.

the cross on every headland*^ was ingrained into the hearts of everyi'.,:

sailor Hbb left his homeland to discover new lands for his king and

church* For these early navigators civilization and Quristianity 

went hand in handr a characteristic view of the middle e^es, the 

prince being responsible for the religion of his subjects* Not only

I
■i

p

^Tucker, Angola fp. 23* ■f•• •»
i;

14

S’'
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was Prince Henry's slogan woven into the fabric of Portugal's colonial

policy, but it was bolstered by Christian irissionaries who hoped to 

convert the heathen for the Pbpe. 

this history, the periods of penetration

For a clearer understanding of

are divided into four phases. 

Success and Exploitation.- The first period reflects the 

fifteenth century idea of "Christianizing® the world under the coat

of arms of the Portuguese royal court. It was not surprising, there

fore, to hear of Catholic friars in the early days of exploration

by the Portuguese in the Congo estuazy. 

in the traditional outburst of African enthusiasm; carriers

The friars were welcomed

were

provided, food offered, and the paths were cleared and strewn with 

leaves as a sign of welcome. Rows and rows of Africans lined the 

paths. As one Portuguese writer records this event: "Not a tree nor

a raised place but was covered with people eager to see these strangers 

who had brovight this new religion."^

In a few years the efforts of the friars brought some visible 

fruit. About the year 1489, six years after the first landing of the 

Portuguese explorer, Diogo Cao, the chief of the Congo estuary,' Blweni- 

Songyo, Tias baptized. Two years later the king of Oongo^ and hie 

wife were baptized, receiving the names of the reigning king and

^Quoted in Tucker, p. 28.

^Geographical limitations of the Congo kingdom were roughly 
four rivers and the Atlantic Ocean: the Congo in the north, Dande in 
the south, Ouango in the east, and the Atlantic Ocean in the west.

The borders of Angola (Ngola) kingdom, on the other hand, 
were the Dande River in the north, the Cuanza River in the south, 
the Ouango River in the east and the Atlantic Ocean to the westi
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queen of Portugal, John and Eleanor. After the baptismal ceremony,

the newly baptized king and queen laid the foundations for the church

known as the Egreja da Tera Oitiz (iThe Ohureh of the True Proas).

Strengthened by all the magic of the baptismal ceremo:^, the Irfwg

took up arms and attacked his traditional enemy, the Bateke, *and
o

administered a crushing defeat.® This brave act enhanced the prestige 

of the king and linked the now power with the coming of the Portuguese 

and the Christian religion.

Ihis early victory for Christianity was not sustained for 

long. Internal feuds and rivalries split the royal family and the 

^ristian emissaries were helpless in the struggle for power. Further- 

, more, malaria and dysentery took their toll among the Catholic friars, 

and, by the end of the sixteenth century, only a handful remained.

"" But work in the Congo was not forgotten by the Catholic church. In 

1596 the Diocese of the Congo and Angola was established to bolster, 

the missionary effort. Through a lack of local leadership, the hier-
■ ■ ' s.

archy was'occupied iwinly by Europeans, and the presiding Bishop,

Manuel Baptista, often complained of the hardships endured by the 

European clergy. In l6l2, writing to the kii^ of Portugal, he question-
•o-

ed the ^sacrifice made by European Fathers in the unhealthy climate 

amidst a people so variable in their faith.

Eight years after the preation of the Diocese of the Congo , ' • .

2^Tucker, p. 29,

^Quoted in Duffy, p. 115.

Ibid.
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and Angola, the reigning king of the Congo, Dom iClyaro II, sent an embas- 

sy to Home to plead for more missionaries. Dom iflvarojs pleas were re

ceived with great sympathy and as a result the Vatican created the Apos

tolic Prefecture of the Congo. For this work the Vatican selected the 

Italian Capuchin friars who were to work under the Bishop of the Congo. 

IRiis aroused resentment within the hierarchy of the Portuguese Catholic 

church, creating a gulf between the Porttiguese government and the I- 

talian Capuchin Society. When the first mission arrived front Italy, - 

Lisbon authorities refused it permission to enter the Congo, 

second group of friars surmounted this obstacle by sailing directly for 

|h0 Congo, by-passing Lisbon and the Pbrtuguese government.

•O

Ihe

Further re

enforcements were sent by the Vatican in the following years and this

increase of foreign missionary .personnel alarmed the Lisbon officials. 

Portugal was incensed at the usurping of her rights of religion in 

the Congo and the incumbent king, Joao IV, made a protest to the PUpe 

on this infringement of Portug^'s rights.^
At the same time the Dutch 

had entered luanda, and these two factors, the pfeaence of the Dutch

and the foreign representatives of the Catl^lic church, endange’red

Pbrtugal«s territorial rights in this part of West Africa. But this

danger was averted tdien Portugal called on Salvador Correia de SsC 

to oust the Dutch from lAianda. In the wake of victory by Salvador de 

Srf, the hand of the king of Portugal was strengthened and he ordered

Silva Bego, Curso de MLssionologia (Lisboas AgSnoia 
do Ultramar, 1^6), pp. 278-281.

Geral

•; .

■^1
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the Italian Capuchin friars to swear allegiance to the Rirtuguese 

flago Under the threat of expulsion^ the Capuchin friars acquiesced.^ 

All religious work was now under Port^zguese authority, 

had begun.

A new phase

growth and Inertia.- Under Portuguese authority, the work of 

Catholic mlBsionB mis subject to the policies of the colonial power.

One of the effects involved a shift of missionary emphasis from the 

Congo to Luanda. In 171<S Luanda was made a Bishopric of Angola, 

separating it from that of the Congo in Sao Salvador. !Hie change of 

locale was the result of the slave trade and the increased activity 

-«in oomnercialization. From the small beginnings of a chapel on the 

island attached to the city of Luanda ^Ich Paulo Dias found wfaepi he 

arrived in 1575» the work increased with the concentration of Jesuit 

activity in this locality. A second effect was an increasing influence 

of the Jesuits in the cultural and political life of DUandar J^r 

example, the Jesuits established a college during the seventeexith

century which was the prime educational element for the mulattoes,

of Luanda. Horeover,Europeans, and a handful of Africans in t^olty 

the control of the educated "“elite* in the hands of'the Jesuits often
"sr-

caused tension between the administrative officials of the government 

and the religious society. At times the Jesuit fathers seemed to 

control the government of Luanda through their' religious and edu

cational influence which often went contrary to the wishes of both

^Silva Rego, p. 280*
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government and European residents in the city. A third effect on 

(te.tholic missions during this phase was the engagement of the Catholic 

fathers in the slave trade which conflicted with the interests of

government officials and European negotiators* The Jesuits became a 
competitive factor in this lucrative trade.^

A fourth result was that a challenge to Portuguese rule by 

another nation also meant a threat to Catholic missions. For instance, 

the occupation of the Dutch in l64l severely interrupted the religious^ 

activity in Luanda. The governor and most European residents, in

cluding the Catholic fathers, fled the capital, 

tsries were closed* But these were restored when the Dutch capitulated 

in 1648, seven years after the occupation of Luanda. Government of

ficials encountered many problems during the ensuing period of resto

ration. The Immediate obstacles were lack of funds, inertia, and the 

run-down- condition of governmental buildings. Further difficulties - 

arose in the government's efforts to punish the African chiefs who
c..

sided with the Dutch during the occupation of Luanda.

A fifth effect of this tie between ohurch and state durixig 

this phase was that %dien the Portuguese state neglected its colony, 

religious activities stcffered. For example^ the middle of the eight

eenth century was marked with Ineitla because Lisbon was indifferent 

to her responsibilities in Angola. The small core of Oatho).lo

2
Schools and monas-

^Silva Rego, p. 288f.

2 '■

Henrique Gelvao and Carlos Selvagem, Impdrio Ultramarine 
PbrtuguSs (Lisboa i aalpiresa Naoional de Piblicidade, 1952)» III, 58*
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representatiTes endured many hardehlps in her West African colony; 

climate* dysentery* and malaria also took their toll among the Catholic 

fathers. Inertia increased with the disbanding of religious societies
I

in Fbrtuguese Africa in I854i By the middle of the nineteenth century 

much of the initial thrust of this phase was dissipated. Only five 

priests remained; two in Luanda city* two in the parish of Liianda* 

and one in Benguela.^ The low ebb in the life of Catholic missions 

continued until the arrival of the French Order of the Holy Ghost in 

1865 when another phase began.

Re-activation.- The arrival of the French Order of the Holy

Ghost introduced a new factor* a co-operative relationship of the 

Vatican with the Pcrtuguese government which proved fruitful. This 

was not easily accomplished* however* for when the Vatican recognized 

the low ebb of the missionary activity in West Africa* the office

tumedxfirst to the Capuchins who had already been working in the 

Congo. But

Order was not successful. The Capuchins* recalling their experiences

eager to reBx:^^work \diioh was frustrating* 

not only in the physical hardships* but also in the>'unreceptiveness 

of the Lisbon government to the work of the Society. The Vatican
o

then turned to the Holy (Hiost Fathers for aid in 1865* In ‘the 

beginning the Holy fflxost Fathers were looked upon with suspicion by " 

the R>rtuguese government because of their ties with the Vatican.

their effort to recruit more members within the Capuchin

in the Congo* were not too

2
Rego* pp. 502-505.Wfy* p. 126.
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But when the Fathers ajgreed to be under the jurisdiction of the Bishop 

of the Congo instead of the offices of the Propaganda Fide in Romo» 

a more understanding relationship developed* Eventually the Portu

guese government actively co-operated with the Holy GSiost Fathers 

and willingly agreed to the work of the Sooiety» even to the payment 

of passage money for the members.

The Fathers not only paved the way to a better understanding 

of a foreign religious society with the colonial government^ bub they 

also pioneered in the work in the interior. Ifany attempts had been 

made by the Capuchins and Jesiiits in propagating the faith to the 

” people in.the hinterlands but their efforts were not sustained; they 

were more successful in some years than in others. One of the sue-

cesses was the opening of a new area in the program of evangelization

in the highlands of Angola, especially in the Huila District in 

southern Angola. Here, the Holy Ghost Fathers initiated schools to

train axiilsans £md their numerous Industrial graduates contributed 

greatly to the building program of the government. In conjxjnotion 

with their educational program they also^^tampted to train an in

digenous slergy but candidates were few and progress was slow. Of

the many, energetic men of the Holy Siost Society, the name of Father 

Duparquet stands out. His unbounded energy extended the work of the 
Fathers as far as the Zambezi Rivers^ High tributes have been given 

to Father Duparquet and his work by both government, officials and

^Tucker, p. 55.
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European residents, althotigh in the beginning he was not too well 

received because he championed the rights of Africans, 

nent once considered the Holy Ghost Fathers as a threat to the Ibrtu- 

guese image whioh they hoped to create in their West African colony.

On the contrary, the Holy Ghost Fathers served as a catalyst to e:q)and 

the work of Catholic missions and colonial occupation beyond the 

coastal areas.

Ihe govern-

Set Back suid Expansion.- Ihe third period of expansion was - 

halted when World War I and internal dissensions erupted in Angola

and in Fbrtugal. In Angola the 1902 Bailxmdu revolt against the 
.government spread beyond the district.^

Catholic missionaries helped 

- government authorities to pacify the rebellion. At that time the 

government appreciated the efforts of the missionaries, but this was 

speedily forgotten a year later. Apparently the influence of the 

missionaries was feared by state officials and in 1905^ Catholic prelates 

who also acted as state functionazles were stripped of their offices. 

According to a worker in that period the officials "made life a hard 

and bitter one for them.
.2

In Portugal the revolution of 1910 ushered ii^a new era. Ihe 

close link between church and state was shattered; the government 

ordered all religious establishments in fbrtugal to be closed, vinder- 

mining the financial support of Catholic mission activities in Angola." 

The ri^ts of religious orgeuoizations to work in Angola, however, were

2^Childs, p. 211. Quoted in Tucker, p. 55*

t
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protected by the Berlin Conference of 1885 and the English-Pcrtugueae
Treaty of 1891.^ Four years after the revolution of 1910, Iforld War I

broke out, affecting mai^r Catholic ndssions in Angola. For instance,

the vars in scuthem Angola against the Germans who lived in neigh**

boring Soxxth West Africa disrupted the daily routine of Catholic

ndsBions. Whether they wished it or not. Catholic priests were oau^t

in the fire between the Germans and Bortuguese. !Rie outbreak of war
2

brou^t famine and hunger in that region. Ihe twenty year period, - 

marked by a world war and internal rebellions, wrought much hardship 

on Catholic missions. By the end of World War I Catholic resources 

‘were exhausted; they needed to recuperate from the d.evastating effects 

of the battles.

Fortunately, the years after World Whr I brought some respite;
5

a much more favorable climate ensued for Catholic missions. Attitudes 

of hostility and indifference were replaced with active co-operation. 

Gtoverjmnent support of schools and the establishment of hospitals and 

dispensaries under Catholic missionary auspices increased the scope 

of their activities. By the advent of tlj^,^azar regime in 1952, 

the ties between church and state were cemented, altKbugh on the local 

level there were many clashes of power between administrators and 

prtests. Yet, programs of extension and colonization involved the

^Eduardo Moreira, 'fha S^ fpiifioance of Bortuealt A Survey of 
the religions altua.tlon (Londpnt World Dominion Jnesa, 19557»

^Thoker, p. 55.

p. 9»

^Childs, p. 211.
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church. Every colonizing project included a CSatholic chapel and 

priest to administer to the needs of the colonos. Schools were 

entrusted to Catholic missions and subsidies ware granted to run 

these establishments. W.th greater control of the country by the 

state, there was also a concomitant strength in the position of the 

Ohtholic chiarchj from this time onward the idea of a Catholic state 
became a part of Porttzguese colonial policy.^

ii. Motivation

Religion was one of the basic motivations for Portuguese ex

ploration, others being a discovery of a new trade route to India and 

the finding of gold, and the containment of Islam in North Africa. The 

religious element was enhanced by the myth of Rrestor John and his 

^ CSiristian kingdom in Africa. Prestor John was supposed to have been

a priest and king in the 1100's idiose powers extended over the present

European Christian rulers hoped to use PrestorEthiopian kingdom.

John as a link between a pagan world and the Christian world of Europe.

A Portuguese historian, Marcello Gaetano, in his book Portugal e o

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ early religious motivation

in this way! the international European society identified itself with

Direito Colonial Internaoional, explains

a community of nations which was Christian, aiming for an organic.

The dream was to install the Pope as themoral and political unity.

Supreme Governor of this community. The task of the temporal nations

like Portugal was to implement and extend this community all over the

^Adriano Moreira. Porttigal's Stand in Africa (New York: 
University Publishers, 1962), pp. 89-92,
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world. The^pe, being the yisible head of Christianity, was the chief 

of the international society of potential Christians.^

•christianizing* the world by a temporal power never faded. In effect 

the Portxiguese policy of civilizing was equal to Christianizing. To 

Christianize meant to civilize; to civilize meant to Christianize.

This dream of

But how could the European church carry out its program to 

ChristianizeT Close co-operation with the state was one avenue.

This varied, of course, in each locality, but within the hierarchy, 

co-operation between church and.state was an official policy. Often 

Catholic priests acted as functionaries of the state, tdiich caused a 

good deal of friction on the local level. In effect this right was
-17

curtailed after the internal rebellion in 1902 when the government
2 ■

deprived the ndesionaries of the right to act as functionaries. Ifot, 

the idea of co-operation between church and state was never questioned. 

Civilian officials reacted negatively only when the functionaries of 

• the church usurped their rights to govern the indigenous population.

But often the dividing line between the religious and secular duties 

was blurred. For instance, the right to recruit labor in the Catholic 

villages was often resisted by the priests ^^fipeoially among the lay 

Catholic leaders. Or the right to free movement from one village to 

another was governed by civilian officials who restricted African 

Catholic workers to desigmted areas. However, these cases were

^Marcello Caetano, Fbrtugal e o Direito Colonial Intemacional 
(Idsboai Centro do Estudos Bsll^icos e Socials, 19^), pp. 15^'»

2
. Tucker, Angola..., p. 55*

10
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infrequento Tensions arose moet trtien European Catholic priests 

championed the cause of Africans against local, civilian officials. 

Often the question of the right of land heightened this conflict.

This occurred in northern Angola in the coffee region. But the conanon 

pattern was a close co-operation between church and state. Each used 

the other for its ora purposes; the church used the state to establish 

its ora organization; the state used the church to keep order and 

collect taxes. Article 27 of the Colonial Act of 1950 states: 'The 

Catholic missions overseas, instnanents of civilization and national

influence, shall have jtirldieal personality and shall be protected 

and helped by the state as institutions of education.®^

In the eyes of the Catholic mission the object of co-operation

with the state was to establish a universal Christian community, uti

lizing the looal church as the means to achieve this end. In essence.

for Catholicism, to Christianize meant to establish an institution.

The organizational structure of the church was European, the High. Pope
2as the Head of this international body. In this hierarchical structure, 

the necessity of a clergy to minister to th^^jo^ers was apparent. In 

many respectsjthe inrtittxtional aspect was easy to aSchi'eiVe; a chxurch

structure was not too difficult to erect. The difficulty arose in 

the filling out of the institutional structure with adequate olergy 

and loyal members. The supply of adequate indigenous leadership was

^Ministerio das Ooldhias, Acto Colonial, Deereto No. 18:^70,
8 de Julho de 1950* Titulo II, Axt. 24, translated by the present author.

2
Gaetano, p. 1^.
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alviays disappoinfcir^ly small. ^ 

with local customs created many problems.

Moz^over^ the problems of compromise 

Oanon Bobinson wrote in 

1915s "Some of the Jesuit missionaries preached earnestly against 

polyg^ and upchastity, which the African clergy permitted, but they 

were not supported by the king or the court. After several alternations

of revival and retrogression the progression of Christianity began to 
2

decrease.®

iii. Extent of Penetration

Ihe effort to "plant the cross* in a non-western culture 

directed Catholicism's initial thrust to convert the king and his
'ii ;

court. Subsequently, the ebb and flow of Christianity depended largely 

upon royal patronage. The acceptance of Christianity by the Mani-Congo 

opened the way for the nobles of the Congo court to follow likewise.

But with this royal link to Christianity the forttuies of Christianity 

were at the mercy of the court. Hhen the Mani-Congo died, a battle 

for power ensued between the elder son who had accepted Christianity, 

and the younger eon »dio did not accept it. In the court intrigues, 
Afonso, the Christian prince, was exiled fo'^'beh years accompanied by

two Porttiguese priests. Durisag these years Afonso was tutored by the 

two priests in western manners sind customs.^ On his recall from exile

^Resistance by African kings to African clergy was one of the 
factors. See Chapter 7.

2
Quoted in Tucker, Angola

^Alfredo do Albuquerque Polnor, Angola (Coimbra, Pbrtugal; 

Imprensa da Universldade, 1^5)» P» 117»

p. 51.• • • »
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to occupy the throne left vacant by his father* Afonso took his learning 

to court* For awhile the friendly court atmosphere looked with favor 

upon Christianity* But‘ subsequent political quarrels on a successor 

to the throne reversed this trend; after Afonso's death Christianity 

no longer occupied a favorable position in the royal court.

In the meanwhile Catholicism's effort to recruit indigenous 

leadership to carry on the mission work of the church was xiot successful* 

the burden of proof for Christianity rested on the shoulders of foreign 

priests. The unsuccessful drive to recruit leadership* coupled with 

the diminiehing ntnnber of foreign clergy* weakened the structure of 

■ the church. By l6A0 the Jesuit society could count only two priests 

in the Congo region* Even the addition of Italian Capuchin friars 

did not add much to the strength of the Catholic church. Counting 

both the Congo and Angola* the Capuchins in maintained eight 

missions, the majority being small outposts of mission work. A visitor 

to this area* a Franciscan monk* Joao de Miranda* reported in 1781 that 

no priest had visited Sao Salvador* the capital* in ei^teen years.^

Yet* by th§ statistics released by the Capuchin society* their 

work in the Congo was impressive. According to Duffy*.JL00,000 baptisms
is:-

were recorded by one priest from 1645 to l666j *1*750 4y another in

forty days; 15*000 by Friar Qiaointo di Bologna in 174?; 5^*000

baptisms and 50*000 marriages by the Capuchins together from I677 to ,

21700.® Many are apt to be suspicious and conclude that these statistics

^bid*^Duffy* p* 117.
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were more for home consumption than reliable criteria by which to

Judge the expansion of Christianity In the>Congo* If these figures 

were Judged In the light of the fact that the work of the Capuchins

ended by 1880, there are two Interpretations: either the figures 

were for propaganda purposes on the homefront to engender enthusiasm 

for mission work or In the interim between I7OO and 1800 a great 

catastrophe occurred In the Christian community. None of the available 

Catholic sources such as Silva Rego's Curso de Missionologia mentions ' 

any calamity during this period within the Christian community, giving 

credence to critics who scoffed at the overblown figures of the Capuchins.^ 

iifaatever interpretation one makes of these figures, the statistics fed.1 

to mention any effective enlistment of African leaders for the Catholic 

church.

The effect of this failure to recruit indigenous leaders ne

cessitated a new approach; there was a change of emphasis In Catholicism's 

motivation. In the city of Luanda sohools were the core of thocevange- 

listic program, touching the lives of many mulattoss and Europeans, 

but very few Africans. By 171^ there werc^g ohapels or parish churches 

scattered in Angola. During the eighteenth century, odsslon work ex

panded only as far as European colonization took root, mainly in the 

coastal towns, ^e coming of the French Fathers of the Holy Ghost 

Society in the middle of the nineteenth oentury gave a push to the 

work of the Catholics in the Interior. From the nine.or ten Fathers

^Duffy, p. 117.
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In 1800, there were more than 12^ priests, nnns, and lay brothers

working in Angola a oentury later.

schools, having enrollments numbering 888 boys and ^68 girls. In the
2primary schools there were ^,739 pupils, including a thousand girls. 

The enrollment of girls in schools showed a considerable progress 

of mission work since the begixming of IpOO. After World tiur I the 

tempo of educational work by Catholic missions increased by leaps 

and bounds. Moreover, the close co-operation with the state's edu

cational program induced many Africans to join the Catholic church, 

Catholicism being the state religion. Prom this time forward the 

civilizing motive of the state took priority; the church seemed to 

serve as an agent of the state.

1
By 1955^ there were 72 industrial

2. Protestantism

i. Phases of Penetration

Protestant missionary work in Angola had its beginning in 

the sympathy for Africans and interest in them aroused by the reports 

of David Livingstone and Henry M. Stanley. The response to the appeals 

by the various American and English mission boards was instantaneous.
• •'* -> • •

■so--

For instance, when the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign 

Missions contemplated opening work in this area, gifts po^^red in 

from Austria, India, Nova Scotia and the Sandwich Islands. People 

from all denominations offered financial aid. One of the first con

tributors to this venture, an Episcopalian from Boston, sent in his

^Tucker, Angola^Duffy, p. 117. P. 55.• •• #
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gift with this note: am so deeply interested in this vepttfre.

Should you alone, or in conjimction with the .Presbyterian Board— 

which seems to me delightful—conclude to establish this mission I 
will gladly give §500.®^

Early Set Baoksp- Ihe response of missionary candidates

was also encouragiitg, but the toll on the first groups was tremendous. 

Ihis becomes strikingly apparent as one visits Protestant missions

in Angola. For instance, on the mission station in Bailtmdu in

central Angola, there are five tombstones. Bie first has the following 

inscription: ®In loving memory of Biomas Henry Morris of London ^dio 

fell asleep in Jesus at Utalama 19 October 1§89. Aged ^6. 

second has this inscription: ®Richard B. Gall fell asleep 19th of

Ihe third has the following: ®Ma.ble 

Ifeans Stover Bom tby 26, 1888 Died January 14, 1892. Of such is the

Bie fourth has just this: ®Louis Joseph Neipp 

1900.® Ilhere is no inscription on the fifth tosd)stone.

Bie first two tombstones are those of two Englishman, mis

sionaries of the Brethren society. They ar^^d in Benguela, on'the 

Angolan eoast^ by ship from England in the middle of September of 

the year 1889. Soon after they landed they started their journey up- 

ooimtry where they hoped to begin their work on the Benguela plateau. 

But during their trip they came down with malariai A month after their 

date of arrival in Africa, they were dead. The other tombstones are

e The

QOctober,*” I889. Aged 52 years.

0Kingdom of Heaven.

^<^oted by John T. Tucker, Drums in the Darkness (New York: 
George H. Doran Company, 1927), pp»
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those of two children, dau^tera of two American missionary families.

Hiey too died of malarial fever.

Beginnings and Expansion.- The honor of being the first of 

the Protestant bodies to open work in Angola lies with the Baptist 

lassionary Society of, Great Britain.^

Grenfell, who were missionaries in the Oameroons, began their first

Two pioneers. Comber and

joxumey to e^lore the possibilities of reaching out further than

In 1878 the two arrived at S& Salvador wheretheir present work.

they were met by the reigning king, Dom Pedro V. According to the

Portuguese chronicler, Josrf Jtflio Gonsalves, the success of the 

Baptist ta.Bsionary Society in the Congo was the result of a lack of 

discrimination of the local population between a Protestant and a 

Catholic mission. Gonsalves observes that the Protestant pastors,'
;
Comber and Grenfell,

were able to surmount the local difficulties, especially the- 
hostility of the local chief who was a Catholic, by obtaining 
the protection of the Congo King, D. Pedro V., and gained the 
loyalty of the Congolese, who, perhaps initially, could Hot 
distinguish the difference between a Protestant ^ssion and 
a Catholic mission*^

However, the friendship of the Con^>kihg did not guarantee

Fbr instance, when the Britishthe safety of Protestant missionaries.

1
p. 58.

2
Gonsalves, II, 27, ti^nslated by the present author.

Tucker? • »
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Baptist DdasionarleSf Comber and Hartlandp attempted to find a route 

to the Upper Congo, they were ^attacked by an. infuriated mob, and 

driven back with many woxmds and bruises. Hr. Comber himself being
^ Geographical barriers also hindered

shot in the back as they fled, 

the progress of Protestsmt mission work in the Congo; the swift currents 

of Stanley Bsol in the Congo River restricted the expansion of mission 

work in the Upper Congo. Moreover recurring bouts of fevers plagued

the early English mis8ionaid.es; Mrs. Comber died of fever barely a 

month after her arrival in Sao Salvador in 1879.

A year later, in 1880, the American Board of Commissioners for 

Poi*eign lassions sent a party to begin work among the Ovimbimdu people 

of Angola. Of the various candidates who offered their services thyee 

selected: the Reverend W. W. Bagster from California, the 

Reverend Mr. Sanders, son of an American Board missionary family in 

Ceylon, and Mr. S. T. Miller, a former slave who was released by his 

master after the Civil mr.^ On arriving at Bailundu they enoouirtered 

hostility from two quarters, the Bailundu Idng^ and European traders 

who feared the interference of Protestant m^^onaries on the sale 

of rum to the, "natives.® One of the American Board misiionaries,

Mr. Bagster, wrote that "we are hated by the traders, who would hold 

a feast at the news of our destruction (l put it none too strong)."'

men were

2
^Tucker, Angola..., p. 40.

^See (Siapter V.

^The Misaion of the American Board to West Central Africa 
(Boston: American Board of CommisBioners for Foreign Missions, 1882), p. 65.

Tucker, Drums..., p. 5®*
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Fsver was also a disruptlxig factor In the early days; Mr. Bagster died 

on February 22, 1892, only three months after .the founding of the first 

mission station at Bailundu. But the Protestant mlssionazles continued

their mission work; one of their first tasks was to leam the language.

Yet, when some progress was made in this direction, the motives of the

Ameirlean mlssionaid.e6 were misunderstood by the local populace. For 

instance, when the first school was started among the Ovimbundu in 

central Angola, the pupils applied for their pay from the missioharles 

after the conclusion of the first lesson.^ There were many discourage

ments and only a strong physical fortitude and dedication enabled the 

^rlt Protestant missionaries to remain in Angola. As Hr. 18.11er wrote 

in 1881, *How can any Christian look upon the privations of the people.

physical and spiritual, without being deeply Impressed with a desire to 
2

help them?*

In 1884, three years after the arrival of the American Board 

missionaries in Bailundu, the Brethren Msslon began its work on the 

Benguela plateau.^ The pioneer of this mission was Frederick Stanley 

Arnot, bom in Glasgow, Scotland. He had eoij^^erable influence upon 

Lewanlka, the 4frioan chief of the Barotse. A year late^Bishop 

William Taylor and a party of misslonarlee from America began their 

work among the Eimbundu speaking peoples, making Luanda their first

^West Central Africa, p. 74.^Tucker, Angola, 

^Tucker, Angela

46.» P»• • •

p. 5^.••• »
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port -of entry into Angola. Their difficulties were greatly increased

by the necessity of having to make a livixig on the field since their

aim was to establish a self-supporting miBsibn work. !Riey carried on

their work in this manner for twelve years when in 1897 the Board of

Foreign Ifissions of the Methodist Episcopal Chiireh took over the support

of the missionaries on a ®small salary basis.

1897 saw the establishment of the Evangelical !6.ssion of

Angola. Throu^otit Angola the mission is known as the Stober Missionr ^
2

named after its founder^ the Reverend H. Z. Stober. 

begun on a non-denominational basis, supported by many friends in 

England, Scotland, and Wales. Mr. Stober began his work among the 

Eikongo spealdng Africans in northern Angola. When Mr. Stober died, 

the mission was turned over to its neighboring colleagues, the Baptist 

^ Missionary Society. Because of lack of financial resoiirces, the British 

Society appealed to the Canadian Baptist Missionary Society for aid in 

1951* In the first Canadian Baptist missionary arrived on the

The work was

field to take over the work of the former Stober mission.
5The year 1897 also saw the start of the Hiilerfricaine nAsslon.

of th^SSethodistThis work may be called a by-product 

for the foun3er was Heli Qiatelain who accompanied Bishop Taylor as the

Episcopal mission

Ghatelain, a Swiss by birth, but a natu-speeialist in linguistics, 

ralized American citizen, left Bishop Taylor in 1897 and established

^Ibid^Tucker, Angola 

^Ibid., p. 69.

p. 65f. p.'68...., •»
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an Independent misBlon station at Caluquembe In the south of Angola.

The work is supported mainly by friends in Switzerland.

In 1910 the Christian and Iftssionary Alliance began its work 

in the Cabinda enolave on the mouth of the Congo River, tihen the 

Canadian Baptists took over the work of the Stober mission» the work 

in Cabinda was also included* leaving the iSLssionary Alliance to con

centrate its work in the former Belgian Congo. Pour years later* 1914* 

the South Africa General Mtssion* whose principal area of work from ^

I889 to 1914 was in southern Africa* begEin its work.^ In 1914 the 

Reverend A. W. Bailey crossed over from Northern Rhodesia into southern 

Angola to begin work in this vast eind sparsely populated area. Ihe year 

. of 1920 brought workers from the United States and Canada to bolster the 

meagre missionary staff at that time. Iheir work has been most difficult 

because it crosses over many African ethnic groups.

The 1920*8 saw three more mission societies: the Seventh-Day

Adventists in 1924* the North Angola Mission in 1925* and the United
2 - 

Qiurch of Canada in 1927• Ere Seventh-Day Adventists started their

work in central Angola while the North

efforts near the town of Uige in the coffee cormtry..of northern Angola. 

From the beginning the North Angola Mssion followed Bishop Taylor's 

idea of a self-supporting enterprise. Ihere were some successes* but

la l&ssion focused, itsAngol

Ifr. A. Ritterson* one of the original founders* received support from-- 

personal friends in England. Although Rctterson's church ties are

2^Tucker* Angola...* pp. Ibid.
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with the Anglican ohurchf his mission does not receive support from any 

Anglican missionary groupo Hhe third mission society* the United Church 

of Canada, although it had representatives in the work of the Amorioeui 

Board through the Congregational Church of Canada since 1881, became 

directly involved in the work as the United Church of Canada in 1927- 

In 19^0 the Assemblies of God began its work, concentrating 

in the Gabela and Novo Hedondo regions. Because of the hostility of 

the Fbrt\xguese missioxuiries of the Assemblies of God to the Catholic^ 

church and the state, its work was closed in 19^9* The state expelled 

the missionaries and they were forbidden to return to that area. Ihe 

-u indigenous church, however, continues to function and has requested 

other mission societies to fill the vacuum. Official permission from 

the government, however, has not been received and no other mission 

society has replaced the Assemblies of God.

ftirt of the hostility of Europeans to Protestant mission work 

was the religious factor; Portuguese officials claimed that all subjects 

of their colonial territories were "dejure Roman Catholics.* To the

government Protestantism was national oharacter;
officials claimed that Protesteuit miseions •denationalized the natives.*^ 

In a direct move to eliminate this danger, the government prohibited 

Protestant mission schools to teach the vernacular language under the

Under this law Ihrotestont missions were .

colonial

edict of 1921, Decree 77.

req;uired to use Ibrtuguese as the medium of instruction, supervised by

^^cker, Angola...« pp. 112f.
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a qualified Pbriuguase citizen. Although Protestant missionaries 

questioned the wisdom of Decree 77, they conformed to the provisions

of the law, recognizing that there was no other recourse; protests

The government's ao-could only lead to expulsion from the eotmtry. 

cusation that Protestant missions "denationalized the natives" not

only created tensions between the Protestant chtirch and the state, 

but between Catholicism and Protestantism.

Oo-OTierative Efforts.- The number and diversity of those 

foreign missionary societies made it necessary to create in 1922 an 

Angola Evangelical Alliance, a co-operative evangelical organization. 

;.The aims, functions, and basis of membership are as follows: To develop 

the Church of Christ in Angola, co-ordinating the work of evangelical 

churches and mission, promoting and mintaining cordial relations

1

with authorities; fostering good relations with the evangelical churches

Membership may be active, by stssooi-of Portugal and other countries, 

ations of evangelical churches and by missionary societies working in

Angola; or associate, by organizations whose work is in harmony with

the aims of the Alliance. Active members^th twenty or more-workers
■

(missionaries or ordained pastors or eqxdvalent) are-pntitled to send
. , 2 

two delegates to conferences, those with less than twenty, only one.

The advantpiges of such a co-operative agency as the Evangelical

.

^Gonsalves, p. 2^4.

^Estatuto da Alianca Evangrflica de Angola, translated by the

present author.
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Alliance are several: first, it presents to the state a united non- 

Roman religious front. The government prefers to deal with one central 

organization rather than individual mission societies. The secretary of 

the Allanga, acting on behalf of all Protestant mission groups, is em

powered to make representations to the state on mission matters such as 

the legalization of mission property, certification of Protestant teachers, 

and other legal matters. Second, the annual meeting of this body gives 

a point of contact for all Protestant societies working in Angola. In^a 

strong Catholic environment, the necessity seems greater for the various 

evat3gelloal groups to got together. Third, comity agreements are defined.

• ^wever, in the last ^ew years some of the missions have not followed 

these agreements.

The effectiveness of the Evangelical Alliance depends on two 

'* things: first, the personality of the executive secretary, and second, 

the scope of its work. John T. Tucker, the first executive secretary, 

succeeded in forming a imited front of all the mission societies in the 

face of a strong Catholic culture. On the second point, as long as the

Evangelical Alliance'b work was strictly defined to co-operation within
■ ■ ■

non-doctriM.1 areas, the agency continued to functionJ^rmoniously. The
- ' ' '

Evangelical Alllenoe was ineffective when it attempted to seek co-opor- 

ation on a doctrinal basis; the views of the various peoples in the 

societies were too diverg;ent. The. creation of the Evangelical Alliance " 

did not have as its purpose a visible organic unity; it avoided member

ship in co-operative societies as the International Missionary Oounoil. 

Therefore, it was not surprising that idien an attempt to associate the
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Alliance with the World Oouncil of Churches'oame up* there were strong 

objections by some of the co-operating membe^rs. Consequently* the move 

toward that direction was dropped and association with world organ

ization was done through each society's parent body.

Yet* the canity agreements within Angola among the various 

mission groups have eliminated, tq a large extent* the divisive evils 

common in many other mission fields. However, the divisions are 

creations of foreign societies and are to be questioned as to their 

continued existence. African communicants of the various groups would 

welcome a move toward; a visible unity. Sociological factors such as 

■ mobility of population* the use of the colonial language as the lingua 

franca* and the increasing pressure for nationalism and self-government 

have awakened AngolEui Africans to think of unity.

ternal pressurea will prod both missionaries and Africans to question 

seriously the existence of the present state of separateness.

The increasing ex

it. Motivation

The diversity of Protestant mission societies makes it difficult 
to talk of a common motii^tion. In generalj^^i^wevar* there are two 

dominant motiimtions for mission work. The first is evangelistic and 

the second is humanitarian.^ This is in direct contrast to the avowed 

aims of the Roman tetholic church which links the interests of the 

state with missionary activity. Adriano Moreira* Portugal's former

^WLllis Church Lamott* Revolution in Missions (New York: The 
Macmillan CSompany* 1958)* pp* Ilf,
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Overseas Minister, expresses those sentiments in these words: ®As for 

Portugal, it has always been understood that missionary work could not 

be dissociated from the higher interests of the state, nor could the . 

latter do without the faithful co-operation of missionization."^

The Brethren, Ihilafricaine,-and the South Africa General lfl.8- 

sions came to convert the "pagans* to Christianity, maintaining that 

the literal intejrpretation of the Gospel was nearer to God's truth than 

the scholastic approach of the Baptist, Methodist, Congregational, and^ 

the United Church of Canada }6.8sion Societies. IBie Plymouth Brethren 

is a faith mission and each missionary is responsible for his own siip- 

povto They have no general organization on the field, no required form 

•of worship, and no ordained clergy. The Hailafricaine and the South 

Africa General Mission have more of an organizational structure, biit 

Africanization of their church organization is much slower than either the 

Methodists or the Church Council in Central Angola which was established 

by the American Board and the United Church of Canada. A further differ- 

once is their view that they represent the "true" religion and their way 

to salvation is more trustworthy. Moreove^ they consider the'education

al, medical, and technological programs of mission work.as externals 

to the preaching of the gospel in Africa. They also tend to be more 

exclusive. For instance, this same group refused to accept several 

students from another mission society in one of their student'^hostels "

^Morelra, p. 89.
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near a goTerrmant high school on the grounds that outsiders would disrupt 

their conmunity. To propagate their own interpretation of the Bible, 

the South African General Mission and the Ihilafrioaine IflLssion by

passed the Union Seminary in Dondi and established their own Bible 

schoolso

Among the classic Protestant mission groups the religious concern 

was also channeled in the direction of alleTlating hinnan sufferings* In 

England under the leadership of Wilberforee, the desire to help Afrl® 

cans was linked with a social protest focused on the slave trade.

English church leaders engaged the help of the entire community to 

ssupport the missionary enterprise, especially "the members of the 
upper middle class, engaged in banking and similar occupations.*'^

Across the continent of North America, this himianitarlan and 

religious concern was brought out in the effort of mission boards to 

secure proper candidates for the work in West Central Africa. Biey 

sought •men of good, sound health and vigorous constitution, with round-
’ c.

about common sense; men who have a purpose to accomplish, large, warm

hearts, ready to deny themselves and to wiy sacrifice for the good 

of those around them.* In actual mission policy Bishop Taylor of the

Methodist mission was one of the first to practice this concern to help 

Africans in their dally occupations. He and his followers engaged in

^James Stalker, •Svangelioalism,* ^cyclopedia of Heligion 
and Ethics, ed. James Hastings, V (1921),

2
Tucker, Drums..*, p. ^8.
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pit-sawing* cattle raising* and some agxiculture* Wien the li^hodist 

Board took over the work in 1897* strong industrial and medical work 

was carried on*^

let like Oatholicism* Protestant missionaries saw a necessity 

to build a church organization to carry out their evangelistic* medical* 

educational and technological programs. This* of course* meant evolving 

of rules for membership* the reertdting of leadership* the adoption of 

a liturgy for worship* and the creation of a financial structure.

iii. Extent of Penetration

In the initial stages the effect of mission work on African 

life was small. British Baptists report that in November 1887* nine 

after the beginning of their work in the Congo district* five
p

men were baptized into the church. The American Board mission work 

among the Ovimbundu in central Angola recorded seven members during 

the same number of years.^ But since 1910 there has been a phenomenal 

growth in both church members and indigenous church leadership." In 

1910 the American Board listed 642 church members; in 1929 there wore 

8*475* ^ growth of over a thousand per cei^J^ Indigenous church workers 

in 1910 numbered 180j in 1929 there wore 1*541* a growth of 750 per cent.
4

Other mission boards recorded similar growth durisig this ora.

The depression in the thirties curtailed many mission activl-

-'jt

years

^Ibid.

^:bid

^Tucker* Angola 

?Ibid.. p. 51.

* p. -4l.

P. 55.

64.» P‘• • •

• P

/
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ties, a cut’*back In personnel and program. Ihose were very leEin years. 

BtA after the depression further growth in the work was made. A com

parison of the Angola church membership of 1950 and of 1959 recordsthis 

In 1950 there were 46,871 members; in 1^9» 5^1*512.^ A 

large measure of this growth is due to the comity agreement among 

mission boards, based on ethnic and geographical lines. In this way

increase.

many of the tribal differences described by Sundkler in East Africa
2

faced by African Ohristians are minimized.
-•4>

!Ihe non-political alliance of Protestantism to the state also 

shaped this growth. Mich time, money, and energy were channeled toward 

■ 'social welfare programs; in many respects the Protestant church became 

a distinct community irtthin a Catholic environment. Chapter V anfi ,VI 

on nationalism will discuss further this aspect of the historical con

text.

5. Summary

Chapter II has focused on the history of Catholic and Pr&tes- 

tant missionary movements in Angola, 

close relationship between the Catholic 

the ■planting of the cross on every headland* being an integral part 

of the colonial policy of Portugal. In the four phases which traced 

the history of Catholic missions in Angola, the first was marked by

From the outset we noted the
chiii^dh and the Portuguese state.

^Anuefrio Estatyetieo, p. 20.
^Bengt Sundkler, The Christian Ministry in Africa (London: 

SCMPress, Ltd., i960), p. 112.

,5-



initial success and exploitation. By 1596 the Diocese of the Congo 

and Angola was establishedy the work being supported by Italian Capu

chin friars. For awhile, there were conflicts of national interests 

between the Portuguese state and the Italian missionaries, but under 

the threat of expulsion, the Capuchin friars swore allegiance to the 

Portuguese flag.

Ihe second phase was characterized by a further growth in the 

initial years, due largely to the support given to mission work by the ^ 

colonial state, A major preoccupation during this phase was the slave 

trade, causing a shift of emphasis from Sao Salvador to Luanda. The 

Dutch also disrupted Portuguese rule in l64l. Catholic fathers fleeing 

Luanda during this period of occupation. By the middle of the nine

teenth century, however, much of the ixiitial thrust had been expended.

The third phase was exemplified by the work of the French

Order of the Holy Ghost and a co-operative relationship of the Vatican 

with the Portuguese government which proved fruitful. The Holy Ghost
fl;

fathers served as a catalyst to expand the work of Catholic missions 

and colonial occupation beyond the coastal ^eas. The fourth period 

of expansion begEui with set backs, caused by World War-l and internal
•a:- . .

tinrest in Angola and in Portugal. But with the coming of some stability 

in 1928, Catholic mission work expanded rapidly imder the aegis of the 

Portuguese "New State..* Each of the four phases reflected periods of 

growth, retrogression, co-operation, and competition with the state.

Fbr Protestantism, the reports of David Livingstone and Henry 

Stanley stimulated interest.in Protestant mission work in Britain and
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in North America. Ihe first Protestant society to begin work in 

Angola was the British Baptist in 1878, followed a few years later by 

the Congregational, Methodist, and Brethren Societies. By 1924 seven 

other mission groups had established work in Angola. Idke Catholic 

societies, Protestant mission work also faced many obstacles. For 

example, missionaries of the various Protestant mission boards often

met resistance from the indigenous rulers and their subjects. Other 

difficulties included the persistence of high fevers, the problem of 

communication, the hostility of government officials and Europeein 

traders, and the geographical obstacles of rivers and mountains.

As to motivations, Catholicism responded to the state's ob

jectives of "civilizing" and "Christianizing." More often than not, 

Catholicism's motivation to "Christianize" was secondary to the "civi

lizing" aspect of Pbrtiagal's colonial policy. For Protestantism, two 

motivations seemed important, the humanitarian and the "evangelizing. 

The two motivations complemented each other, but the humanitarian was 

dominant. There was also the desire of Catholicism and Protestsuitism

to establish the institution of the church. ^To a large extent the 

energies of Catholicism and Protestantism were directed'^d.n this di

rection. But they faced many difficulties, the greatest being the 

lack of indigenous candidates for the clergy. For this reason much 

of the thrust of Christianity in Angola has been in the hands of Euro

peans and North Americans.

The positions of Catholicism and Protestantism within the 

colonial state often created dilemmas for each organization. Cathqll-
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olsm's link with the state confronted its hierarchy with a situation 

by vdiioh the church's existence depended on th© fortiaies of the state. 

On the other hand» the non-identification of Protestantism with the 

national culture of the colonial state was a source of tension be

tween Protestant mission groups and the Pbrtuguese government, 

dilemma will be a factor as we proceed in our study from one issue to 

another.

Ihis

In the succeeding chapters the task is to relate these histori- 

cal-eociological circumstances in which Christianity found itself to 

the selected issues of the study. The next sectiony Chapter III, will 

deal with the social issue of the slave trade. As we study this issue 

we shall deal with the response of Ohristiardty and explore the factors 

which influenced it. Moreover, we shall be conscious of the problem 

of choice, introducing dilemmas for Catholicism and Protestantism.



CHAPTER III

SLAVE TRAEE

lo Introduction

i. European Scramble in West Africa

Initially the growing aea trade of European nations focused 

in the Par East, the incentives being the luxury items of silk, drugs.

psrf^es, and the tropical agricultural products of sugar and spices. 

Africa's mode of living not geared to supply silk goods, nor drugs, 

nor p|rfumo, but Africa could have produced the tropical items of

was

sugar

and spices. As a matter of record Europeans did farm in West Africa 

and attempted to harness the abundant African labor supply under the

plantation system. Ihere were three factors, however, which caused 

Europeans to abandon their projects. First, the climate was not 

healthy for Europeans; second, tropical diseases took a heavy toll 

among Europeans; and third, communications between Africa and Europe 

were not highly developed.

But the West African experiments were not in vain; indeed, 

as the British historians Oliver and Page point out, the Spaniards 

took the idea of the plantation system which they had initiated in 

the Canary Islands and transplanted it to the West Indies, 

also the case with the Portuguese; they transported the systems 

developed in the Cape Verde Islands and Sao Tom€ to Brazil.

This was

The
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plantation aysterna in the Americas, however, could not exist without 
an adequate supply of lahoro^

At first European plantation owners 

recruited American Indians, but the Amerindisns were not satisfactory

for the hard physical labor which was required on the sugar and tobacco

plantations. White indentiired laborers were also employed, especially 

by British companies, but they were oostly. Not only were the in

dentured laborers freed after they served their period of service, 

but the supply was not sufficient to meet the demand created by the 

plantations in the West Indies and in the Americas. Moreover, by 

the end of the seventeenth century, Europe needed all its workers at 

home;"factory workers were needed in Europe and this source of supply

was cut off.

Paced with the negligible results in the recrxiitment of 

American Indians to work in the plantations and in the dwindling sup

ply of labor from Europe, plantation owners of the West Indies turned

This was not a newto West Africa for their man power requirements, 

thing; early Spanish colonies had already experimented with African 

labor, Portugal furnishing African slaves a^ut the.year ijlO. 

the supply to th% early Spanish colonies was only a trickier it was 

only when the Dutch, French, and English merchants competitively

But

entered the market in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that

^Roland Oliver and J. D. Phge, A Short History of Africa 
(Baltimore, Maryland* Penguin Books, 1965), pp. 119f.
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the slave trade assumed hurricane proportions. !Ihe incentive for other 

Europesin nations to enter into the picture was the increased demand 

for sugar by the peoples of l^rope. In the West Indies sugar planta

tions increased ten-fold« necessitating more end more labor from 

Africa. The European scramble for West Africa began; the lucrative

slave trade from Africa to the West Indies and to Europe was the 

prize commercial traffic.^ In England the slave trade functioned as

part of the profitable tri-angular trade.

ii. The Tri-angular Trade

Prom the seventeenth century forward slaves became a valuable 

commodity in international trade; they were as profitable as the 

eastern luxury items of silksf drugs* and perfumes. By mid-seventeenth

century the Dutch had usurped the Portuguese monopoly on the west

coast of Africa, although Portugal furnished the major supply of slave 

labor for Brazil from her colonies in Sao TomW, the Congo, and Angola.

But the Dutch ascendancy to power was challenged by the French and the

British in late-seventeenth century, and by the eighteenth century, 

these two nations were the principal powers controlling the. slave trade
-S''

in West Africa.

It was during this period that the English developed the 

highly lucrative tri-angular trade route. !Die commercial scheme 

involved the following stepss first, a ship left England for West

^Oliver and Page, pp. 119f.
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Africa with a cargo of guns* cloth from India^ jewelry, and other 

manufactured arbioles; second, the English sailing master traded the 

guns, jewelry and cloth for slaves at the factors located on the west 

coast; third, when all the goods were traded for slaves, the ships 

sailed across the Atlantic for the West Indies iriiere slaves were ex

changed for the products of the new world such as sugar, tobacco, 

indigo, and rice; and finally, the ships returned to their European 

home ports to market the products of the new world whore they were 

readily sold. The total journey formed a trianglei hence its name, 

the tri-anguleir trade.

The three point oonmeroial route appealed to the mercantile

economy of the seventeenth century for two reasonss first, the three 
\

transactions did not involve sui expending of gold bullion. Oonsequontly, 

they did not drain the cash balance in the economy of England; the 

tri-angular trade did not upset England's balance of payment. Second, . 

each transaction in the tri-angular trade produced a profit. Manu- 

factured goods were exchanged for slaves at a profitable rate; the

in^o West Indies; the products 

of the new country, s^ar, rice, indigo, and tobacco, wer^^in short 

supply in Europe, selling at high prices. Except for the danger of 

pirate ships plying on the west coast of Africa and the chance.that 

the mortality rate would.decrease the number of slaves in the Atlantic 

crossing, the tri-angular trade was a boon for the mercantile economy of 

the seventeenth and eighteenth oentvuries. Protn a commercial point of

demand for slaves brought a good price
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view it was tmderstandable that each European nation vied with the 

other to control the trade route from Europe to West Africa to the West 

Indies and back to Europe.

iii. Ibrtuguese Motivations

Economic.- We have noted that Portugal was the principal 

supplier of slave labor for the early Spanish colonies in the West

Indies, economics being an important factor in the history of Angola. 

An American missionary, Gladwyn Childs, outlining the historical de

velopment of the Ovimbundu of central Angola, stresses this point.

He writes:

Ihere are many books about Angola and several histo
ries of Angola, so-called, but the History of Angola, 
in the proper sense of the term, remains to be written.
None of the books written thus far has taken sufficient 
cognizance of the economic factors involved, whereas a 
history of Angola is no history at all if not an eco
nomic history.^

Biough we may not accept fully Dr. Child’s statement that 

the ^History of Angola is no history at all if not an economie 

history,* we must not underestimate the influence of economic forces;

a major aim of the I^rtuguese was to find easier route to India
2to trade for spioes. Ihe promise of riches was used to sign up 

sailors to sail the ships in unknown waters. They left their families.

Wide, p. 191.
p
Alfredo de Albuquerque Felner, Angola (Coimbra, Portugal: 

Imprensa da Universidade, 1955), p. 8.
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hoping to return home laden with gold Eind apioeso An expedition was 

a failure unless gold* silver* and spices were jbrought back to the

king.

Eoonomie motivations also drove the Bortuguese to link West 

and East Afkioa. For instance* as early as l6l6 the governor of Angola* 

Luiz Metides de Tasconoelos* wrote a memorandum to the king of Portugal* 

entreating the crown to form em expedition to explore and ultimately 

to dominate the interior between Angola wd UoQsmbiqueo Governor 

Tasconoelos saw several advantages in mounting a strong force to open 

the way from Angola to Mogambique. First* it \«as more than possible 

to subdue the powerful African chief* Monomatapa* who ruled in the 

lower Zambezi river* by way of Angola because the climate was healthier* 

avoiding the fever bouts which always plagued military expeditions in 

Central Afidoa. The Portuguese discovered that idien they occupied

Sofala in the sixteenth century* Mwenemittapa* or in the Portuguese

version* Monomatapa, was a threat to their power; the Portuguese had 

to subdue Monomatapa in order to control East Africa.

A second advantage would be the po^ibillty of opening a way 

to India via Angola* by-passing the dangerous sailing passage around 

the Cape of Good Hope. Moreover* if such a roixte became a reality* 

a safe and direct oommunloatlon could be established from the South

1

American colony of Brazil to Angola; from there to Mogambique* and

^Oliver and Page* pp. IJlf.
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finally, to the end of the line, India. A third reason for suoh ein 

expedition was to discover the silver mines of the irftig of Angola. 

The governor, having seen the rich samples of silver in the city of 

Sao Banlo of Luanda, proposed to the crown a way to replenish her 

treasury with the mineral wealth of Angola. Without any difficulty 

Governor Vaseonoelos' plans were approved and blessed by the king's 

confessor, the Archbishop of Braga.

But the execution of plans for such an expedition was slow 

and tedious, although traders from Luanda did penetrate as far as 

Hestem Lunda. Ian Gunnison of the University of Khartoimi writes 

that the people of this area

probably had indirect contact with the Portuguese of Angola 
from a date preceding the Lunda diaspora. The legend has it 
that in coming eastwards from the western capital, fozembe 
had guns, which had never before been seen in these parts, 
and the noise of which alone was sufficient to frighten some 
groups into submission. Suoh trade relations as tfwata Tamvo 
had were through middlemen of the Banga tribe of the Angolan 
interior.2

1

A full scale expedition, however, was only undertaken in 1790

when the Bortttguese explorer, Francisco Jos^ de Laoerda e Almeida, 
hoped to put Tinder PcrtTiguese authority th^erritoiy which ran west

ward from the Zai&bezi district to Angola.
• ''-.S' . •

Laoerda's plans were over- 

ambitious; the intrigues of the African chief, Kazembe, and his feudal

^Lacerda e Almeida, Travessia da Africa (Lisboa: AgSnoia 
Geral das Coldhias, 1956)» pp» 15"15*

%an Ounnisont "Kazembe and the Portuguese, 1790”1852»'* 
Journal of African Ittstory. II, 1 (I96I), 62.
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vassalB hampered the progress of his expedition. By the time he 

reached the household of Kazembe# Lacerda was too, sick to travel any 

further. Here he died, a result of exhaustion and high fever. Although 

Dr. Laoerda did not accomplish vdiat he had planned to do, he left maps 

and a diary, both to become invaluable documents for Portugal’s claim 

as the first European nation to explore this area.^

A century later, a former lieiitenant \Aio had served in the 

Portuguese Zambezi military campaign in I869, Major Serpa Pinto, 

collaborated ifith two scientists, Capello and Ivens, to follow in 

the footsteps of Lacerda, the difference being in the point of de

parture* Serpa Pinto hoped to explore and chart the vast territory 

.separating Angola from MoQambique. A change of plans separated Serpa
V-

Pinto from his two colleagues, although they hoped to meet at Belmonte 

in Bitf, at the home of Silva Porto, a legendary Portuguese adventurer. 

There, Serpa Pinto was helped by Silva Ibrto and encouraged to continue 

on his journey. After arranging for sufficient bearers, Serpa Pinto 

left Belmonte to accomplish his aim to roach the east coast of Africa. 

The trip was not easy; Serpa Pinto constantlj^fovight against the high 

fevers which left him weak and weary. But he finally reachedBarotse- 

land, an area familiar to Portuguese pombeiros or traders. Sick with 

fever, ho was nursed back to health by a French missionary, Prangois 

Coillard. Later, they crossed the western end of the Kalahari Desert

^Lacerda e Almeida, pp. 585-406.
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in a boar cart» arriving at Shushong in South ^st Africa in December 

1878» Serpa Pinto proceeded to Rretoria in South Africa and from

there to Durban where he was acclaimed by Europe and the world as a 
great explorer.^

Such expeditions were always cloaked under the title 

®scientifio explorations;" yet no one denied their economic implloations*

Religious.- To point out the importance of the economic factor

is not to minimize the religious motivation of the Portuguese for occu

pying Angola; missionization was important in Porttiguese colonial 

policy. Hie Portuguese contrast this with the motivations of other 

European powers, pointing to Great Britain which cites three factors 

for-her presence in Africa: first, the factor of prestige in the 

possession of colonies; second, the need for trade to mrket her goods 

beyond the British Isles; end third, the need to establish bases to 

protect her trade routes.^

For Portugal, Bri-bain's exclusion of the missionizing motive 

was a weakness in English colonial policy; Portugal from the beginning 

was interested in creating Christian states in Africa. This view was 

eloquently expressed at a plenary assembly g^bishops 

i960 who stated that

in Portugal in

' .> '
’tS'

our history has made us an instrument of the Lord in the 
evangelization of a considerable part of the world, in 
America, in Africa, in Asia, and even in OeeaM 
the Church has always confirmed this mission.^

a. And

^Laoerda e Almeida, pp. 585"^6. 

2
Adriano Bforeira., pp. 88f. 5Ibid p. 90.• $

■■ .Vi"
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The aeeomplishmeticfc of this mission was more saocessful in the

Congo than else^ere. An important reason for this success was that 

the Manicongo, ruler of the Bakongo kingdom, and his feudal chiefs 

were converted to CSiristianity. The effort of Dom Afonso, the Congo 

king, to model his kingdom after that of a European fifteenth centxiry 

Qtiristian feudal state also helped. And, according to the British 

historians, Oliver and Fage, if the Portuguese had '“been able to sus

tain the partial altruism of their early contacts, he might have gone 

far towards succeeding. Unforttmately the slave trade intervened;

Oliver and Page observe that it "“soon began to loom larger in Portu-
2

guesoftaims than the creation of a Chri^ian state in Africa.® 

ally this dream became a comfortable north, Portugal defending her 

position as the protector of Christian values, and lamenting that
••i

other nations misunderstood her mission.

Eventu-

dvilizing.- For Portugal Christianizing also meant civilizing; "

Christianity was an integral aspect of Portuguese culture. The crown 

of Portugal not only sought economic and religious affiliations, but 

it hoped to effect a political alliance wi^^the African kingdom in 

the Congo.

At the outset the relationship between the two crowns was one 

of mutual respect. Their correspondence reflected a feeling of e^allty.

2V
Oliver and Fage, p. I25. Ibid., p. 126.
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each referring to the other as king and brother. In I512 King Manuel 

addressed the Manicongo (who took the name of Afonso rfien he was 

baptized) as *Most powerful and excellent king of ManyOongo.* King 

Afonso, in turn, replied with the words: 'Most high and powerful 

prince smd king my brother.*^

But the transactions between the kings were not confined 

^diolly to fraternal greetings. Basil Davidson records that when w-ing 

Manuel sent his ships to the Congo, he insisted that his ships return 

laden with rich cargo. King Manuel instructed his emissary,

Simao da Silva, not to return empty handed; he should *fill the ships,
■ 2

whether with slaves, or copper, or ivory.®

For the Congo ruler, the request for slaves by King Manuel 

did not seem strange; domestic slavery was practiced in the Congo as

in evexy other part of Africa, ®long before Europeans began to export 

slaves overseas.®^
Consequently, on receiving King Manuel's emis- 

saries, Afonso collected MS-O slaves and sent them down to the mouth

of the Congo River where the Portuguese had anchored their ships. Of 

these 520 were selected and carried off to <^rtugal..^

Unfortunately, the friendly exchange of gifts batweeh the two 

kings (cloth and trinkets by the Portuguese and slaves by the Congo-

^Tisoonde de Paiva Manso, ffiLstdria do Congo: Doeumentos 
(Lisboa: Typografia da Academia, 1877), pp. 5-15. ;

2
Basil Davidson, Black Mother (Boston: Little, Brown and Co • 9

1961), p. 124.

4
Davidson, p. 125.

^Oliver and Page, p. 126.
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leea), did not prevail. The civilizing motivation, as with that of 

Christianizing, was lost in the insatiable thirst for cheap labor by 

Brazilian plantation ovners. For Africans, western civilization meant 

subjugation, either as a slave or as a vassal of a European power.

2, Effects of Slave Trade

i. On Traditional Society

Population. - Prom 1485 to the First World Ifiar the htunEUi being

was the most important of all the commodities of trade in Fbrtuguese 

West Africa. Alfredo de Albuquerque Pelner, a Portuguese historian, 

writes in his Portuguese Colonial History that *all economic end fl-
-ii

nanclal life of our colonies of West Africa, was from the beginning, 

based almost exclusively, on slave trade, 

meree, the rights, licenses and taxes of these explorations were the 

principal income of the Crown.

Another Portuguese historian, Antdhio de Oliveira de Oadornega, 

estimated in his three volume work Histrfria Geral das Guerras Ango-'

It was the principal com-

lanas (General History of the Angolan Whrs) that during the century 

idiich his history covers, beginning with t^ founding of Luanda in
•S-, '2

157^» a million "slaves were exported. Gladwyn Qiilds estimated that

^Pelner, p. 255, trenslated by the present author.

^Gladwyn Childs, "The Peoples of Angola In the Seventeenth 
Century According to Oadornega,* Journal of Afrietm History, I, 2 
(I960), 274.
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of tho total number of slaves exported^ three million would probably be

Three million is two-thirda,of the total popula

tion of four and a half million people as reported in the I95O census. 

This is one of the reasons why Angola is so sparsely populated, the 

ratio being nine persons per square mile.

Not only did the slave trade affect the population figure, 

but the social effects upon Africans themselves were tremendous.

Basil Davidson writes that the ®ware provoked by slaving® were ®oom- 

pletely negative in their effects on Africa—they stained and ruined

much of the fabric of African society while permitting nothing better 
2

to replace it.® All other economic aqtivities became secondary during 

this dark period in Angola.

Power Structures.- What other effects did the slave trade

1
very conservative.

have on the history of Angolat One was the shift in power from the 

interior to the coast. Tribal coastal chiefs demanded tributes from 

the Bobas (chiefs) of the interior as they marched their slaves to the 

market places on the sea coast. Ihis was the practice until the Portu- 

controlled the coastal regions. Prom^his period tho primacy of 

the coastal areas, especially the port of Luanda, was firmly established. 

This was recognized vdien tho Portuguese kept Luanda as the capital, 

though there was some thought of moving it to Nova Lisboa (New Lisbon) 

situated on the Benguela plateau.

guese

^Childs, Ombundu
p. 195.

Sasil Davidson, The Lost Qities of Africa (Boston: Little, 
Brown and Company, 1959)» po 152.

• • • f
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Another effect of the slave trade was the abandonment of the 

northern oapital, Sao Salvador» by EuropeEins. Jfhen Bortuguese au

thorities used Luanda as their principal seaport, traders also moved 

south* .^d there were many repercussions. For one thing, the authority 

of the Congo king was no longer supreme; traders did not have to secure

permission from him. Furthermore, in the last quarter of the sixteenth 

century, the Ndongo king broke away from the Congo overlords because 

he wished to deal directly with the Poirtuguese and not pay further 

tributes. To achieve this, the king of Mongo, afraid of the power of 

the Congo king, appealed for protection from the king of Portugal who 

dispatched a military expedition. Once again an African king requested 

aid of a European power to protect him from a neighboring ruler. From 

1576» the Congo king was no longer sole overlord of the domain in the 

lower Congo basin; the Mongo king became independent and developed 

his own hierarchy.^ Today, they are known as the Kimbundu speaking 

peoples.

The effect on central Angola was equally great; the slave 

trade opened a commercial route for the la^e Ovimbundu speaking 

peoples who occigjy the Benguela highlands. The towns of Benguela 

and Cfetumbela became important outlets for the slave trade and the 

increased economic activity established a trade route which ran from 

the coast to the interior. Ovimbundu traders plundered other tribes 

to the east of them and sold their prisoners as slaves to the Portu

guese. This practice of raiding neighboring tribes by idiich the

^Felner, p. 118.
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Ovimbundu secured slaves created a social stretum within tribal groups. 

An example is the Ovimbundu raids on the Ngangelas vdio live in south

eastern section of Angola; they served as slaves to the Beilundu kings. 

Hiey were assigned to menial tasks, and, during the boom in rubber trade 

from 1874-1886, the Ngangelas wore used as porters to carry rubber from 

the interior to the coast. Gladwyn Childs illustrates this Umbimdu 

attitude by the proverb ®as a grass hut is not a house, so sui Ocigangela 
(pi. Ovingangela) is not a person (omunu).*^ 

volved the Ovinbimdu beyond their own communities. Travel journals 

identify them as the pombeiros (barefoot traders) of Angola. The pom- 

beifbs took with, them their language,, and Umbundu became the common 

means of communication. It is not an exaggeration to say that Ibnbimdu

became the lingua franca of Angola and Umbtindu is understood in neny
.. 2

non-Ovimbundu sections of modem Angola.

Changing Character of Slavery.- Raiding between ethnic groups

The slave trade also in-

was not eui tincommon practice before the arrival of Etiropeans in the Congo 

and in Angola. In the Portuguese Congo, there was constant fighting be

tween the Bakongo and the Bateke tribal g^ups. Earlier in this study 

we noted that the newly baptized Manicongo fought and coriqiiered their 

old enemy, the Bateke. There were also aaoy clashes of power within an 

ethnic group, such as the Ovimbundu of central Angola.

In these raids the viotors always carried off their prisoners

2
Ibid., p. 206.W'lds, p. 189.
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of nar and their new nastera used them as domestic slaves. Also* it 

was a oommon practice for African groups to exchange slaves amcng 

themselvesy but the slave status was not permanent. Domestio slaves 

were able to win their freedom after serving in the king's army^. For 

instanoei in the Bailundu area in central Angola, there is a village 

composed of former slaves. On the whole domestic slaves were treated 

kindly, although confined to a lower social class.

But when Europeans opened the slave market as a commercial 

enterprise, they introduced several new elements which were foreign 

to the indigenous culture. For one thing, with the increasing demand 

for labor by plantation owners, slaves were now categorized as another 

commodity, such as sugar, tobacco, or indigo. A slave was not ein in

dividual; the worth of a slave was calculated in relation to the market

price. A second element was that slavery was no longer a domestic 

institution. Slaves were bought by Europeans and exported to ITorth 

America without any hope that they would be returned to their country 

of birth. A third element, was that with the increased commercial 

value attached to slaves, internal warfare'^^noreas'ed. Acquiring 

prisoners of war^became the principal object; the success of a 

raiding party was judged in the light of the number of prisoners 

captured.

A striking illustration of the rise in the slave trade was 

the effect on the Jagas, one of the principal raiding groups in 4he
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seveziteenth eezrturyo Andrew Battell> an Bngllsbinan from Lehigh who 

accompanied the Jagas in some of their raidsy noted that these people 

had once been cannibals, eating their prisoners of war. But when the 

Jaga chiefs dlsoovered that Europeans paid a price for slaves, they 

stopped their cannibalistic practices and entered into the commercial 

slave market. Subsequently, Battell records from his experiences that 

the Jagas sold their prisoners of war and their ship i«as ladah "’with 

slaves in seven days, and bought them so cheap that maiqr did not cost 

one real, which were worth in the city (of Loanda) twelve milreis.*^ 

Other ethnic groups joined in the scramble to procure more 

slaves, resulting.in an increase of internal raids. The step from 

exchanging slaves among the different African groups to trading with 

Europeans was very easy; the highly regarded oommodlties of guns, 

cloth, and jewelry were received in exchange for slaves. The trans

action became purely commercial; slaves were now regarded as com

modities.

Commerce.- As eoonomie activities increased another internal

effect was the rise in the number of Eurojw^n merchants who vied with 

each other to procure slaves from the different chiefs. Ultimately, 

the increasing number of E^opeans neoessitated some form of govern

ment. The king of Portxigal, Dom Badro I, recognized this, and sent 

a representative of the court, Slnao da Silva, to Angola in 1^12 with

^E. G. Ravensteln, The Strange Adventures of Andrew Battel 
of Lehigh (London J Hakluyt Society, 1901)» P« "S.0, .
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these instruetions; *If the king, Dora Afonso» wishes you to be presezrb 

in the courts of his people, you may accompany and help him, but in

are solely responsible to judgeoases involving otjr own people, you

and execute any punishment.*^ The appointment of a representative by 

the king of Portugal the beginning of European civil administration 

in Angola, regulation of commeroo being an in5)ortant factor for this 

development. Theoretically, acts against "native® instittitions by

was

Europeans, especially in the trading of slaves, were out of the hands 

of the local chiefs; practically this was not always so. 

were clashes of interests, European slave traders could appeal to the 

representative of the king of Pbrtugal, and since the iHng 

sentative in Angola was also a trader, he received all complaints by 

his countrymen with great sympathy. Take the case of the Englishman, 

Andrew Battel of Lehigh, as an example; he was on a trading ^cpedition 

to Benguela on behalf of the governor of Angola when he encountered 

the Jagas, proving that civil government and commerce were hardly 

distinguishable.

But if there

a repre-

Increased commercial activities al^^ introduced a monetary 

system. Previoufly, cowry shells wero used as the meditim of exchange, 

but with the arrival of Europeans another form of exchange was in

troduced. Itoo, or cloth, was substituted for cowry shells, 

instance, in I776 a slave was bought for •thirty pieces,* about a 

half to bo paid "in textiles such as indlenne. guinea, and chaffelat.*

For

^Pelner, p. 4l.
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The remsdxiing one-half was paid in guns, loolves, glass beads, and rum.^

Iftth the. development of a mone

tary economy, taxes were introduced by a foreign power.

Later European coins were circulated.

Tributes, the

prerogative of the Congo king, wore continued, but the European power 

also needed taxes to pay for the cost of civil administration. !Hio two

interests, African and European, often clashed.

Also, with the increased tempo in slave trade, the Bortuguese

colonies in >fest Africa were drawn into international commercial re

lations. Sao Tomtf, situated off the gulf of Guinea, was geographically 

the nearest. In the beginning slavery was not the principal interest 

of the colonizers of Sao Tom^; ivory and some copper were traded for 

food to sustain the few Europeans who lived on the island at that time. 

But under a concession license which Femao de Helo received from the

royal court in Lisbon soon after the death of the first European settler, 

Alvaro de Oaminha, in 1499, Sao Tomd was developed at the cost of the 

Congo. In a short vdiile the Portuguese colonists of ^o Tomd had a 

cathedral, a bishop, and a highly developed agriculture which enriched 

the proprietors. Sao Tomd island also cor^rolled traffic from the 

Congo to Porttigal. Ifeny of the letters containing roquestb of the 

king of Congo to the king of Portugal were intercepted in Sao Tomd: 

instead, the colonists substituted letters informing the king of Portugal 

of the intrigues of the Congo kiisg against the Bortuguese.^Subsequently,

2^Davidson, Black..., p. 1^7* 

^Pelnor, p. 68.
Rego, pp. 219f.
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the cause of the Congo suffered; only the wishes of the residents of 

Sao Tom^ were attended.

Brazil was also involved in the Angolan slave trade. Accord

ing to Duffy, in the early years of the seventeenth century Brazil's 

sugar economy had become absoltxtely dependent on Angolan labor. A 

remark of the day was, "without sugar there is no Brazil, and without 

Angola there is no sugar.Gladwyn Childs holds that "during the 

250 years of slave trade, Angola was in reality a dependency of Brazil

. . . So complete was the commercial domination of Brazil that Lisbon
2

• Themerchants had hardly anything to do with the Angola trade.

Portuguese chronicler, Jos^ Joaquim Lopes de Lima, in his Ensaios, 

writes that so complete was the tie between Angola and Brazil that 

when Brazil became Independent, Europeans in Benguela pushed for union 

with that country.^ Angola's history would have been different if this

had taken place.

The lucrative slave trade also involved the nations of Europe,

principally Belgium and Holland. The Dutch occupation of Luanda in the

of Luanda to the Dutchseventeenth century is an example. !Eie f 

wrought a change in the relationship between African and European 

powers; African chiefs pledged allegiance to the Dutch flag without

too much trouble. IHiey easily substituted Dutch rule for Portuguese. 

A handful of Portuguese traders returned to Luanda to sell slaves to

2
Childs, p. 195.^Duffy, p. 159.

^Lopes de Lima, Ensaios (lisboa: Imprensa Nacional, 18^),
p. 127.
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the IXtteh, but new alliances gave the Dutch priority over them, 

was only through Brazil's help that Angola was restored to the Pbrtu- 

guese. Brazil acted to protect her own interests; she needed slaves 

for her sugar plantations.

It

ii. On Christianity

Involvement of the Church.- !Hie demand for slaves and material

profits overshadowed any existing humanitarian motives. Traders, ad

ministrators, and tribal chiefs engaged in this lucrative practice.

•i;:

The church, although protesting on numerous occasions against slavery, 

more often than not collected its share of the export tax, grateful 

for the opportunity to save the infideld through mass baptism. John 

T. Tucker, Canadian missionary and first executive secretary of the 

Angola Evangelical Alliance, records that *on the wharf at Luanda, 

as late as I87O, there could still be seen a marble chair on which 

the bishop had sat and baptized by boatloads the poor wretches as they 

were towed alongside the ship*®^ A graphic illustration of the day 

of embarkation is described by an English historian, Charles R.

Boxer. Ho writes that on that day in mid-se^nteenth century all 

the slaves ware h^ded ®to a nearby church, or other eonvenibnt place 

and there baptised by a parish priest in batches of hundreds at a 

time. Qhe ceromohy did not take very long.® To symbolize the new 

state from the old, each slave was given a Christian name. 'The priest 

said to each slave in turn, 'your name is Peter, yours is John, yours

1Tucker, Angola..., pp. 16f.
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Ppanois, • and so on, giving each man a piece of paper with his 

written on it, pyttiag a little salt on his tongwe, and sprinkling holy 

water over the crowd with a hyssop.* To insure that the ceremony was 

not lost in the confusion of a foreign tongue, the parish priest 

ployed an African interpreter who added these words of admonitiont 

®Look you people are already children of God, you are going to the

name

6Jfl“

land of the Spaniards (or Pbrtuguese) where you will learn things of 

the Faith.* The'^rican interpreter concluded his speech with this 

®Don't think any more about where you came from, and don't 

eat dogs, rats, or horses—now go with a good will.* ^

advice:

5 The baptismal ceremony did not post the newly-initiated 

"Ohristians" a centavo, for the slave traders gladly assumed the 

baptismal tax of 500 reis to clothe their activities under the aegis 

of the church. In the beginning the tax was paid to the parish priests 

at Remedies and Benguela, but when the practice of slavery was accepted 

as a normal economic enterprise, the bishop collected one-half of the 

baptismal tax. Interestingly this tax was not imposed upon infants. 

Of this practice Basil Davidson remarks that^*this wjas not exactly a 
crowning mercy. *^

Rot only did the church receive its share of the export tax, 

but it also used slaves as a form of capital to build a seminary. For

^0. R. Boxer, Salvador de Sef and the Strtiggle for Brazil and 
Angola 1602-1686 (London: The Athlone Press, 1952), p. 250,' ~

2,
Basil Davidson, The African Awakening (London: Jonathan 

Gape, 1555). P. 56.
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instance the Bishop's office of Angola recommended in October 1624 to 

begin a seminary with m initial gift of twenty thousand cruzados t

one-half of the amount was to be paid in the form of Congo grainf and 

the other half in "pegas da India* (slaves). Purthemore, the Bishop 

wrote to the king of Pbrtugal, requesting the privilege of retaining 

the fees which came from the sending of slaves from the Congo kingdom 

destined for Bahia eind Pernambuco in South America.^

Even slaves were accepted as payment for two of its seminary 

students. Basil Davidson cites a case discovered by Abbtf Jardin in 

the archives of Luanda idiich says that

i these young semiziarieLns every year received three slaves 
from the Idng in order to pay for their studies. In 1812, 
the Prince Pedro sold his father's ambassador who had 
brought a ziumber of slaves to Luanda. The Governor fotuid 
himself obliged to cause this Congolese nobleman to be 
sought for in Brazil, and to send the two students back to 
San Salvador until the bishop could arrive and re-establish 
discipline.^

^e king of Portugal also reflected these sentiments. On 

receiving fifty-four slaves, the king said: have much joy in

them, because of their salvation, ^o otherwise would have been destined 

to perdition."^ Their joy in being able to^save the heathen* was 

one of the reasons why the Portuguese valued the Bantu slaves much

more tiighly than those taken from Hoslem countries. The latter were 

also much more spirited and apt to incite rebellion against the planta-

2^Paiva Manso, p. 182.

5'Quoted in Tucker, Angola

Davidson, Black P- 59.f

16.» p.• • •
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tion masters. Eie Bantus, on the other hand, acoepted (Sirlstianlty, 

were docile, obedient, and more adaptable. Outwa:rdly they assimilated 

the nays of the Ibrtuguese much more than the independent Moslems from 

the north.^

To guarantee the effectiveness of the baptismal ceremony, the 

bishops also insisted that a chaplain be placed on each ship carrying 

a cargo of slaves across the Atlantic from Angola, 

passage had an odious reputation of being the worst of the tri-ahgdlar 

trade route, there were few chaplains who were tempted to undertake 

such a voyage.

Since the middle-

Subsequently, the bishop's only recourse was to appoint

the lehst desirable of his parish priests, more often lured by a promise
2

of riches than by a desire to serve their fellow men.

At times Portuguese officials sent a- priest on these slave 

ships as their personal representative. One such instance occurred 

when Salvador de Sef renewed the slave trade a year after ousting the 

Dutch from luanda in 1648. I8.th the assurance from the Spanish crown 

that Portuguese slave ships would not be molested, Salvador de SeC 

sent two vessels to Buenos Aires and on one^f them, he placed a 

Oapuchin priest as his personal representative.^

On many oeoasione slaves were exchanged as gifts. !Qie extent 

of this practice is shown in a brief letter of Dom Alvaro's to Padre 

Garcia Sin»es dated August 27, I565. The intent of this letter was

^Boxer, p. 255. 

^oxer, p. 280.

^Davidson, Black. P. 55.•• f
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"to gain tha confldaxuse of the Bortugueso* and as a gaslura of hospilall'ty 

Dom iClvaro writes that he had sent an emissary to FUmbo to gather 

slaves (pegas) to send to P&dre Slmoes. Years later (1622) Antdhlo 

Denlz used this evidence against the Jesuits for their practice of 
slavery.^

some

Thirty years after Dom Alvaro's letter of I656, the Jesuits 

were recipients of the legacy of Salvador de Set's holdings in Angola 

which consisted of "seven thousand head of cattle . . . one hundred 

and sixty Negro slaves . . . seventy saddle-horses and much other

Prior to his departure for Portugal, Salvador de Set con- 

solidated his Angolan holdings with the Jesuit Society, stipulating 

that the profits were to bo shared equally, one-half for himself and 

the other half to be sent to Brazil to endow the Jesuit College at Rio.^ 

Although Protestantism was not an established institution in 

the Congo and in Angola diaring the height of the slave trade, the 

after-effects of the practice of slavery were felt beyond the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries by Protestants. In I9II when the report of the 

deputation to the West Central Africa lassioii^f the Amertoan Board of 

Commissioners for Foreign HLssions was printed, there me a section 

dealing with the question of slavery. In its investigation the depu

tation discovered that certain church holders confessed to keeping slaves.

«|2property.

^Qastao Sousa Dias, Relacoes de Angola (Coimbra, Portugal: 
Imprensa da Dniversidade, 1954), pp. yif.

2
Boxer, p. 28?. ^Ibid.
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much to the surprise of the team members. At one of the out-stations 

members of the deputation asked the elders whether any of the church 

members owned a slave and they replied, 'Jfeny of us do.* "“One of 

the elders acknowledged that he himself owned a slave.

According to the commlttae's findings slavery was not abhorrent 

to Africans and *of themselves they would not be likely to class this 

evil with polygamy and intemperance and condition church membership 

After completing its investigation, the deputation 

recommended that the mission take action at its earliest opportunity 

and abolish "slave holding on the part of church members and natives 

at station or out-station villages under the control of missionaries.

Death of a Dream.- By the seventeenth century iidien the slave 

trade dominated all aspects of life in the Congo and in Angola, the 

earl^ dream of the Portuguese to create Christian states was abandoned. 

Religious societies no longer talked of building Christian communities 

in Portugal's West African colonies; they were too engrossed in the 

slave trade.

.2
accordingly.

e5

At this point we should ask why the Jesuits vdio had defended 

the freedom of , the American Indians in Brazil acquiesced in the slave
fS:

trade between Angola and South America. According to a historian of 

the Jesuit Society, Father Serafim Leite, the two problems are not

^American Board of Commissioners for Foreign M-ssions, Report 
of the Deputation to the West Central Africa M.Bsion (Bostont Congre- 
gational House, ipil}, p. 29.

^Ibid. ^Ibid.. p. 51.
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comparable. In the sixteenth century Father Lelte says that by both 

oeinon and civil law, the American Indians were born free and we; were 

ordered by both the crown and the Pope to protect their freedom. The 

African Negroes^ on the other hand* were always bound in slavery* even 

within their own traditional society. For this reason it was unfair 

to compare the status of the Amerindians to that of Africans, and this 

fact was acknowledged by canon law and regulated by the civil laws of 

all colonlssing nations.^

A similar view was held by a resident Jesuit priest of Luanda* 

Father luis Brandao. In an exchange of letters between Fathers Sandoval 

and Brandao at the t^e of King John III in the sixteenth century* the 

latter states *categorically that the slave-trade is perfectly lawful* 

having been formally approved by the Board of Conscience in Portugal* 

by leading members of the ecclesiastical hierarchy* and by learned 

Jesuits in Rsrttigal* Angola and Brazil.® Father Brandao admits* how-

ever* that

among the ten or twelve thousand Negroes exported annually 
from Luanda to America* there may be a few individuals who 
have been unjustly enslaved* but it 
cable to worry 
the goats.

Brandao concludes his letter somewhat testily stating that 

®Sandoval should on no account ask the incoming slaves at Cartagena

Ij^obviously impracti- 
s aandful of sheep fromabo\tt sorting out this

^Serafim Leite* S.J.* Historia da Compahhiade Jesus no 
Brasil (Bio de Janeiro* 1958)* vi* 550-^.

^Boxer* pp. 258f. ^Ibid.* p. 259.
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if they have been justly enslaved, as of course they will all deny it,
in the hope of thus gaining their release.®^

As the trade in human traffic increased from year to year,

the people accepted the practice as part of the imported Christian

way of life. In fact there was hesitancy on the part of African slave

dealers to do business with other than Christian slave traders. For

example, it is recorded that in the year I7OO slave ships captained

by Protestant officers encountered great difficulty in buying slaves,

because Portuguese propaganda had prejudiced African slave dealers

against other foreigners on the grounds that they were not Christians.

Kioy'were further told that the ^foreigners* sold their slaves ®to'-

the Turks, smd other infidels and hereticks, where they were never 
2

baptis'd." !nie opportunity to baptize the "infidels" overwhelmed 

the conscience of the church to protest the immoraiity of the practice 

of the slave trade. Bie early dream to create Christian states died, 

no longer to be revived during this period.

5. Basponse of Christianity

i. Catholicism

Protests by Africans.- Protests against the lucrative slave 

trade were few. Every trader, either European or African, profited.

In the midst of this unlimited avenue to acquire riches, the motiretion 

of the Pbrtuguese to Christianize became secondary.

But one of the early Christian converts did protest. He was

^Boxer, p. 259,

2
Quoted in Davidson, Blaek p. 155.• • • f
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King Afonso. In a poignant letter to the king of Portugal, John III,

Dom Afonso writes:

yie cannot reckon how great the danger is, since the above- 
mentioned merchants daily seize oxxt subjects, sens of the 
land and sons of our noblemen and vassals and our relatives 
. . . Thieves and men of evil conscience take them because 
they wish to possess the things and wares of this Kingdom 
. . . They grab them and cause them to be sold, and so great. 
Sir, is their corruption and licentiousness that our country 
is being utterly depopulated ... We need no other than priests 
and people to teach in schools, and no other goods but wine and 
flour for the holy sacrament; that is why we bog your Highness 
to help and assist us in this matter, commsolding the factors 
that they should send here neither merchants nor wares, be
cause it is our will that in these Kingdoms there should not 
be any trade in slaves nor market for slaves.^

To substantiate his charges, the Congo king ordered an inquiry

whose results were sent to Dom Joao III, king of Portugal. !Ihe report,

sent under the seal of the Congo king, pointed o\xt the damning effect

of the slave trade to his country which was accelerated by the voracious

appetite of the merchants of Sao Tomtf. The investigation was thorough;

the Congo king cited case after case, indicating the nxanber of slaves

taken in the harbor of i^da. One of the ships carried four hundred

slaves; he cited other instances \rtiere twelve to fifteen ships came to

take slaves from the Congo to the dispatchin^penter on the island of 

Sao Tomd.^ Afonso^'^s successor, Dom Diago, in a letter dated January 28, 

1549* made a further protest to King John III, citing the bad conduct 

of priests and Portuguese vassals in his kingdom.^

Friction between the two royal courts over slavery continued

2^Baiva Manso, pp. 

%id

Ibid • 9

p. ?!•• 9
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unabatedf eulodnating in the defection of the Congo king during the 

Dutch occupation of Angola from 1641-16^^8. One of the reasons for his 

hostility towards the Portuguese was his objection to the slave trade.

Unfortunately, the Dutch conquerors were not much better than the Ibrtu- 

guese since their interest in Angola was also to control the lucrative 

African slave trade. Interestingly, throughout this period, the Congo

king continued to adhere to the Catholic faith, protecting the priests 
and ndssionsLTies in his kingdom during the hostilities.^

Dorn DLago's

hostility was not religious} the king regarded the slave trade as

European meddling in the civil affairs of his kingdom.

-ii But the protests of Dorn Afonso, the Congo king, were in vain*

The slave trade overshadowed all other activities, and the Christian

emissaries in Angola continued to believe that they were doing Cod's

will^'and saving the souls of the slaves iriien they baptized and marched

them into the holds of the slave ships* C* R. Boxer, in recounting

the historifciAl events of the mid-seventeenth century, noted that in

this tragic and bloody period of Angola, 'the slave-trader was always

alongside the missionary and neither interfeij^ unduly with the

work of the other." Even the religious.societies in Lisbon engaged in

"this shameful traffic;" in October, 164? the Irish Dominicans sent

the ship Nossa Senhora do Rozario to take slaves from Angola to the Rio 
2

do la Plata.

1 2
Boxer, p. 242. Ibid.. p. 279.
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Looking back at those events, it is a vendor that the Congo 

kings and their subjects held on to the Christian.faith*

Rrbtests by Europeans.- Portugal has been very sensitive to 

criticisms by other nations of the part she played in the slave trade. 

Sousa Dias in his Relagoes de Angola defends Portugal's position by 

remarking that she was not alone in this traffic, claiming that "the 

Portuguese, in this horrible activity, were alvays in the good company 

of the Spanish, Dutch, English, French and Brazilians."^ 

charges Dias cites the many Spanish, Dutch, English, and French ships 

which plied along the Angolan coast during this period. For example, 

Dias nbtes that durtng the reign of the.governor, Sousa Coutinho, 

the English were a source of irritation to the government in their

commercial traffic, including the exchange of' slaves, in the north of
^ 2 

Angola.

To prove his

Moreover, the English often raided Portuguese slave ships.

Du Plessis writes that the first English captain "to carry a cargo 

of slaves" was Sir John Hawkins who "was little more than an adventurer, 

with an inbred hatred of popery of Spain an^brtugal 

nations." His disUke for the latter made them a fair gameTfbr prey 

and "he signalised his entry into the ranks of the slave-traders by 

the capture of Pbrtuguese slavers off the Guinea coast.

as Catholic

Even the

2—, ,Ibid.^Sousa Dias, p. 80.

^Johannes Du Plessis, The Evangelization of Pagan Africa, 
A History of Christian Missions to the Pagan Tribes of Central
Africa (Capetown: Juta, 1929), p.
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British crown was involved. Queen Blizabeth» who was vastly interested

in the enterprise of Hawkins* employed him in one,.of her vessels which
1

was ironically named ®Jesus.®

It seems that the English* Dutch* French and Spanish were also

motivated by the great demand for labor by the plantation owners in

North America. The involvement was international; guilt for the slave

trade cannot be solely laid at the feet of the Portuguese. In this

respect Duffy comments that Pbrtugal should not base her defense on

the argument of collective guilt. He observes that Pbrtugal

has often done herself a disservice by failing to emphasize 
the stem attitude taken by some of her oitizens against the 

-5 institution and by stressing instead the collective guilt of 
European and American nations and advancing arguments of 
canonical justification.^

Some of the most severe critics came from members of the 

Jesuit order* although many of their priests participated in the 

human traffic. One of them vms Alonso de Sandoval* a Spanish Jesuit* 

who "argued that Negroes were just as human as were any of the other 

races of mankind* although they were more shamefully abused than any*

and that in the eyes of God a Negro' s soul wa^ worth .just as much as 
that of a white man.®^ In contrast to the views of slave holders and 

dealers idio found the Negroes "bestial and tinruly savages*" Sandoval 

praised "their candid and tractable character* proving his points with 

a wealth of anecdotes from his own experience as rector of the Jesuit

^Du Plessis, p. 59. 

^Boxer* p. 258.

^Duffy, p. 142.
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college at Cartagena de Indies."^

Another recorded protest from Spain's Catholic orders was a 

Dominican priest» Tomef de Mercado > who 'exposed and denounced the

abuses of the West African slave-trade in his Tratos y Contratost
2

printed at Salamanca in I569.' But there were also protests within 

the Portuguese religious orderso 0* R> Boxer recounts the arguments 

of a 'Portuguese Jesuit who (in I6O8 or thereabouts) submitted a me

morial to the crown on the enormitieB of this slave-trade as practiced 

in the Portuguese 'conquests'y with a plea for its suppression and 

thoroughgoing reformation.* The Jesuit priest argued that though 

canon ^d civil law sanctioned slavery under certain conditions, the 

'vast majority of Negro slaves had been acquired by utterly indefensi

ble means. He contended that there was no valid or logical reascn why 

provisions of the law against Amerindian slavery should not be extended

A further evidence of the anti-slavery protest 

'in the middle and late I7OO' s'within the Portuguese speaking communi-|y

was the tract of a Braziliem, Bibeiro de Rocha's Etiope resgatado, in-
4stnrfTdo, libertado, published in I758.

On thei st^e level there was also the 1856 decree of-Tfrime

to include Negroes.

Minister Ssf da Bandeira, prohibiting slave trade in Pcrttigal's colonies.

When he encountered r^eistanoe from European residents, he ordered

^Boxer, p. 258.

^Ibid.. p. 256.

^Ibid.. p. 257.

pp. l42f.
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the maritime police to atop any ship which carried slaves from 

Azigolan port to another. He also sent a coimnunioation to the governor 

general of Angola to see that these orders were carried out by.him and 

his subordinates. An extension of this anti-slavery protest was also 

recorded in the travel journals of Serpa H.ntOf How I Crossed Africa. 

The author relates an incident which occurred in the middle of the 

night. As he lay in bed the weary traveler heard a clanking of irons 

in his camp and he called his servant to investigate the distxurbance. 

In a short while his servant returned, informing Serpa Unto that the 

noise was caused by the clanking of chains which secured the slaves 

held by a mulatto slave dealer. Serpa ELxxto, in great anger, exanmoned 

the slave merchant before him and 'asked him what was the meaning of 

that clanking sound of iron.' The mulatto, according to Serpa Pinto, 

'replied with the utmost offJronteiyihat they were chaining up some 

kinds which ho was conveying into the interior for sale.' Serpa Pinto, 

in great indignation, said, 'And so, in my own encampment, upon which 

floated the Portuguese flag, there was actually a gang of slaves!'

To right what was wrong Serpa Hnto ordered th^chained slaves to be 

freed, and all 'silently scattered through the woods in the of

the dark.'^

one

^Boletim Ofieial do Qovemo-Qeral da Provrncia de Angola 
(Luanda: Imprensa Kaoiona!!, 18 do Abril de 1^7) 60?, p. 8.

2
Serpa Pinto, How I Orossed Africa (Hartford, Oonn: R. W. 

Bliss and Cksapany, 188l), p. 10^.
%id.
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Another public notice i^oh indicated a paternal concern for 

the welfare of slaves appeared in the Boletim Oficial.of April 18, 

I857. A slave owner, Pedro Ferreira de Andrade, inserted an announce

ment in this issue, giving freedom to a woman slave, Angelina Maria, 

whom he had bought four years ago. Ho also entrusted two girls to her 

oare, prohibiting the sale of them to any one in the provinoe upon his 

departure to Lisbon that year.^

To the Portuguese these incidents indicated that they were not 

totally unconcerned with the plight of the slaves, but to England and 

other European nations, they were ineffectual gestures, 

ignored the protests wWch emanated from within the Portuguese community 

and joined in the universal chorus, condemning Portugal for allowing 

slave trade during the first three hundred years of occupation in her 

African colonies.

Dilemma.-

Most nations

For Oathollcism the uniting of the two motivations, 

the Christianizing and the civilizing, Idejiblfied missionary enter

prises with the state and European settlers. This posed a dilemma 

for the Catholic hierarchy, affecting Catholicisms response to the 

social issue. For ex^ple, the collapse of a reciprocal allianb'e^

between the kings of Portiigal and Congo also shattered the church's 

dream of creating a Catholic state; the promise of such an alliance 

being hampered by "the degradations and frictions of the slave trade.

^Boletim Oficial. 18 de Abril de I857, p. 12. 

^Duffy, p. 25.
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Moreovery Identlfioatlon of Oatholloism with European 

settlers projected an image of Christianity which was not flattering. 

The slave trade had a demoralizing effect on European participants; 

the slave trade increased men's thirst for material wealth at the 

expense of other hvosan beings. As Davidson says» "idle and pampered^ 

the settlers of Luanda decayed with the passing of the years until 

they were left with little beyond their memories of erstwhile fame 

and fortune.®^

Not only was.the image of Christianity damaged by the peirti- 

cipatlon of European Catholics in the slave trade» but the church 

herself was forced to compromise her position on the issue, 

stance* early Catholic missioneiries succumbed to the material riches* 

enlarging their personal purses by engaging in slave trade. Subse- 

quenfcly* few of the Catholic hierarchy were effective in curtailing 

the human traffic; instead* bishops and priests used the baptismal 

revenue to ftirther their own ends.

For in-

In each of the selected issue of this study* the identification 

of Catholicism with the state's aim to colonize^nd to civilize will
• • , -'“iv.-

be a factor in the kind of response which it makes to a social situ

ation; the conflicting motivations and interests indicated the di

mensions of Catholicism's dilemma.

^Davidson* Black pp. 158f.•.. *

► *•-
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il. Protestantism

Idvlngstone: Missionary Orltle.- Among tlxe nations uhlch

criticized Portugal, none was as severe as Britain, especially in the 

nineteenth century. In many ways Britain's official attitude leaned 

towards hypocrisy, having itself participated fully in the slave trade 

up to then.

Of the many reports which came out of Portuguese Africa, none 

aroused English public sentiment against the slave trade as much as 

that of the Scottish medical missionary, David Livingstone. Ihe re

lationship between Livingstone and the Portuguese began with mutxaal 

respect as the Scottish missionary explorer joiimeyed across Africa 

from the' east to the west coast. Ihero were even favorable comments 

in his journals on the work of the Jesxiits. He wrote that on one of 

his stops, *Bome ten or twelve miles to the north of the village of 

Ambaoa,'* he found a surprising number of people in the district who 

could read and write. On further inquiry he discovered that ®thoro 

once stood the missionary station of Oahenda, and . . . this was the

Oapuchij^missionaries, for they 

taught the people of Ambaca." Although their teachers were es^elled 

from the district at the time of J^quis of Pombal, the Indigenous 

leaders 'continued to teach each other,* holding in great esteem their 

early teachers.^

fruit of the labours of the Jesuit and

Livingstone's arrival in Lusmda aroused great curiosity. This

^David Livingstone, lassioMiry Travels and Besearches in South 

Africa (London: John Mirray, 1857), p. 582.

W
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event was recorded in the official hulletin of June 28, I85O, announcing 

the eirrival of the Reverend David Livingstone from the Cape of Good Hope. 

At the same time the governor general elaborated on the difficulties 

encountered by Livingstone and the help which the Portuguese offered 

him. The bulletin stated that the Reverend Kr. Livingstone, after en

countering numerous acts of hostilities from ^the tribes bordering 

Portuguese territory,® arrived at the fortress of Cassange in the 

month of April, 1854. It also noted that as soon as he entered Portu

guese territory, the hostilities ceased and he proceeded without further 

molestations, receiving aid at each fortress along the way. The bulletin 

concluded with a statement from Mr. Livingstone, expressing his profound 

gratitude for all the ®courte8ies and hospitalities he received from 
them and for the promptness with which they facilitated his progress.®^ 

six years later (December 15» I856) this act of kindness by 

the Portuguese government to Livingstone me officially recorded at 

a testimonial dinner for the missionary explorer by the Royal Geo

graphical Society of London. Later, at a meeting of the London lfl.s- 

si^nary Society, Sir C. Eardley made the followi^motion: That the 

Assembly, with respect and great joy, present to the government of-.
•a-

Her Majesty, Queen Tiotoria, smd to the Quoen and King of Rjrtiigal

their most profound gratitude for the valisuit help offered to Dr.
2

Livingstone in his extensive explorations in Africa. In order that

• r.

^BOletim Oficial. 28 de Junho de 1854, pp. 2f. 

11 de Abril de I857 (602), p. 7.2
Ibid • $
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Angolan residents Slight be cognizant of the gratitude of England* the 

event was duly recorded in the official bulletin of the governor general 

of Angola.^

The kindly reception of the governor and residents of Luanda 

was remarkable as Livingstone's views against the slave trade were 

well known* Throughout his travels in Angola, Livingstone was pre

occupied with the issue of slavery. He mentions in his Missionary 

Travels that he chose not to go to Luanda by way of Benguela (which 

was a less arduous route) because "it is so undesirable to travel in 

a path once trodden by slave traders that I preferred to find another 

line of maioho

Livingstone also saw the involvement of government adminis

trators in the slave trade. He indicated that although the Home 

Government should not be held responsible for the "want of official 

integrity," this seriously handicapped the development of the rich 

resources of the province. Livingstone remarked that it was to this 

cause which "may be ascribed the failure of the Portuguese laws for 

the entire suppression of the slave trade.

But it was in Bast Africa that Livingstone became fully^^is-
■cr-

enchanted with the Portuguese. He called attention to the folly of 

the Portuguese in their disengagement with legitimate industry, citing 

the ease of a once profitable gold mine. Vhen Livingstone passed 

through this section ho found the Portuguese obtaining only eight to

^Boletim Ofioial, 11 de Abril de 1857 (602), p. ?. 

2
Livingstone, p. 227. ^Ibid.. p. 419.
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ten pounds of gold yearly; previously the production was about IJO

pounds. Livingstone attributed the loss to slave tzade which

seemed to many of the merchants a more speedy mode of be
coming richf to sell off the slaves^than to pursue the slow 
mode of gold<rwashing and agriculture, and they continued to 
export them, xmtil they had neither hands to labour nor to 
fight for th 
golden egg.^

His preooeupation with the ill effects of the slave trade in

Angola was reflected at a testimonial dinner offered by the Royal

Qeographloal Society of London in I856. On this occasion he reported

that 100 miles inland he found slaves being sold for 12 shillings >rtio

were later sold for 20 pounds in Cuba, Livingstone further pointed

out that .imtil this human traffic was abolished, this country would

never prosper. In this respect he gave credit to the Jesuits for in-
2

treducing coffee as a substitute cash crop.

As a matter of official record Livingstone had already expressed 

his views on this matter in a letter to the governor general of Angola
r,

which he had written at Tete on March 25, I856, and which was published 

in two succeeding Issues of the official bulletin of the governor general 

in I857. In his letter Livingstone blamed the lucrative slave-trade as 

the cause of tribal wars because the objective of these conflicts was to 

capture prisoners who were later sold to European slave dealers. He also

It was just the story of the goose and theem.

^Livingstone, p. 65I.

^Beletim Ofioial. 11 de Abril de I857 (602), p. 7.
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lamented the involvement of government officials in the human traffic, 

although he recognized that their small salaries induced them to ’’traffic* 

in slavery as an extra source of income. He blamed this as the principal 

reason for their participation in the sad commercial enterprise. To 

abolish slavery, Livingstone strongly recommended the opening of com

mercial posts throughout the coimtry, suggesting several sites as most 

suitable, from the standpoint of both commerce and living conditions.

He further proposed that if a particular fLra wished to mine coal or 

iron in this region, either industry would stimulate commerce. Living

stone recognised that unless legitimate trade was encouraged, the slave
1

trade could not be effectively curtailed.

But Livingstone's efforts to co-operate with the Portuguese

to suppress the slave trade were futile; Instead, Livingstone's cilti-

eisms aroused the ire of the Portuguese. His critics accused him of

being a forerunner of English imperialism, using his scientific ex-
2

pedition to hide his real motives.

claims that he was the first white man to explore Central Africa, 

offering documentation which proved to them the^ the areas' living- 

stone visited were already known to Portuguese traders and explorers.
■ei-

Silva Rego, a Catholic historian, writes that Jesuit missionaries 

described the area around lake Niassa in 1624, two hundred years prior

-o

Ihey also ridiculed Livingstone's

^Boletim Oflcial, 28 de Margo de 1857, pp. 8-11; 4 de Abril, 
de 1857, pp. 9-11.

2
Duffy, p. 188.
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1
Moreover* Livingstone's 

contention that the Portuguese did nothing for Africans is disproved 

by the work of Jesuit and Dominican societies in Angola. They noted

to Livingstone's visit to Central Africa.

that even Livingstone's journals commended the work of the Jesuits
2

On this score, one of his critics. Dr. Jostfin the Ambaoa region, 

do Lacerda, acidly remarked that "Protestant missionaries may perhaps

be expert in history, mineralogy, geographical sciences," but as 
apostles of the Gospel, they are far from being effective.^ 

the underlying tone of the arguments reflected a bitterness between 

two different cultures. The RDrtuguese resented some of the implied 

references in Livingstone's journals to the superiority of the English 

people, one of these made while Livingstone was in the Cassange district. 

He observed that the frequent fever bouts were a drawback but

Often,

in every other respect an agreeable land, and admirably 
adapted for yielding a rich abundance of tropical produce 
for the rest of the world. Indeed I have no hesitation 
in asserting, that, had it been in the possession of 
England, it would npW’have been yielding as much or more 
of the raw material for her manufactures, as an equal 
extent of territory in the cotton-growing states of 
America. A railway from Loanda to this valley, would

^he trade of most of the interior^f South Centralsecure
Africa.

■‘' .f ■

As the years went by the early friendly relationship de

teriorated? Livingstone and the Portuguese became bitter rivals.

2
Livingstone, p. 582.

^Francisco Josd de Lacerda, Exame das vlagens do Doutor 
Idvingstene (Lisboa* I867), p. 25.

I,

^Livingstone, p. 457.

^Rego, p. 559»
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"DaSfy cites several causes for this animosity* 

attempt to discredit Livingstone's discoveries woimded.his vanity

First* the Portuguese

*more than he chose to admit . . • vdiioh aocotuxts for the sharp tone 

of his response.* Second, Livingstone, in his later voyages, became 

suspicious of the nature of Lisbon's offer to help, claiming that

publicly, the Portuguese manifested a co-operative attitude, but 

privately, government officials in the Rortuguese territories wore 

advised by Lisbon to thwart Livingstone and his party *at every turn.* 

A third reason was the continued practice of slavery in Portiiguese 

Livingstone held that this madness would be the de

struction of CSiristian civilization in Africa.^

territories.

Impetus for Protestant Mission Vork.- The dramatic role of

David Livingstone increased when he returned to England in 18^, 

having regressed safely from Angola to the delta of the Zambezi. 

Livingstone's voice was hoard all over the world, sirousing the con

science of Protestant mission societies to begin a search for money, 

men and supplies. His subtle pleas for Protestant mission work were 

noted in his travel journals. One such Inclusiofi^swas made while 

Livingstone was in the^area of Sanza. He noted that although Ohfi'sti- 

anity had been introduced in the Congo and in Angola two centuries 

ago, there was little evidence remaining of its influence among the 

indigenous peoples. He attributed the present desolate condition to 

the failure of the priests to visit those villages, surmising that

^Duffy,.pp. 184f.
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Yet,the prevalence of fever was a deterrent for such visitations. 

Livingstone foimd that CJhristianity was ^looked upon with a pertain

degree.of favour.* Ho concluded that *it is more than probable that 

the presence of a few Protestants would soon provoke the priests, if 

not to love, to good works.*^

The new chapter of Rrotestant missionary occupation in Africa, 

however, began after the death of Livingstone in 1875»

Oliver who said that the return of Livingstone's embalmed remains for 

public burial in Ifestminster Abbey a year after hie death, dramatized 

the story of Ws faithful African bearers who "carried them 1,500 miles 

to the Bast African coast." Oliver further observed that seldom, in 

the history of a nation, had a "mere ceremony served so effectively 

to gather up all the threads of interest which, united, lead to action.*

It was Roland

Not only were scientists, philanthropists, churchmen, explorers, geo-

career, but his public biurial arousedgraphers, stirred by Livingstone's

deep feelings among *the thousands of ordinary people who lined the
2

streets of Southampton as mil as London.* Of a sudden, churchmen

and philanthropists foxmd the support which the^needed.

A hundred, pulpits took up the tAle of the missionary-eJtp^orer 
who had died ^n his knees ... A revolution was set 'In'motion 
which was to bring a new kind of^missionary into Africa and a 
new and more numerous class of subscribers on to the societies' 
lists. In missionary circles the talk was no longer of 'peiri- 
shing heathen', but of Africans 'suffering' and 'neglected'.?

^Livingstone, p. 427.

^Roland Oliver, The Missiona^ Factor in Bast Africa (London: 
Longmans,, Green and Co., 1952)* P«

^Ibld.
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Indeed^ the impetus for the Protestant missionary movement in 

Angola can be traced to the "popular acclamation of an explorer hero" 

and a semi-religious hatred of the slave trade,. ^

In addition to the journals of David Livingstone, there were 

the exploring accounts of the English naval officer. Commander Cameron. 

Travelling deep into Portuguese territory in 1885, Commander Cameron 

records an incident which involved a slave trader, Coimbra, who called 

himself a Christian. He found Coimbra with fifty-two women, tied 

together like a "string of horses." Commander Cameron lamented that 

Coimbra's Christianity was only skin-deep, "having been baptized by 

some rogue balling himse.lf priest, but who, being far too bad to be 

endured either at Loanda and Benguella, had retired into the interior,

and managed to subsist on fees given him for going through the form
“ 2 

of baptizing any children that might be brought to him.®

deplored the image of a person like Coimbra, who called himself a

Christian and who travelled under the protection of the Portuguese

flag; Coimbra, Commsuider Cameron observed, could scarcely be a credit

to European and Christian civilization.^

The travel wri-y.ngs of both Livingstone and Cameron around

great sympathy among all peoples. Many. Protestant bodies established

missions in West Central Africa, the first in Central Aftlca beginning

in the lower Congo basin. Interestingly, the receptiveness' of the Congo

Cameron

^Vernon Lovett Cameron, Across Africa (London: George Ihillip 
and Son, 18^), p. 587.

Ibid.
2 ^Ibid.
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king in receiving the British Baptist missionaries in 1879 in

direct result of Livingstone's presence in Vest Africa. Oarson Qrahami 

one of the early Baptist missionaries reminds us that the forerunner of 

the Congo missionaries was a Royal Naval officer. Lieutenant Srandy, 

who was assigned to search for Livingstone by the Royal Geographical 

Society in I875. On this voyage Lieutenant Grandy remained in Sao 

Salvador for five weeks, at a time when an epidemic of small pox 

prevailed throughout the district. Ihe naval officer helped in the 

treatment of the sufferers, one of them being the Congo king. Five 

years later, when the first English missionaries arrived in the Congo, 

the kihg, -;Oom Pedro Lelo, remembered the act of kindness of lieutenant 

Grandy and welcomed Grandy's countrymen into his country. Bie king

remained friendly, “despite all the endeavours of the Portuguese to
_1

prejudice him against them."

A result of the personal report of Livingstone of the practice 

of slavery on the west coast of Africa was the increase in the patrol
Ci

ships from both England and the United States. On one of the American 

ships, the Dolphin, there was on board a studep^ John P. Jbans, a 

young American officer of the naval reserve. Means was so aghart at 

the cruelties of slavery that having become recording secretary of 

the American Board of Oommisaionero for Foreign Missions in 1866, he 

urged the Board in his report of 1877 to open work in the- Benguela pla

teau in central Angola. Dr. Means drew from his early experiences during

^R. H. Carson Graham, Under.Seven Congo Kings (Londons 
Carey Press, 1^1), p. 4.
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the slave patrolling days of Africa, and in the weike of the rising

enthusiasm of livingstone's and Stanley's travels, the American Board
1

undertook this new work of expansion. In England the pioneer English 

Brethren missionary, Prederiok Stanley Arhot, "heard Idvingstone speak 

while a child, and was fired with the desire to follow in the footsteps 

of the great explorer, 

the interior in 1884.

*2
opening the first of the Brethren stations in

A further eloquent testimony of the humanitarian concern of

the nineteenth century was the appcintment of Samuel ML Her to the

West Oentral Africa Ihssion in 1880 by the American Board of Oom-

missioners^ifor Foreign Ittssions. Mr. Ifl-lle^, a former slave who was

freed after the Cfivil War, was a graduate of Hampton Institute of

Virginia and the first American Negro to serve as a missionary in
5

West Oentral Africa. On being asked why he was going to Africa, 

Samuel M-ller said, "l know there are enough here who need the gospel, 

but they have a chance to hoar it; they can if they have a mind to; 

but out there the heathen have no chance; I want to go and give them 

Mr. Jailer's words sum up the feeli^s of msuiy'Rrotestant

.■r.

«4a chance.

missionaries in Angola.

Dilemma.- Although Protestant mission work was not established

' '■>- •

^William E. Strong, Ihe Story of the American Board (Boston: 
Pilgrim Press, 1910), p. 55^1

^Eu HLessis, p. 255. ^!Iiicker, Angola..., p. 45.

4
Seventh Annual Report of the A.B.O.F.M. (Boston: Biverslde

Prose, 1880), p. 25.
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tmtll the 1880’sy the protests by David Livingstone in the 1860's did

point out certain problems. For instance,the Protestant position

twould have been colored by its relation to the state; Protestantism

being set-apart from the dominant power by nationality, culture, and

religion. !Ihis posture unavoidably would have caused tension between

the Portuguese state and Protestantism; one would be suspicious of the ;;

other. In such a situation there could be advantages and disadvantages f
•o..

for the position of Protestantism. On the one hand, the dissociation 

of Protestsintism from the state could offer the freedom to label the 

slave trade as a "work of satan,* condemning all vho engaged in the 

“madness of slavery.*

On the other hand, the separateness of Protestantism from 

the state would make her protests ineffective; Protestantism could 

not have had the political leverage which Oatholicism possessed in 

the colonial government. Furthermore, Protestant missionaries who 

were foreigners would have the status of guests; the state having 

the power to expel them from the colony at all times. A protest 

would mean expulsion; Protestsmt missionaries co'^d reason that it 

was better to keep silpnt than to bo expelled from the country. ""

Mareover, when Protestantism actually faced the issue of 

slavery within its own structure in the ipOO's, its response was one 

of compromise.^ For instance, when the deputation to the tfest Central

•>

'I

^Report of the Deputation to the West Central Africa Mission,
1911, p. 29.
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Africa MLssion of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign 

M-ssions foxaid that slavery existed within the church fellowship, the 

members were told that some missionaries tolerated the practice by 

basing their aeceptEince on the position of the Apostle Paul in the case 

of Philemon; the missionaries urging "“that the slaves of CSiristians 
should be treated as children and provided for in every kindly way.*^ 

The problem for Protestantism is as equally complicated as it

is for Catholicism, the issue of compromise being a dilemma for both 

religious groups*

4. Siunmary

The dwindling sources of labor from the reinks of the Amerindisuis 

and European‘indentured laborers for the sugar plantations in the West 

Indies and the Americas forced pleuitation owners to turn to West Africa

for their manpower requirements. At first, the supply of African slave

labor to the West Indies was only a trickle. But as the demand for 

sugar became greater in Europe the number of sugar plantations in

creased ten-fold, necessitating more and more labor from West Africa. 

From the seventeenth century onward slaves became a valuable commodity 

in intei^tional trader they were as profitable as the far eastern 

luxury items of silks, drugs, perfumes, and spices. The European 

scramble for West Africa began, each European nation competing with 

the other to control the trade route from Europe to West Africa to

^West Central Africa Report, 2?.
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the West Indies and baek to Europe, Up to the ndd-seventeenth century, 

Portugal had a monopoly of the slave trade on the west., coast of Africa. 

By l64l, however, the IXitch had usurped the Portuguese ad the Europeeui 

supplier of slaves for the West Indies, although Portugal continued to 

furnish slave labor for Brazil from her colonies in Sao Tomtf, the Congo, 

and Angola.

Yet, the slave trade had far-reaching effects beyond its im

mediate commercial transactions. From the standpoint of African society, 

one result was a depletion of manpower in both the Congo and in Angola. 

For instance, Basil Davidson estimates the •total number of captives 

taken from the old states of the Congo and Angola at about five million." 

For Angola alone Gladwyn Childs calculates that "during the first 

hundred years ... three million would probably be a very conservative 

estimate of the total.

1

*2
Both Davidson and Childs agree that the small 

density of population as indicated in the I95O census of nine persons

per square mile is a result of the slave trade, 

a loosening and a shift of the power structure, the feudal lords of the

A second effect was

Dongo district rebelling against the authority of^he Congo filng, the 

control of trade shifty from the Congo to the Luanda district. 7’"

A third result was the introduction of several new elements 

which were foreign to the indigenous culture, 

emphasis on the slave traffic, the worth of a slave being calculated

One was the commercial

^Davidson, Black 

^Childs, p. 195.
, p. 160.• • •
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in relation to the market price. Another, slavery was no longer a 

domestic institution: they were exported to North America without any

hope of returning to their land of birth. Subsequently, the abrupt 

transportation of men, women, and children to North America hastened 

the break-up of the traditional cultural pattern in West Africa. An

other new element was an increase in internal warfare, the object being 

to acquire prisoner of wars to be sold as slaves.

A fourth internal effect was a stagnation of legitinate com

mercial enterprises, slave traffic being more profitable. As David 

Livingstone indicated in his travel journals, all traders, European 

and African,,.were preoccupied with the lucrative human traffic so that 

they abandoned their gold mines and discarded all efforts to develop 

legitimate trade.

For Fbrtxigal, the commercial feature of the slave trade often 

assumed a greater importance than the civilizing smd religious aspects 

of her colonizing motivations. Tet, to isolate and condemn Portugal 

for her role in the slave trade is not fully just: most western nations 

were active participants. As IXrffy reminds us, ®j^rtugal's record as 

a slaving nation is .no worse—and no better—than that of other Bujo- 

pean and American ooirntries, and her exploitation of the African has 

never been because he was an African, but because he was exploitable.

And what of Christianity and the Christian ohurcht -IHio re

sponses of Catholic and Protestant bodies varied. Ihe Catholic church.

^Duffy, p. 15l»
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more often than not| vfas a participant in the slave traffic* believing 

that it was saving the infidels through mass baptismo However, there 

were numerous occasions when representatives of the Catholic church, 

African and European, protested against slavery. For instance, Dorn 

Afonso, the Congo king, protested to the king of Portugal in the early

sixteenth century on the undesirable effects of the slave trade in hie

Several members of the Jesuit order also denounced the abuseskingdom.

of the slave trade, contending that the laws protecting the freedom of

Amerindians should be extended to include Negroes. But these protests 

were largely ineffective, the church profiting from the slave traffic. 

Consequently,sthe early dream of the Portuguese to create Christian 

states in her West African colonies was thrust aside, no longer to be

revived during this period.

\jhat were the factors which influenced the response of the 

Catholic church to slave labor? One was religious, representatives

of the Catholic church acted on the belief that they were saving the

souls of the infidels through mass baptism, 

civil laws acknowledged that African negroes were ^ways botuid by 

slavery, and for this reason, the Catholic chiarch could participate^

Moreover, both canon and

in the slave trade. A second factor was the identification of the

Ihe slave trade was con-Oathollc church with the Portuguese state.

ducted under the aegis of the state, government officials participating

in the human traffic. The state, as the protector and sponsor of the

church, expected the clergy to bless the slave traffic. Under this 

relation the state and the church profited from the slave trade. A
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similar situation was the identification of the church with European 

A fourth was economies the church's share of.the baptismlsettlers.

receipts helped support its missionary work in the country.

In many respects the situation in which the Catholic church

On the one hand* Catholicism's identi-found itself posed a dilemma, 

fication with the state and European settlers on the issue of slave

labor made it impossible to achieve its aim cf creating Christian 

states in West Africa. Moreover, the church's involvement compromised 

her ethical position, early Catholic missionaries succumbing to material 

riches. Furthermore, Catholicism's sanction of the slave trade provided 

an excuse for’ Europeans to participate in the hiauan traffic. Such em— 

ployment had a demoralizing effect on the life of Europeans, increasing 

thirst for material wealth at the expense of other human beings.

On the other hand, if the Catholic church had vigorously pro

tested the practice of slave trade, its institutional life would have 

suffered. For one thing, it would have lost its favored position with 

the state. The state would no longer act as a protector and benefactor 

Ihere would also be the possibilitjB that the church 

would alienate itself f^pm the European colonizers, reducing the number 

of Catholic adherents in this era. Moreover, the Catholic church would 

have faced a financial loss if it had withdrawn from the slave trade. 

Finally, the protests from the Catholic church could arouse the antago

nism of African slave traders, local chiefs and rulers also profited

men's

of the church.

from this commercial enteirprise.

Pbr Protestantism, its response was not beset with the diffi-
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culties vfeich confronted the Catholic church. In general the repre?^ 

aentatives of the Piroteatant church reaponded negatively to the practice 

of the slave trade, ffe recall the protests and condemnation of slavery 

by David Livingstone and Commander Cameron. Indeed, we attributed the 

impetus of Protestant mission work in Angola to David Livingstone who

aroused the conscience of the Protestant churches to send men, supplies, 

and equipment to that country.

In a broad sense the factors idiich influenced the response of

Protestantism to the slave trade were opposite to that of Catholicism. 

The Protestant church did not have a canon law sanctioning slavery; 

it was neither linked with the colonial state nor identified with the

European settlers in Angola. Moreover, its mission work was not de

pendent on the profits from the slave trade. And finally, the Protes

tant church was not an established institution in this period of 

Angolan history, giving its representatives freedom to criticize the 

social, political, and economic practices of the colonial power.

Protestant nations, however, were not absolved from participation in 

the slave trade, having engaged in it up to the Mneteenth century.

was a “^eady outcry fromBut in the 1800's the climate changed; there 

Britain and other western-nations against the slave traffic.

Both positions. Catholic and Protestant, raise several questions 

vdiich will be with us throughout this study. *0an a religious group 

protest effectively if it is allied with the state?® ®Is it possible 

to effect a change in policy when a religious group is set-apart from

the ruling power?® "is there a favorable position between the two
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opposite extremes?® We shall keep these questions in ndnd as we pro

ceed to discuss another aspect of slavery in Chapter IVf that of

forced labor.

c.,

>
'.■> ■

->



GHAPEER IV

FORGED LABOR

1* Ixitroduotion

i. Forced Labor Supplants Slave Labor

For most Buropew nations the legal basis for slave trade 

was abolished by 1820; Sweden in 1815* Holland in 1814, France in 

1819, and Spain and Portugal in 1820,^

stopping slave trade for Borti^gal was slow and painful; Brazil's

demand for dheap labor overshadowed any legal barriero Slave ships

continued to ply between Angola and Brazil even after Portugal signed

the anti-slavery treaty in 1820. It was only the active participation

of British naval cruisers iriiioh finally halted the flow of slaves

between the West African coast of Angola and Brazil. British naval

vessels seized Portuguese ships along the Angolan coast and brought

the slave traffic to a halt. A final treaty in 1842 in wh^ch Portugal

classified slave trade as equivalent to piracy.was the concluding act
2

to this chapter in AngoJLan history.

Yet, the end of one cruel era ushered in another, often in a 

much more vicious form. This was the practice of forced labor in the 

Pbrtuguese possessions. One of the first accounts of this practice is 

recorded by Livingstone in his journals. In his trek to Luanda, Living-

But the actual practice of

•> . •

2
Duffy, p. 145^Du Plessls, p. 52.

105
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stone encountered several gangs of men carrying loads to the Beuguela 

coast. He writes that

when the more stringent measures of 1845 came into operation* 
and rendered the exportation of slaves almost impossible, there 
being no roads proper for the employment of wheel conveyances, 
this new system of compulsory carriage of ivory and bees'-wax 
to the coast was resorted to by the Government of Loanda, A 
trader who reqtdres two or three hundred carriers to convey his 
merchandise to the coast, now applies to the General Government 
for aid. An order is sent to the Commandant of a district to 
furnish the number required. Each head-man of the villages to 
whom the order is transmitted, must furnish from five to twenty 
or thirty men, according to the proportion that his people bear 
to the entire population of the district. For this accommodation 
the trader must pay a tax to the Government of 1000 reis, or 
aboxit three shillings per load carried."^

Angolan European residents easily fell in ifith the new sohemei 

the labor system was too ingrained in their social, economic, and national 

life. If there was any talk of abolishing the system, it was in terms of 

doing it at a slow pace. For the Portuguese colonists insisted that 

Africans needed to bo taught to work. Eventually, this was the loophole 

in the labor code of 1878; any vagrant or xmemployed African could be 

pressed into sei>vice and contracted for by a European employer.

Legally, there was a change in emphasis; contracts, in theory, were to

bo made with a free will, in contrast to a forced labor system. In
''•> ‘ ■

practice thaw was not mCfch difference. For a fuller description of 

the labor system in Rjrtuguese possessions we turn to the reports made 

by Kevinson, Ross, Harris, Davidson, and Galwo.

2

2
^Livingstone, p. Duffy, p. 15^.
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11* lobeniatlonal Reports on Forced Labor

Report of Nevlnson.- In 1904 and I905 a British journalist, 

Henry Kevinson, 'at the suggestion of the editor of Harper's monthly 

magazine,” made a journey to the Portuguese possessions of Angola, Sao 

Tomrf and Rrihcipe. He found a system, legally giving the right to an 

employer to contract an African through the offices of a government 

This contract was to be voluntary^ the employer offeringofficial.

a certain simi of money for a'period of time to an African. In the 

contract an African employee declares that ”he has come of his ovn 

free will to contract for his services under the terms and according 

to the forms required by the law of April 29, I875, the general regu

lation of November 21, and the special clauses relating to this province.*^ 

The contract further specified that the contracted laborer was subject 

to any ser^oe determined by the employer and he could not leave his 

service without the employer's pennission during the contracted period.

His working conditions included nine hours a day with a day off on 

Sunday, and a two hour lunch-period. The period of contract was for 

five years with an option of renewal at the end of that time. ■ The 

employer was also responsible to provide food.and clothing besides a
■tS:

2
- regularly agreed mosathly stipend.

Nevinson observed that to the oxrtsider the contract seemed 

simple, fair, and just. But when the system was set in motion, the

^Henry W. Nevinson, A Modem Slavery (New York* Harper and 
Brothers, 1906), p. 28.

^Ibid.
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injustice of the contract system was brought to light. For example, 

an agent sent to contract labor arrived at a village to bargain with 

the chiefs for so many •heads.® As payment the agent offered guns, 

cartridges, calico, and rum. After the transaction was carried out, 

the laborers were marched down the coast, presented to the magistrate, 

who officially designated them as contratados. The agent, in turn, 

received •fifteen or twenty pounds for a man or woman, and about five 

pounds for a ehild.*^

The injustice of the system was centered on the ®freedom of

contract,® and Nevinson indignantly asks in his report: ®Wiat does

the African,;know about nine hours a day and two hours rest and the

days sanctified by religion? Or vdiat does it mean to him to be told
2

that the contract terminates at the end of five years?® 

to these 'questions, Nevinson writes that the terms of the contract

f

In answer

were meaningless to an African, 

from his village, driven down to the coast, sold, and was now in the

All he knew was that he had been taken

hands of a idiite man. He was also aware that if he fled and was

oaiight, he would be flogged to death as an example to other contracted 

laborers. Yet, Ssyinson acknowledged that the employer was withi^ 

his legal rights. But-he said, xmder such conditions, ®In what sense

does such a man enter into a free contract for his labor? In what sense, 
except according to law, does his position differ from a slave’s?®^

2^Nevinson, p. 29. 

^Ibid.

Ibid., p. ^0.

...>
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Nevinson's harsh condemnation of the legal basis of the system 

was equaled by his outcry against the actual working conditions of

His description of a working day was vivid.the contracted laborers.

and sad.' He wrote:

At half-past four the big bell clangs again. At five it clangs 
again. Men and women hurry out and range themselves in line 
before the casa, coughli^ horrtbly aid shivering in the morning 
air. The head overseer calls the roll. They answer their queer 
names. The women tie their babies on to their backs again.
They balance the hoe and matchet in the basket on their heads, 
and pad away in silence to the spot where the work was loft off . 
yesterday. At eleven the bell clangs again, and they come back 
to feed. So day follows day without a break, except that on 
Sundays 'days sanctified by religion' the people are allowed, 
in some plantations, to work little plots of ground which are 
nominally their own.^

In a note to this description, Nevinson acknowledged that the

labor conditions in Portuguese Angola were no different from those in
2

many other countries, but this was not an excuse; Kevinson reminded his

readers this excuse was also used to justify slavery. His purpose in 

describing these conditions was *to show that difference between the 

'contract labor' of Angola, and the old fashioned slavery of our grand

fathers' time is only a difference of legal terms. In life there is

He showed that the process was similar andno differenoe at all.

^Nevinson, p. 5^.

^The harshness of the forced labor system in Portuguese African 
territories is evident when one .compares it to the contract system which 
brought the Japanese t6 BAwaii in 1866. Agents of Hawaiian sugar planta
tions legally qnntraeted with the Japanese government and citizens to work 
in Hawaii. The «^pano8o laborers were free to return to their homes£in 
Japan after fulfilling their eonbract. This was not so in Angola* Africans, 
had no such choice; They were forced to work in the plantations of SaO Tbmd.

p. 57.
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the dangers to the souls of men were as greato Levinson ooneluded 

his report with this judgment j “We may gi^ . . . that the ftortuguese 

planters are far above the average men. Still 1 say that if they 

all Archbishops of Canterbury, it would not be safe for them to be en

trusted with such powers as these over the bodies and souls of men and 

women.

were

Nevinson's reports of the labor conditions in Angola and Sao 

Tomtf once again kindled the controversy of slave labor in Pbrtuguese 

He enlisted the support of English humanitarians who 

demanded that their country use her influence on Bsrtugal to abolish 

slave labor practices in her West African coloi^es. Nevinson further 

urged the Cadbury chocolate firm to stop buying cocoa from 8&) TomW, 

appealing to William Cadbury's principles.

Cadbury, sensitive to the criticisms of Nevinson and other

territories.

English humanitarians, was disturbed, but proceeded with caution. 

Ho sent a representative of the firm, Joseph Burtt, to Sao Tomd to 

make an investigation. Nevinson, however, was not too hopeful that 

any positive result would come out of Burtt's findings. Burtt', although

a Quaker, had a high opinion of the Portuguese in their management"ef

Angola and the islands of SSo Tomtf and Principe. He was credited with

the statement that the system may be called slavery but *names and

systems don't matter. The sum of human happiness is being definitely
2

And after all, are we not all slaves?®increased. But much to Nevin-

^evinson, p. 58. 2
Duffy, p. I6l.

:>■
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son's surprise* Burtt* after a year in ^o Tom^ and Angola* informed 

his oaployer that Nevinson's report was not exaggerated*.bub highly
^ But Cadbury was not to be hurried. He first went to Lisbon 

with Burtt to present their case to the Overseas Ittnister who premised 

to correct the abuses* But soon after their visit* Cadbury received 

word of the ouster of the Overseas Minister from his office. Oadbioy 

then initiated correspondence with the Planters' Association in Lisbon* 

calling their attention to the abuses which his representative found 

in Angola and Sao Tomd. In his correspondence Cadbury stipulated that 

if the labor conditions were not corrected* he would cease buying their 

excellent cocoli. He wrote, that our ^conscience-will not permit us to 

continue buying the raw material for our industry* if we do not have

accurate*

the certainty of its being produced in the future by a ^stem of free 
.2 *

labor.

In reply to Cadbury's letter* the Planters' Association held 

that Mr. Burtt's findings were exaggerated* the Association claimed

that the workers remained on the island because they wanted to. As 

to the high death rate* this was due to the unhealthy climate and not 

to any brutalities by plantation owners. The Planter^' Associatioii 

excused the presence of any extreme abuses on the grounds that there 

was no permanent govemaent machinery in the islands. This* the As

sociation promised Mr. Cadbury* was being remedied by the Portugese 
8

government.^

^lailiam A. Cadbury* Labow in Portuguese tfest Africa (New 
York: E. P. Dutton and Co.* 1910)* pp. lOJ-lJli

^Ibid. * p. 1^. 5 pp. I47f.Ibid • 9
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Oadbiary was not in £ui enviable position, 

faced the criticisms of his countrymen; on the other» he faced a loss in 

his business if he curtailed hie cocoa suppler from Sao Tom^. 

that the only recourse was to visit Sao Tomtf and Angola himself, 

result was a publication of Labour in Bortuguese West Africa, with con

clusions the same as those of Nevinson and Burtt.^

On the one handy he

He decided

The

On his return to
1; •

England the Cadbury firm institx*ted a boycott of Sao Tomrf cocoa; two 

other English companies and a German firm followed suit. In 1909 Buftt

was commissioned by the Anti-Slavery Society of England to convince

American chocolate manufacturers to follow the action of Oadbinry Brothers.
2

Burtt went tooths United States, b\it his efforts wore fruitless.

English humanitarians, however, continued to pressure their 

government to make strong presentations to Portugal. In fairness to 

the Portuguese, there were some in Portugal and in Angola who agreed 

in principle with the findings of Nevinson, Burtt, and Cadbury. For 

instance, in Hevinson's report, he noted the ooiurageous stand taken by 

the newspaper A Defeza de Angela on this question.^ 

continued unabated; a subsequent report in 1909 by another British 

humanitarian, John Ikirrls, opened the festering wound once again.

Report of Ha^qris. - John Harris began a series of reports.

But the practice

\evin8on, p. 27.

4
The statistics of John Harris often seemed excessive (e.g. 

20,000 to 40,000 slaves were sold every year across the Belgian 
frontier), but his work should be viewed as one of a succession of 
English reports against forced labor in Portuguese Vest Africa.

^Duffy, p. 165.^Cadbury, p. 147.
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pDrt^lg^eBe Slavery: Britain's Dilenimaj was published in 1915» He 

reviewed the past evidence collected by British investigators» and 

called attention to tho most recent report by an American soeiologisty 

Edward A* Boss. After ^rris interviewed officials^ priests, and resi

dents, he damned Portugal for the state of affairs in her African 

colonies. He charged that "of the 70,000 to 100,000 Angolan workers 

shipped to Sao Tomtf in the thirty years preceding I9O8, not a single 

one had been repatriated.*^

Thirteen years later John Harris published Slavery or *8acred

Trust*? in which he reviewed once more *an old story.* In this book

he introduced the "peculiar responsibility of Great Britain for the
2

integrity of the Portuguese colonies." He reminded Britain of the 

many alliances between the two countries since 1575* especially to call
/i.

her attention to the treaty of I66I in iirtiich Great Britain agreed "to

^defend and protect all conquests or colonies belonging to the crown of

HarrisPbrtugal against all his enemies, as well future as present, 

maintained that although this treaty was still in force, Britain's 

obligation to Portugal may have been forfeited by the conditions of

He referred to the 1912 statementslavery in her African colonies, 

of Lord Qramer, proclaiming that if Portrigal's African colonies Eire 

seriously menaced, it would be impossible "for British arms to be

^John Hobbis Harris, Portizguese Slavery: Britain's Dilemma 
. (London? Methuen, 1915)* P*

John H. Harris, Slavery or "Sacred Trust"? (London: ItLlliams 
and Norgate, 1926), p.

^Ibid., p. M,
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employed In order to retain them tmder the uncontrolled possession of

Portugal, so long as slavery is permitted.*^

Then in lg55 John Harris published A Century of Etoaneipation,

prefacing his book with these words:

this is 'a popular book' setting forth the story of struggles 
during a hundred years for emancipating child races, backward 
races from systms either of slavery or of oppression tinder 
which they the weaker races have been in the past and are 
still to-day exploited for selfish ends.^

Foremost to John Harris' thesis was the question, "When does 

contract labour become slavery?® His answer was simple; ®When the
5

person under Contract has been secured by force or fraud.®'' Harris' 

main indic^ent centered on Sao Tomd whose laborers were recruited

from Angola tmder the forced labor system. He cited the e'vidence

Burtt submitted in the celebrated Cadbury v. Standard ease of 1909 in
4

which Burtt equated the Servigal system with slavery.

Moreover, Harris ridiculed Portugal's new legislation, es

pecially the following preamble:

As a nation, Pbrtugal wishes to call the attention of the 
world to the following statements regarding her national 
policy:

(l) Portugal 4fas the first nation to spread abroad in t1ie 
world the high ideals which are the foundation of civi
lization.

Harris, Slavery ,, p. 46.
2
John H. Harris, A Century of Bnanclpation (London: J. M. 

Dent & Sons, 19??}, vli.

• •

4?Ibid.. p. 179. Ibid., p. 185.
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(2) Portugal has spejit large sums of money in support of 
religious missions to raise the native races in ac- i 
oordanoe with the highest traditions of civilization.

Harris concluded his report of the IbrttJguese involvement with

the judgment that until the present system was abolished ^Portuguese
2

labour system is barely, if at all, distinguishable from slavery.*

Report of Ross.- Six years later (I925) Edward Alsworth Ross, 

tftiiversity of Iftseonsin sociologist, submitted his report on labor 

conditions in Portuguese Africa to the Temporary Slaving Commission 

of the League of Nations. Edward A. Ross was not a crusader; his 

report was factual, based on case studies. His visits included'the 

areas of Malange, Bailvmdu, and Silva Porto. , In many ways his notes 

were comparable to diary entries, setting down all his daily encounters 

with Africans on the road and in the villages. According to the in-
A.

troduetion of his report, he visited villages in the bush, gathering 

*the people together and through an interpreter known to them and in

whom they had confidence, questioned them as to their compulsory 
labor.*^

Ross had complete faith in these conferences for he found 

it was not likely that the •head man, pastor or teacher, interrogated

as to the incidence of j»ompulsory labor in his village, gave falser

answers.

2Harris, A Century p. 168.

^Edward Alsworth Ross, Report on Employment of Native Labor 
in Portuguese Africa (New Yorks Abbott ft-ess, 1^5), p. 5.

Ibid., p. 190.• •• $

4
Ibid.
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One of Robs' informnts told him how in 1922 he had seen many 

in the Songo administrative area ordered to Luanda to work for 

the whites. He also reported seeing three hundred women carrying olay 

to bricks for the local government post. On asking the iromen 

idiat wages they were receivingy the informant of Ross received the 

following answer: •Nothing, but they will pay us with a stick if we 

don't furnish olay.*^

To Ross the labor conditions he found in Angola were worse 

than slavery. He noted that many Africans "would rather be slaves 

than what they are now.

fed, but now nobody cares whether they live or die. 

found that the serfdom supported by the government was •more heart

less than the old domestic slavery tdiich was cruel only when the 

master was of cruel character.*^ In the present system, the American 

sociologist judged that "now they are in the iron grasp of a system 

which makes no allowance for the circumstances of the individual 

and ignores the fate of the familios of the labor recruits."

Eie report of Ross reactivated the earlier denunciations 

of the Portuguese slave labor conditions in her African possessionB. 

In rebuttal the Portuguese government called on the district governor, 

P. M. do Oliveira Santos, to refute the charges of Ross. To procure 

data for his defense, the district governor retraced the steps of

women

As slaves they have value and are not under-
•^ In fact Ross

2
Ibid.., p. 12. 

\bid.

^Robb, p. 15. 

^Ibid.
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Rossy interrogating the same Afrioems Kho furnished the information 

for the report of Ross. In subservience to Pbrtuguese aubhorityt all 

denied making statements as recorded in the Ross' report. Oliveira 

Santos caustically denounced Ross' charges as false and extolled the 

benefits of the Bortuguese "native® policy, calling attention to the 

noteworthy and invaluable program of "native® assistance.

The presentation of the defense by Portugal salved the con** 

science of the Temporary Slaving Commission of the League of Nations. 

Once again, Portugal glossed over the evils of the labor conditions 

in her TJest African colonies. Not tmtil fifty years after the report 

of NevinboU:?>ws this question opened again for international scrutiny. 

This was the occasion ofthe publication of Heirper's second report on 

slave labor conditions in Angola by Basil Davidson.

Report of Davidson.- H.fty years after the report of Nevinson, 

the editors of Harper's once more sought to assess the labor conditions 

in Angola. A British journalist, Basil Davidson, was commissioned to 

write the article. In June 1^4 Harper's magazine published Davidson's 

accoiuat under the same title Nevinson used fifty years ago, "A Modern 

Slavery.® A year later Davidson incorporated the report into his>book 
The African Awakening.^

Like his predecessors, Davidson caustically chastised the 

Portuguese for their forced labor practices. He belittled the Bortu

guese claims that their laws forbade slavery in their African terri-

^Basil Davidson, The African Awakening (New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1955)*
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torles. Davidson acknowledged the existence of the htnuanitarlan labor 

acts of 1928 and I95O which forbade the state to furidsh laborers for 

plantations* fisheries* and other private oommerclal enterprises. But 

he said* ^nothing could be more liberal and tolerant; nothing* equally* 

could bo more uiuroal.*^ Davidson held that economic realities in

Angola dictated some such system* forced labor ^remains the flyidxeel 

of the ootmtry's idiole economy.®^

In what sense is forced labor the "flywheel of the nation* s 

economyt® Davidson cited three main reasons. First, forced labor is 

needed to maintain the roads which link the towns and villages to the 

commerdlal^ centers of each district. Road maintenance is essentially 

hand labor; machinery is non-existent in the rural areas. A second

reason for the existence of forced labor is to supply workers for

European owned sisal* coffee* sugar plantations* and fisheries. Bie 

third reason is the demsuid for laborers in the diamond mines bordering

the Congo frontier in the Lunda district. The diamond company* Diamang* 

is a powerful economic bloc in Angola* contributing a yearly sum of 

87 million escudos to the government treasury.^

Rot only did Davidson indict the Bortuguese governmenti'imt 

he also implicated Britain's guilt in allowing the forced labor system 

to continue in Angola. He accused the British government that in her 

role as the protecting power of Bortugal she "did little more than

2^Davidson* African...* p. 199* 

^Ibid.* pp. 209f.

Ibid p. 197.• f
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'note with interest' the disclosures and the protests of inoonrenient 

travellers like Nevinson and Harris.el
Davidson also called attention

to British ani imeriean economic interests in the diamond mining oom-

pany, Diamang» and the railway conpany of Benguela, both industries

idiich employed coxisiderable numbers of contracted laborers. In an

ixxterview with the manager of the Benguela Redlway Company^ Davidson

seiroastloally complimented the British shareholders on earning their

profits from the 2t000 "eontraet laborers* who were "treated better
2than most forced workers in Angola today.®

Ihe publioatlon of Davidson's report once again opened the 

issue of-Pox^uguese right to govern her overseas territories. English 

joiamals such as the Hew Statesmani Observer, and the Guardian, took 

up the attack against Portugal. For her defense, Portugal called on 

a retired'English colonel, F. Clement C. Hg^rton, to refute Davidson's 

charges. In the tradition of Oliveira Santos, Colonel Egerton re

traced the steps of Basil Davidson's trip into Angola, deriding David

son's stay of ten days as too short to produce a factual and accurate 

report of labor conditions in that country. He talked with the managers 

of the Benguela railway and the Casequel Sugar Company, both of i^m 

denied that they made the statements ascribed to them in the Davidson.

report.

Efeerton criticized Davidson's use of the word "slave® in

^Ibid., p. 215.^Davidson, African. p. 201.•• f
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referring to contract labor, insisting that ®contMtadoB are not 

slaves tmless to insist that a man shall earn his own Hvlng is to 

make a slave of him.*^ 

that those vho refused to work were sent to the police; Instead, they 

were sent to the chefe de posto. ISie distinction between the police 

and the chefe de poste, of course, was not touched on by Colonel 

Egerton; in practice, the chefe cein be more cruel than the municipal 

police. Finally, Egerton questioned Davidson's sources of infor

mation, concluding that "it remains for the reader to decide what 

value can be attached to the statements of an 'investigator' ^o

passed less than a fortidght in Angola, or to. the 'evidence' of his
2

assembly of anoxiymous informers.”

Report of Oalvao.- Although there was some fUror when Basil 

Davidson made his report in 195^* it created, on the whole, only a 

mild ripple in international diplomacy. But Davidson's allusion to 

Henrlque Galvao's report on forced labor did indicate a current of 

unrest within the official government political party. Oalvao, as 

chief inspector of colonial administration, submitted a report in 

1947 on labor conditioj^ in Angola, condemning harshly the forced/^ 

labor practices in that province. The Salazar government removed him 

for his post and squelched his findings. Davidson, in his research 

for the Harper's assignment, unearthed Galvao's report and gave it 

wide publicity.

Ho further- corrected Davidson in his allusion

a
a

^P. 0. 0. Egerton, Angola tathont l^eiudiee (Idsboni Agency- 
General for the Overseas TenltorlesV 19^)» P»

p. 50.2Ibid•»
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The signifleanoe of this report is that (Salvao made it idien 

he was a government official. IBiat were his findings? Galvao noted 

that there was a high rate of ^gration from Angola; he attributed 

this to the harsh labor policy in force. Galvao insisted that over 

the years 1957-1946, over one-million people fled the African Portu

guese colonies of Guinea, Angola, and Ho$anibique. He condemned the 

overt co-operation of government officials in the system and held 

that in this regard, the situation in Angola was far worse than in 

Mogambique. He observed that in Angola, openly and deliberately, the 

state acts as recruiting and distributing agent for labour on behalf 

of aettlern.^ In hie summary, Galvao wrote, that an indfgena ®may 

have the status of a free man,* but he is not really not free; he 

belongs to the government, to bo rented to a idiite man. Also the 

indfgena*B new master "could hardly care less if he falls ill or dies 

as long as he goes on working idille he lives . . . ?Jhen he becomes 

unable to work or when he dies the master can always ask to be supplied 

with other laborers.* After submitting such a report it is not sur

prising that Henrlque Galvao was dismissed from his post euid subse

quently in 1958; accused of political crimes and sentenced to sixteen 

years of imprisonment by the Salazar controlled court.

2. Effects of Forced Labor

i. On Traditional Society

Kinship amd 'Village life.- Z&ich of the criticism of the Portu-

1
"Forced Labour in Portuguese Africa: Galvao's Suppressed 

Report,*.Africa Today, 1961, pp. 5-7.
^bid

p* 7«• $
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guese labor system was made simply on humanitarian grounds. Investi- 

gators found the system evil» both from the standpoint of the indivi

dual and the community. ®iat were some of the effects? For an African 

the immediate social unit is his family, and beyond this is the village 

community where several families come together to form a village. In 

the village connnunity the cohesive factor is the sekulUi or headman. 

Hence, these two social uzilts, the family and the village community, 

give the individual his sense of being a person. If he is uprooted 

from his family and village, hie sense of ®belonging* is destroyed.

Contract labor took men away from their families, breaking 

up the traditional pattern of responsibility. For instance, the male 

member looks after the upkeep of the house, repairizig its walls and 

thatching its roof idxen it was necessary. Bie run-down conditions of 

their houses, school building and chapel reflected the absence of men 

in villages. Furthermore, the siphoning of mile workers from villages 

intensified the social and moral problems in each community. Ihttems 

of courtship, marriage, family up-bringing were disrupted; an tmeven 

age range-children, the elderly, and women of all ages—predominated 

in the villages. Social life was hazardous under such conditions; the 

absence of the male for a period of eighteen months created pitfalls■ 

for husbands and wives and the entire community.

ibis is why the forced labor system caused great disruption 

within the African social system. Often, those \iho wore seized, 

hairiLng been transported far away from their original village, wore 

lost. There is an account in the journal of Serpa Finto which 11-
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lustrates this polxxt. Ifhile travelling the banks of the Quito River; 

Serpa RLnto met a gang of female conscripts who were b.eing driven to 

the coast by three Africans. On coming upon the paurty, Serpa Unto 

was enraged. He seized the three Africans, ordering them to free the 

women captives, Serpa RLnto summoned the women before him and told 

them they were free* offering them a safe conduct to Benguela 

with his party. But to his astonishment; Serpa RLnto found that “they 

one and all declared that they did not desire my protection; but 

wished to continue their course which I had interrupted.®^

Obviously; there are several interpretations for the women's 

reactions t# being set free by Serpa Pinto. For one thing; the women 

captives would most likely be more afraid of the white man's protection., 

than to be in the care of their three African captors. At least the 

women knew they were being sent to the coast; they were dubious of the 

idilte man's intention. Another reason could be that they were “lost;® 

having been transpoirted from their home villages many days before. What

ever the reason may have been; the women captives were uprooted from 

their families; friendS; and community. As far as they were concerned; 

they were no longer frej; freedom had moaning only in the oustoma*^ 

circles of their family and village community.

Bapul&tion.- The forced labor system also encouraged migrations; 

especially into Angola's neighboring terrlto:i^ese In the Oongo; the city 

of Leopoldville attracted many men from northern Angola; men found work

^Serpa R.utO; p. 118.
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as iralters and clerks. !Rie exact number who migrated to Leopoldville 

during the years is not certain; but soon after the January 1959 ri-ots 

in Leopoldville, approxiB»tely 50,000 Angolans were deported from that 

city. Moreover, shortage of labor in the Katanga region, the copper 

mines of Northern Rhodesia, and the Johannesburg gold mines in South 

Africa attracted many Angolans to migrate out of the country. In 

the Johannesburg area approximately five thousand Angolans live and 

work in the mining camps. An equal number migrated to work in the

.Katanga mines. A much smaller number work in the copper mines of 

Northern Rhodesia. Hen idio leave Angola argue that they would rather

work in Leopoldville, Elizabethvllle, Ndola, and in Johannesburg and

earn more money than to remain in Angola tdiere they aire subjected to 

the forced labor system. In this situation the Portuguese-labor policy 

acts as a stimulus for emigration. It is not tmusual to find men from 

the Andulu region in central Angola who speEik a few words of English, 

having worked in the mines of Johannesburg^ Many men not only go once, 

but two or three times during their lives to earn money in the mining 

areas. After their term of service the men return with bicycles, 

sewing machines, phonographs, and radios. Henrique Galvao deplored 

the trend of the loss of able bodied men in his report on forced 

labor. He noted that 'Hhe population flees en masse and deserts the 

land and its homes and the territories become empty.

Economio.- As with the placet ions in the Nest Indies during

^GalvSo's Report, p.
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the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the cornerstone for all 

Borttiguese economic development plans has been cheap ^rloan labor.

In 1928 the government passed a labor law, governing all work by the 

Indigenous population. Sisal, sugar and coffee plantations, the 

fishing Industries, the diamond company, and construction companies 

were required to abide by the labor code which regulated wages and 

working conditions. Prran 19^ forward the value of Afrloan labor in

creased a himdred-fold, due to Inflated world market prices of sisal 

and coffee.^ For Africans, the increased tempo of agricultvural develop

ment and European domination created grave problems, particularly on 

the questions of land tenure and labor supply. The problems are inter

locked; larger sisal and coffee farms required more Afrloan labor.

For Africans the disruption of the land tenure relationship 

was serious. Elizabeth Colson, Professor of Anthropology at Hbrth- 

westem University, links the importance of land tenure in Afrloan 

society to the basic assumption that 'all members of the society tdio 

are able-bodied should be productive in some fashion, and the basic 

living was wrung from the land.*^ 

governed land tenure aooordixig to certain rules. Colson refers to 

the study of C. I. Jones on land ownership among the Ibo of Nigeria 

to substantiate her oonolusions. Jones cites three cardinal principles

Consequently, African societies

^Horefoio de Sef Viana B&belo, Ayola na Afriea Deste Tempo 
(Lisboa* Tipografia da L.C.G.O., 19^1), p. 5^. ^

■ " .0

Elizabeth Colson, *Niative Cultural and Social Patterns in 
Oontmporary Africa,* Africa^Today, ed. 0. Grove Heines (Baltimore: 
John Hopkins University, 1958)* P«
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in the iGind tenure relatlonehlp: first f "that land tiltimately belongs 

to the eoBiinunlty and cannot be alienated from It without its consent; 

seconds that within the conmunity the individual shall have security 

of tenure for the land he requires for his compotmdSs his gardenss 

and his fame; and thirds that no member of the community shall be

without land*

It was inevitable that the high market prices of coffee and 

sisal and the availability of abxmdant man power drove Europeans to 

acquire more land. !fl.th European control of the lands howevers several 

new ideas were introduced which disrupted the traditional land tenure 

relationship: first, the concept of individual ownership and second, 

the commercialization of land.

In European thought the legalization of land was equivalent to 

individual ownership. The community no longer determined who occupied 

a piece of land. Individuals could register an area with the govern

ment post and defy the established community land markizigs. Often 

this created schisms, allowing disgruntled individuals a means to by

pass th® authority of the clan. Africans with sufficient knowledge of 

the European language ^frequently acquired land which traditionsdly 

belonged to another family, especially when land values increased. 

Subsequently, quarrels Involving land holdii^gs and boundaries multi

plied. Furthermore, decisions arrived at in the onjango (palaver house)

^Oolson, OP. cit.
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could be appealed to the government agent. The community no longer 

had the final say; the European administrator beoame the arbiter. On 

such occasions^ the person>with easy access to communicate his side 

throxigh his command of the European language would have the advantage 

over his illiterate neighbor.

The second concept iidiioh emphasized the commercial value of 

land was also destructive to the traditional land tenure relationship. 

In pre-industrial societies land was exclusively used for subsistence 

livingy its commercial value in the modem economic sense being non

existent. Land Ytas not a commercial commodity to be bought and sold 

according to the fluctuating market. As Elizabeth Oolson points out» 

*the value of land was assumed to be a constant factor, since it was

-.s»<

viewed in terms of its subsistence potential ;mder the existing land- 

usage system. Thera was no reason to expect that future changes would 
increase the value of any piece of land.®^ 

hand, appraised land as a commercial value.

The conflict between the two concepts, commercial versus com

munal, was acute in the Portuguese Congo. In this district land be

came a prized commodity because of coffee growing. The warm humid
'ey-

terrain is ideal for coffee raising. Fortunes were maolB in the 1940's 

as coffee prices sljy-rocketed. The Influx of Europeans from Portugal 

into northern. Angola heightened the tensions between Africans and. 

Europeans as the latter sought more land for their coffee plantations.

Europeans, on the other

^Colson, p. 7^*
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Africans described Europeans' tactics as follows: *A Pbrtuguese settler 

makes a survey of an area and stakes it out as his property.^ He regis

ters it under his name with the juridical administration of the area* 

Later, as he begins to plant his coffee trees, he finds that small

African coffee farms are within his staked area. Ihe settler demands

that Africans move out from his legalized property. But Africans reply 

that they had their farms before the idiite settler arrived. The settler 

then inq^res of the Africans whether their properties are registered 

at the government post. "‘No,* Africans reply, *we see no need for that*

Everyone knows that this is our property, 
to legalize our leuid; it costs too mueh."^

Furthermore, we caimot afford

Increased' land holdings, however, was not the only issue; Euro

pean owners needed African laborers to work the farms. ULspossessed 

African farmers in the area were conscripted; truck-loads of contract 

laborers from the south wore shipped to the north. The mixture of 

several social forces, the land issue, the influx of workers from the 

south, and the fall in the price of coffee in the 19^'s, snapped the 

thin ties between Africans and Europeans; the tug of war between Afri

can and European interesta in the Portuguese Congo oulminatod in open 

civil war on Iforoh, 19^1.

ii. On Ohristiahlty

Oomaiunity. - For the Christian community. Catholic and ]^otes- 

tant, the problems created by the forced labor system were Immense. In' 

fact, African church leaders have repeatedly stated that the main social

^Atlantic Report, March, 19^2.
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problem oonfroxxtlng the church is contract labor. There are many reasoxis 

^y th^y make this claim. First» the need for labor often requires the 

uprooting of villages located far from the main roadsj village elders 

are ordered by the ohefe de posto to move their people to a more con

venient site tdtere men oan be recruited withotzt difficulty. Dr. Ennis, 

an imeriean missionary* in his paper^ "Portuguese Colonial Adminis

tration in Angola,® reported that ®in the rainy season of 1941-42,

the administrator of CEteda Informed the people of his area to move 
from their villages and build on the roadsides.®^

The order put great 

hardship on the people as the rains hampered their efforts to build 

new houses, grass'^^for thatohisg being imavailable at this time of the 

year. Moreover, most of the men had been conscripted by the government 

under the forced labor system. This was not an isolated incident, in 

1944 Dr. ESnnis reported that ®old and well established villages with 

good . . . houses, school houses, orchards, gardens, irrigation ditches® 

were destroyed and "the people themselves were herded into inoonvexiient 

and unsanitary sites, 

were uprooted, many, never to regain their impetus which sustained them 

in their previous locatiCns.^

let, several benefits have come out of the system, affecting 

the life of the Christian community. One of these me the oontact idiich 

men from one ethnic group have made with einother. For instance, men

e2
The losses were incalculable; Christian villages

.V

Berlin Ennis, ®Bortuguese Colonial Administration in Angola,® 
February, 1945* typescript, p. 5.

^Ibid p. 5.•»

~v
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from southern ihigola who are contraoted to -work in Luanda meet workers 

who are from the northo (Hmrch meaiberB fraa the south worship in the 

local chapel» although it may be of a different mission group* In 

Luanda there are several Ovimbundu classes within the Methodist Oonfer- 

enoe of that district* Oontaots with Christians from other areas en

courage church members to think beyond local affiliations} the wider 

Christian fellowship becomes a reality. Suspicion of each other gives 

way to trust} each ethnic group enriohes the local fellowship, throu^ 

songs, preaching, and financial support*

%dsr oontaots are not only within Angola} emigration of 

workers to Leopoldville, Ellzabethvllle, Hdola, and Johannesburg also 

foster a church affiliation beyond the village ohapel* For example, 

in Johannesburg, Ovimbundu men of central Angola gather weekly to 

worship in their own language, writing home to request Bibles, hymn 

books and literature in Ctabundu. One of the pastors of Blende, Baidino 

Conga, spent six months in the Johannesburg area, ministering to the 

many Ovimbundu ll-vlng in the minltig compounds and locations*^

Another indirect effect on the life of the Christian cemmunlty 

has been a greater relleLnce^on women's leadership on the local level, 

eApeeially in Protestant -villages* The depletion of laymen impelled 

village wmen to take an active part in church affairs. For example, 

a sotirce of strength of the Qaessua ohuroh of the Methodist mission

^Merlin Ennis, "The Ovimbundu Church,* lectures delivered at 
South Church, Boston, 19^, typescript, IV, p. 5*
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in the Ma.langa area is the wmen’s assooiations. Professor Gongalves 

of the Lisbon School of Political and Social Sciences writes that the 

social value of women's societies in Quessua cannot be overestimated*

He emphasizes that the rules and orders of women's societies fill a 

great need within African culture. Although the women's group on the 

mission station is the largest, its influence is felt through the fifty 

Women's societies located in that area.^

Financial.- Economically, the system of contract labor preju- 

dices the financial structure of the church and family. Children 

drop out of school because of a lack of tuition money, or they remain 

home to cultivate the family farm. Church collections decrease; absen

tee members are poor contributors to the church. In central Angola the

" -to*-

Bailundu church collection dropped from 150,000 escudos to 100,000 es

cudos between two calendar years because of the exodus of male members 

under the contract labor system. Also, in several pastoral areas, the 

idea of the lord's Acre was scuttled, because men were called by govern

ment officials to do their service in the labor system.

Church I>leeipline.- Problems arising from the involvement of 

church members in the contract labor system cause great anguish for
"CS-

church leaders. *Hhat should the church dot®, they ask, *when our- 

members engage in recruiting workers for conti^ct labort Ib we put

^Qongalves, p. 88.

2
Ibrlng the period of contract labor, Angolan African workers 

rarely send church offerings to their village churches. Moreover, in 
many coffee and sisal plantations, Protestant mission work is forbidden.
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them out of ohuroh fellowship?^ In most eases of this naitiret however* 

African labor recruiters are already on the “side of the church,® 

being disciplined for misconduct such as drinking, adultery, or the 

practice of sorceryo But the current opinion among ohuroh leaders 

and members is disapproval towards members idio are labor recruiters; 

they consider such employment contrary to the idea of a Christian 

vocationo Moreover, contacts with European angariadores (recruiters), 

are not advantageous to anyone, especially Africans who are offered 

Fua and wine as payments for their servicesg Europeans have always 

benefited economically from the contract labor system, plantations 

in being able to secure cheap labor, and the angariadores in receiving 

their fees for recruiting African laborg Oiurch elders acknowledge 

the benefits, of contract labor for Europeans; they axe skeptical about 

the effects on Afrieansg

V

]■

5» Response of Christianity

ig Catholicism
1

Tacit Support of Syatemg- Pew protests emanated from the 

, Catholic hierarchy, although there were local parish priests who 

attem^ed to cry out against the abuses of the systems An example 

was that of the priest in the Cuma area, involviijg the chefe de posto. 
Senhor Lellnhog^ However, the local priest's complaints to the bishop

^ ^Por further discussion on this case, see section on "involve
ment of Rrotestant MLssionariesg®
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\ in his district were of no avail; the oozxtract labour system was too 

much a part of the economy of Angola.

There were two other reasons why the Catholic hierarchy kept 

relatively silent on this issue, firsts outwardly the system was 

more hinnane than the slave traffic practiced in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. At least the goverment appealed to the humani

tarian aspect of the system* claiming that the right to work was a 

part of the civilizing process. Labor sind work were essential in

gredients to reach a state of ^assimilation;® the Portuguese asserted 

that work was good for the Africans. In this respect the idea to 

teach Africans to work was not contrary to the church's doctrine for 

work was considered a virtue. Therefore* the edms of the church euid

M...

the purposes of the state were not at odds. A second reason was that

the church benefited from the contract system; the church received a 

state subsidy for mission work. Since the ®flywheel'’ of the economy 

of Angola was African labor, the chiurch was reluctant to oppose the 

contract labor system. Furthermore* contract labor was often used to 

construct chapels in the towns of Angola; no village with an appreciable 

number of Europeans was completejimless there was a chapel. Most chefes 7" 

de posto co-operated with the local parish priest in building a chapel 

for the residents* the government furnishing contract laborers for the 

project.

Dilemma.- On the hierarchical level both Catholicism euid

Frotestairtism were not greatly eiffeoted; priests* pastors* catechists*
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teaeheray were exempted from the laws of contract labor. But the moral 

issue had to be faced. For Catholics they were in the dilemma of re

ceiving direct state aid* some of the government revenue accruing from 

taxes directly Involving the right to contract labor. In this situation 

the Catholic hierarchy was hesitant in criticizing the government's 

labor policy. Moreover, Catholic priests agreed with the state's 

principle that everyone, Africans and Europeans, must be engaged in 

profitable labor. Criticisms by local priests were made only on the 

oxoeBses of the system and not on the right of the government to engage 

in it. Even so, whenever any priest oos^lained to the government of- 

ficial on fiiny aspect of the contract labor system, he v&b always re

minded by the ehefe dr administrator of the district that the church 

benefits from this policy.

ii. Protestantism

Involvement of Protestant MLssionaries.- Baports on labor 

conditions in Rjrtuguese territories constantly made reference to 

missionaries as sources of information on the evils of the forced 

labor system. For example, Henrique Galvio, in noting the difficulties 

encountered by a visitor in receiving information on its abuses, recom

mended that the investigator "listen to the missionaries saying in 

friendly chats idiat they dare not write in their reports.®^

From the Portuguese point of view, they denounced these reports 

as instigated and motivated by Protestant mission groups in Angola.

^Qalvao, p. 7«
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How true is the accusation that the informants were Protestant mission-

ariesf On reading the reports, especially those of Hevinson ?ind Ross, 

one finds substantial truth that much of the information was furnished 

by Pi-otestant missionaries. Henry Hevinson, in his book, A Modem 

glayery, repeatedly makes references to the co-operation of Protestairt 

missions. The preftice of his report thanked Hhe British and American 

residents on the mainland and the islands—and especially the mission

aries—for their unfailing hospitality and help.®^

Their help often consisted in revealing to Kevinson specific

One of his informantff was an American 

who intervened ih the flogging of a woman slave, set.her free and sexA 

her back to her village.

eases of forced labor practices.

In reporting this incident, Nevinson writes:

I would willingly give the names in the last and in all 
others; but one of the chief difficulties of the whole 
subject is that it is Impossible to give names withoiit 
exposing people out here to the hostility and persecution 
of the Rartuguese authorities and traders, 
stances, also, not only the people themselves, but all the 
natives associated with them, would suffer, and the various 
kinds of work in which they are engaged would come to an end. 
It is the same fear which keeps the missionaries silent.^

The silence of missionaries was broken in the findings of

y

In most in-
3
34

6SRoss; they furnished data to throxigh chtiroh elders, teachers, and 

village members. For instance, Ross prefaces his extensive case 

studies with ®the Christian elder says,®^ "February last, a missionary 

met on the road a body of ^0 natives*®^ ®^jilo I am at

i

a mission, a
s

2Levinson, ix, 

^Ross, p. 2^.
Ibid., p. 56. 

4
Ibid., p. 18.
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\ former pupil ecmies In and telle how fifteen men of hie village have

been eommandeered by government to work on a private plantation»^^

2
®according to our informer» a Ohrietian elder,® 

states.®^ And, most often, Ross takes up the cause of Protestant 

mission work, stating that children quit mission schools to work in 

the fields because their fathers and brothers were conscripted to 

work in plantations, while their mothers and older brothers were
4

called to work on the roads*

oa mission physician

It is no wonder that Oliveira Santos in his attempt to dis

credit the Ross report charged that Ross received all his information 

from l^otestant missionaries. Congregational and Methodist. Moreover, 

Santos accused the missionaries of unlawfully engaging in the political, 

economic and administrative life of the colony which is contrary to the 

conditions of their visas. And, if Protestant missionaries did not 

disengage themselves from these activities, they would be expelled from 

the province.^

m

Protestant missioneuries, reeoimting the happenings of those 

days, tell how they were shunned and ostracized by Portuguese friends. 

Most of the hostility, however,^was centered on a Congregational 

missionary, Mlliam Bell. He was accused by the Portuguese govern

ment of aiding and giving false infomation to Ross. The Mjesionsury

2
Ibid., p. 26. 
4
Ibid., p. l6.

^Ross, p. l6. 

Ibid.. p. 24. 

Duffy, p. 168.

5

5
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X Herald of January 1^25 confirmed Bell's role in the Ross investigation, 

reporting that •Reva tin. 0. Bell of Bailundo, conducted through-his

district last August Prof. Edward A* Ross, the noted sociologist, idio
„1
" Bell transported 

Ross in his automobile to several outstation villages of the Bailimdu 

mission; the trip began on August 1 and ended on August 6, 1^24. A

wished to study labor conditions in West Africa.

year and three months later (October 28, 1925), a warrant was issued 

to l^lliam Bell by the administrator of Bailtindu, demanding that Bell 

appear at the administration the next day. As Bell was in Dondi at 

the time, his colleague, Daniel Hastings, hastily sent two Africans 

to inform Bell about %he order from the administrations Accompanied 

by three other colleagues, Raposo, Stokey, and Tucker, Bell returned 

to Bailundu to report to the administrator. In all, there were four 

sessions, totalling twenty hours and forty eight handwritten pages of 

the coiirt proceedings. His trial was a cause oelebrtf in mission 

circles because Bell refused to reveal the names of Africans who had

given information to Ross. When the administrator insisted that Bell 

disclose the names of the church elders. Bell's only resort im.s to 

refuse to testify on the grounds^that he did not understand the legal 

process of Portxaguese courts. Even his missionary colleagues idxo 

were called to act as interpreters failed to elicit any response from

him.

1
The Missionary Herald, January 1925, p. 55»
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As a coimtermeasura to the Ross' report and Bell's part in 

it, the Portuguese press employed the tactics of playing one Protes

tant mission against the other. The newspaper, Frovltacia de Angola,

called on a Msthodist missionary in Luanda to give information about 

the race situation in America, focusing on the negro and American 

Indian problems. The interview was published in the October I5, 19^5 

issue, the editors contrasting this evidence from the United States 

to the situation in Angola. The Portuguese newspaper used the testi

mony of Robert Shields, the M3thodist missionary, to question the 

right of Americans to criticize the labor system in Angola. Needless 

to say, Jfcthodi-st and Congregational missionaries were not happy to 

see Shields used in this manner by the Portuguese.

After this episode Protestant missionaries were hesitant at 

being involved in the forced labor issue; yet, there was a trace of 

missionary implication in the last report by Basil Davidson. In his 

report, Davidson commented on the tax exempt status of the favored 

Angola Diamond Company, noting that "medical missionaries in Angola— 

mainly Americans and Canadians—are not only not exempt from import 

duties on such things as still window-frames for hospitals but have 

to pay duty even on Imported bandages and drugs."

Further antagonism between Protesteuat missionaries and govern

ment officials on this matter was reflected in the dismissal of a

■■■■■> •

^Davidson, African p. 215....,
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In the Boletlm Oficlalchefe de poato of Ourna, David Hunes Lellnho. 

de Angola of Auguet 29, 1951» LoHnho was charged with receiving the
r>

sum of 18,800 angolares for his part in recruiting personnel for three
^ What the Boletim did not indicate was that a Oongre-conmercial firms.

gational missionary in that district had called the attention of the 

chefe's activities to his superior prior to his dismissal from govern

ment service. Dr. Merlin Ennis, the resident missionary in the area.

reported to the administration of the Intolerable conditions which

required every village elder to funaish recruits for the chefe. If

the elders failed to meet their quota, they wore beaten by the police.

The local Catholic priest also reported to the bishop of his area of

the excesses of the local authorities, but nothing came out of hie

efforts. The government acted only when rumors of the chefe*s activl-

ties reached the capital city of Luanda. After an investigation,

Lellnho was ousted from the administrative corps; Lelinho's colleagues,

however, never forgave the Elende Mission of Cuma for their part in
2

the dismissal of the Cuma chefe. Lellnho would never have been in

vestigated 1^ e foreign missionary had not consistently complained 

to the chefe *s superiors; the government sensitive to criticisms 

from the forei^ community because there was always danger that another 

investigation would re-open the subject once more. But it is well

^Boletim Ofieial, August 29, 1951» P- 757*

^Merlin W. Ennis, •pbrtume 
Angola,* typescript, February 1955*

ese Colonial Administration in
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to remember at this point that Lelinho'a ouster did not abolish the

contract labor system; the governor general appointed another chefe

and labor reoroitlng of Africans continued under stricter govern

mental supervision.

Dilemma.- For Protestants» the contract labor system was 

morally indefensible, but they too faced a dilemma. On the one hand, 

Protestant missionaries recognized their status as guests in the 

country, not being citizens of Portugal. For this reason their 

attitude approached the Biblical tradition of the relationship be

tween Philemon and his master. The moral directive was to live a 

oHristian life within the syrteS, exemplified by keeping the ten 

commandments. On the other hand, Protestant missionaries who pro

tested directly to local officials or who aided in the investigations

- M

of Ross, Harris, and Davidson, felt that their efforts were in vain;

they point to the classic example of W.lliam Bell. The net result 

was an evolution of the following general policyt first, protest 

when contract labor affects church leaders, reminding the government 

of their promise to exempt catechists from this compulsory service; 

second, protest if there are excesses or alyises beyond the letter 

of the law, as oodurred in the district of Cuma; and third, to accept 

the labor policy as part of the governmental structure, living and 

suffering under the system. The last attitude was often tempered 

by a long range view, Christian leaders maintaining that the present 

system was much more '^humane* than in former years.
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But Christian institutions will be asked by Angolan nationalists 

to give an aceoimt of themselves on this matter. For instance» Holden 

Roberto» President of the govemment-in-exile, stated that he was most

impressed by a manuscript written by his grandfather which criticized 

the Portuguese government's policy on forced labor. Holden recoiaited 

the story of his grandfather as follows:

>dxen the Protestant missionaries first came to Angola, he 
was one of the first people with \Aiom they.were in contact.
He co-ope]%ted closely with them, and helped them with the 
translatibn of the Bible. He also played a leading part 
in combating witchcraft and domestic slavery—perhaps be
cause h® WftS once sold as a slave himself. He personally 
wrote a manuscript against the slavery practij^d by the 

. , . Pbrtuguese, and he Wanted the missionaries to ^^lish it.
‘ But they were afraid to ^-’so lest it compromise their

.position in the country.^

Holden Boberto remarked that his grandfather's docment had

been an inspiration for him in the present struggle. It is difficult

to say whether the reluctance of English Baptist missionaries to take 

up the cause of his grandfather has rankled in Holden's mind; nation

alists may use such incidents to chastize mission groups for their 

failure to respond to the social evils of the forced labor system.

4. Siamnary

The end of the slave trade in 1842 ushered in another harsh 

practice, the forced la.bor system. Its practice was governed by the 

central government , a trader \dio reqiiifed carriers transmitting the

^Lloyd Garrison, •interview with an Angolan nationalist,* 
photostat copy distributed by Africa Oommittee of the National 
Council of Churches.
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^'\ order to the governor general's office in Luanda.

obligated to furnish a designated quota set by the commander of the 

district. IBie labor code of 1878 hoped to abolish the conscription 

of workers* replacing it with the contract labor system. In theory* 

labor contracts were to be made with a free will; in practice* there

Each headman was

was not much difference.

A principal reason why the forced and contract labor systems 

did not differ greatly was that Angola's economy depended on cheap 

labor. Forced labor and contract labor were set up to take care of this 

need. Portugal often cloaked her right to conscript labor on the pre- 

.iense'that the indigenous populatioih must work* declaring that Africans 

ought to carry their load in the development of the country. But the 

international reports of Nevinson* Harris, Ross, Davidson* and Galimo 

xmveiled the injustices of the system* shattering the illusion that the 

system was inaugurated on humanitarian grounds of ^teaching the indibenas 

to work.■

As on the issue of slavery it is fair to say that Portugal has 

heeded some of the warnings of international opinion on the practices

Adriano Moreira, former Overseas Minister*of forced and contract labor.

rightly points out that Portugal published numerous decrees to safeguard

For exEunple, •Ordinance No. 17f77lworkers under the contract system, 

of June 17* 1960* set minimum wage standards in all Pbrtuguese terri

tories*, eliminating discrepancies which existed ruider the old laws. 

Moreover* Mr. Moreira points out that Portugal •ratified the inter

national conventions concerning weekly days of rest* minimum age at
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>«hich minors are allowed to work in certain activities, discrimination 
in employment or professions, and abolition of forced labor.*^

Like

many governmental policies, however, the existence of a law does not

assure the obedience to that law.

Hie effects of the contract labor systems were far reaching. 

Within the traditional society the balance between men and women in 

the rural villages was upset. Frequently, the authority of the village 

elder was broken by the local government official (as in Lelinho's case), 

substituting direct for indirect rule. Bie contract labor system also 

encouraged migrations to the mines of the Congo, Northern Hhodesia, 

and'South Africa. There was also the disruption of the land tenure 

relationship as Europeans increased the acj^eage of their coffee, sisal, 

and sugar plantations.

The Christian community did not escape either; moral problems 

arising from the absence of the male member of the family, the loss of 

income to the church treasury, the involvement of church members as 

labor recruiters, were some of the immediate effects of the contract 

labor system. Because of this church leaders placed contract labor 

at the top of the list of social problems facing the church. However, 

there were several indirect beneficial effects of the contract labor

<L

system to the life of the (Siristian community. One was a meeting together 

of mail from various ethnic groups. Contacts with Christians from other

^Moreira, p. I96.
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areas encoiaraged a wider Qiristian fellowship, not only in Angola but

in her neighboring territories. Another was a greater reliance on 

women's leadership on the local level, the exodus of men impelling

village women to take an active part in church affairs.

However, the recognition that contract labor was a major social

problem for the church did not assure an unequivocal response from

Christian missions. For Catholicism, the response was a tacit support 

of the system as part of the government's labor policy. For Protes

tantism, the respottse was a discreet silence, though many Protestant

missionaries objected to the system. Some of them provided information
• •s

for investigators, but Protestant missionaries refrained from directly

criticizing the Ibrtuguese government.

What were the factors which conditioned the responses of Catholi- 

cism and Protestantism? Ihere were two rMisons why the Catholic hierar

chy kept relatively silent on this issue. First, the Catholic church 

accepted the moral position of the state that Africans must work, the

contract labor system being a means toward that end. A second factor 

was the closelink between church and state, the Catholic church re

ceiving a direct subsidy from the state. Contract labor was also used 

to build chapels in the towns of Angola, local government officials 

obligating Africans to labor in these projects.

Fbr Protestantism, three factors governed their actions. First, 

the principle of obedience to the state held sway, contract labor was 

a part of the colonial policyT second, the guest status of Protestant 

missionartes prohibited political activity} and third, the prevalent
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^£i^siona^y attitude that protests were useless in the historioal oiroum- 

stancesi judgir^gon what happened to the Boss report at the hands of the 

Temporary OommiSBioh Against Forced Labour of the League of Ifotions. 

These factors confronted Catholicism and Protestantism with

■ dilemmas. For instance, if Catholicism had criticized the contract 

labor system, there was the possibility of alienation from the state, 

the church then losing its favored position and a substantial financial 

subsidy for its mission work. There was also the fact that the Euro

pean Catholic population was an active participant in the contract labor 

system, a critical attitude by the Catholic hierarchy could alienate 

thej^fopdoor settlers from the church. ' Another consequence could 

result in direct state control, the church no longer exercising a re

ligious influence on the affairs of the state.

Yet, the alternative position was not encouraging. The silence 

of the Catholic hierarchy dulled the religious oonsoience to the in

justices of the contract labor system which infringed on the right of 

Africans to refuse to work on the coffee, sugar, sisal, and fishing

industries. The institution of the Catholic church also suffered, the

contract labor system' disrupting village life which was essential to 

the stability of all religious organizations. Moreover, contract 

labor deepened the gulf between Europeans and Africans, the church 

receiving a share of African resentment for not protesting against

this practice.

__ Fbr Protestantism, the dilemmas was also real. If Protestant
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n^'^lonaries had resisted the contract labor practice, there was the 

threat of expulsion by the Portuguese government. Another effect could

be a further antagonism of European settlers to Protestant mission work,

an attitude ^ich could hinder the village work of Protestant missions.

A third could be an action of the state, cancelling the preferred status 

of Protestant workers such as pastors, teachers, nurses, and catechists 

who were exempt from contract labor. Such a decree by the Portuguese 

government could cripple all Protestant institutions in Angola.

Ihe alternative position was also unsatisfactory. For one thing, 

it would be difficult to reconcile the practice of contract labor to 

the ij^rai imperatives inherent in the missionary enterprise. Ihe muted 

voice of Protestantism on this issue could be interpreted by Africans 

as lack of courage, a possible source of contention between foreign

missionaries and African church leaders. Silence meant a continuation

of the contract labor system, confronting Protestantism with numerous 

social problems which sapped the strength of Protestant churches.

In a broad sense the responses, factors, and dilemmas of 

Catholicism and Protestantism to both issues, slave labor and forced 

labor, were similar. We should keep this observation in mind as we
•er-

proceed to study the last of-the selected issues, nationalism.
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N&TIOMLISM: HISTORICAL FACTORS

!• Introduction

In the present chapter we shall proceed on the basis that nation

alism is not a new phejumencnin Angola, its historical roots go back to

Our dejElziition of nationalism willthe beginning of European occupation*

follow that of Thomas Hodgkin who uses the term ‘nationalist*

to describe any organisation or group that explicitly asserts 
the rigWs, claims and aspirations of a given African society 

' ' j^rom the level of the language-group tb that of ‘Pan-Africay 
in opposition to European authority, whatever its institutional 
form and objective.^

Our first concern in this chapter will be to understand the his- 

torioal background of this struggle between Africein and European authority* 

In exploring this aspect, we begin to realize that viewed historically 

the March I96I rebellion is a continuation of African resistance from 

the beginning of Portuguese occupation in the sixteenth century* Our 

second cpnoem is to become, aware of the historical factors idiich in

fluenced the response of Catholicism and Protestantism to joationalism*

For instance, in the church and state issue, we become aware of a 

historical struggle which molded the response of the Catholic church 

to modem nationalismi Similarly, we hope that a study of the his

torical position of Protestantism will result in an understanding of

^Thomas Hodgkin, nationalism in Colonial Africa (New York: 
New York University Press, 1957)»P» 25. .
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of response it made to the struggle between African and Euro

pe shall now proceed to examine each historical factor* 

drawing on sources in Foi^uguese and in English.

the

pean powers.

2. Historical Factors 

‘ i. Traditional versus European Authority

Bolitical Sphere.- The struggle between African and European 

' powers in Portuguese West Africa occurred frequently in the poetical 

sphere; African rulers openly resisteid European eneroaohment on their 

powers. For proof we shall look at three traditional kingdoms, the 

> Congo, Ngola, and Bailundu.

'In Chapter I,I we noted that the Portuguese discovery of the

Congo kingdom in the fifteenth century opened a strange relationship

between the orowns of two feudal overlords. Prom the point of view

^ the R)rtuguese king, D. Joao II, the relationship between himself

and the Manioongo began auspiciously, as two equal heads of their

respective kijagdoms. As a sign of trust his representative, Diogo

Oao, left four of his men at the court of Manioongo on hie first

voyage to the Congo; later these men were held by the Congo royal court

as hostages. In equal exchange Diogo (So took four Congolese as

hostages and returned with them to Portugal. On his return trip in

i486, Diogo Gao braUght back the captured Congolese who testified to
1'

their king that they were received kindly by the king of Portugal.

1
Job€ Joaquim Lopes de Lima, Ensaios (Lisboa: Imprensa 

Naeional, 1846), III, VI.
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This was the beginniog of a relationship full of promises which 

continued into the reign of Dom Manuel, successor to Dom Joao II. He 

set forth a thirty four point regimento to govern the future relation

ship between Portugal and the Congo. Of great interest was the under

lying tone of this regimento? itwas.a kindly gesture, offering aid to

an ally and not as lord to his subjects. For example, there were two 

provisions which indicated this relationship. On the one hand, Dom 

Manuel sent his emissary, Simao da Silva, as an advisor to the royal 

court, offering to teach them the ways of justice and the effective 

pursuit of war. On the other, the Portuguese king authorized Simao
V,

da Sil:'V^"to m^'ntain the Portuguese settlers'^thin the boundaries 

of the alliance between himself and the Congo king. Of special in

terest was the exclusion of priests and representatives of the church 

from this order covering Portuguese residents. D. Manuel entrusted 

the welfare of the religious clerics to D. Afonso and to use the 

frades for the welfare of his kingdom and the church. If the clerics

did not behave in a manner beneficial to the Congo king, D. Afonso 

was to ship them home to Portugal at the first opportunity.

But much of the nobility of the provisions in th^ regimento 

was prejudiced by D. Manuel's bint to D. Afonso that the cost of 

this enterprise could bo o^set by loading the returning ships with

copper, ivory, and slaves. D. Manuel justified this request on the 
grounds that this was all being done in the name of Our Lord.^

^Pelner, pp. 585-589.
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the death of D. Afonso in 15^0, however, the period of 

political equality ended between the two royal courts. The struggle 

to determine' the successor of D. Afonso led to a contest for power 

between the followers of Afonso's son, Pedro, and that of his nephew, 

Dlogo. This involved Portuguese settlers who were opposed to FedroJ 

they joined the revolt against Pedro, placing Diogo on the throne.

Bie usurped king, ^dro, sought asylum of the church, through whose 

office he petitioned to the Pope and Joao III of Portugal for help 

in restoring the crown to him, but his effort was in vain.^ 

the first of successive incidents which put the crown of Portugal in 

a posit^n to'lfiterfere in the internal affairs of the Ooxigo. But 

both the Pope and King Joao III of Portugal retained an air of neu

trality, either through ignorsinoe of the affairs of the Congo at that 

time or through a deliberately defined policy.

But the air of neutrality was not sustained for long. Poli- 

. tical vassalage followed in I567 when the reigning king, Alvaro, re

quested the king of Portugal to help him oust the warlike Jagas.

^enty five years later, there was a similar request for military 

aid. Domingo d'Abreu de'Brito, representing the Portuguese government,
•ST'

recommended to the king of Portugal that he send 1000 soldiers and 60

horses to help Flllipe I in Angola who was then engaged in a war with 
2

his neighbors.

i'

Ihis was

By the end of the nineteenth century the atmosphere in the

2^Manso, p. 157» Ibid.
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Por^fOguese Congo was explosive.

the imsettled air was a pretender to the throne, D. iflvaro, who was 

sent to Lisbon by the Pbrtxiguese to absorb the Portuguese culture.

Oh his return, he resolved to drive out the white people from his 

area; apparently, D. Alvaro's stay in Portugal enhanced his self

esteem.- His first step was to send messages to all his chiefs, in

viting them to meet with him so that they could evolve a plan to 

depose the resident governor of Sao Salvador. Ihe scheme called for 

all the chiefs to meet with the resident governor on an appointed 

day, and at the appropriate hour, all would rise to overpower the 

govpni^, eind-his soldiers.

ia.ssionazi.ee of the British Baptist- Society, after they were 

informed of the plot by their Congolese worlters, hurriedly went to 

the fort to warn the governor of D. Alvaro's plot. Ihe advance warn

ing of Baptist missionaries allowed sufficient time for the governor 

- to take defense measures, foiling the king's plan to drive the white 

men from the Congo. Wien the plot to assassinate -the governor mis

fired, Dorn Alvaro called a conference of all the educated young 

men of the Homan Catholic and Protestant missions. At this meeting
■a--

D. Alvaro urged the Christian-elites to join iftth him to drive the 

white men-from the country, promising them high offices as rewards. 

IHio yotmg man^ recognizing the military power behind the Portuguese 

administration, declined to join with the king. One of the young 

men, a student of the Baptist mission schools who had gone to England

One of the first to contribute to

rsi

>
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on ^^piitation mission, called the attention of the king to the power 

of Ehiropean countries and reminded the king of his visit to Fbrtugal. 

Opposition of the Baptist mission and its students and workers created 

an atmosphere of hostility between D. Alvaro and Protestant missionaries 

frbm this time forward until the king's death.^

The last serious protest during this period occurred in 1915*

A Homan Catholic chief of the Madimba district, Alvaro Buta, rallied 

the village people against Portuguese authority and the forced labor 

system. Nearly all Catholic and '"heathen" villages joined Buta's 

camped^ of resistance; later Protestant towns joined Buta's forces.

Not"onljT’was Buta hostile to the Portuguese bi[it ho was also against 

the reigning African king who worked hand in hand with the secretary 

of the Portuguese administration in recruiting workers for Sao Tomtf. 

The revolt was popular; as Carson Graham observed '"the whole ootaitry

was in revolt against the forced recruitment from which all had 
2suffered."

In contrast to the Congo occupation in the sixteenth century, 

the conquest of the Ngola (Angola) kingdom was turbulent. The Portu

guese were forced to xrtilize military power to settle in the "land of 

Ngola." Of the many jnilitary and government leaders who played a 

historical role in the occupation of Angola, none had as wide powers 

as Paulo Dias de Novais. He was granted a donatefria by the crown,' a

2.^Graham, pp. 51"55» Ibid., p. 157*

!>■
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pl^pf^of colonization which gave to the recipient a tract of land in 

the overseas colonies. The donateOfia had already been in practice in 

Brazil and the government wished to do the same for Angola, believing 

that this was the most affective way of colonization. The land grant 

to Faulo Dias was generousi the patrimdtaia stretching thirty five

leagues from the coast of Angola, beginning at the Cuanza and extending 

to all the lands which he could occupy.^ 

have had the support of the Jesuits, through the presence of clerics, 

and the building of churches and schools.

But.this was easier said than done. The conditions in Angola 

wereji^t favourable to such a grand scheme wfiich the planners of the 

donate&ria in Lisbon envisioned. The xinfavorable climate for Europeans, 

internal wars, and local conditions worked against the aims of Paulo Dias 

and his followers. Moreover, subsequent internal events shifted the 

struggle for power. The recurring conflict of self interest between 

the royal court and residents in Angola was overshadowed by the 

coming to power of the Ginga queen, D. Ana de Sousa, in I625. The 

queen first came to the attention of the civil government in Luanda when 

she arrived as a member of the ambassadors from the coiirt of Ngola idio 

were sent to negotiate a peace between the two parties. The move 

towards this direction was largely due to a priest named DionTsio de 

Faria. The representatives were received royally, the peace treaty 

signed, and the ambassador, Ginga Ambonde, was converted to Christianity^

In all this Paulo Dias was to

^Felner, p. 126.
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aesu^:^
the name of D. Ana de Sousa. On her return she poisoned her 

brother; after his death, D. Ana assumed the prerogatives of royal

power.

By mid-seventeenth century, the fbrtuguese authorities were 

confronted by three African powers, that of the Congo, those who 

pledged loyalty to Queen Jinga, and those who allied themselves with 

the Dongo ruler. The Portuguese were faced with a choice of either 

relinquishing their positions in the interior or subduing all three 

rebellious tribes. ^ this time Angola had become such a rich prize 

supplier of slaves that the Portuguese could not relinquish their

The usual ^rtuguese strategy was 

to confront each group separatelyi defeating one and concluding a

The tactic of "divide and conquer" proved very ef- 

fective. W.thin a span of tan years, the campaigns of the Portuguese 

successful^ first the Congo, then the Dongo, and then in I68O, 

-the Matamba area.

With the subjugation of the Congo and Ngola kingdoms, the

as a
hold'bn ^heir West African colony.

separate truce.

wore

tempo of commercial activities increased^ the principal commodity,

As we indicated in Chapter III slaveryhowever, being African labor, 

dominated everything, including religious activities. By 1840 in

ternal and external pressures forced a legal enactment to abolish 

the slave trade; with this juridical move, the Fbrtuguese hoped to 

eliminate a source of Irritation between Europeans and Africans. Their 

next move was to ina\igurate a campaign of peaceful penetration in the
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inJr&Vior, but this was a naive hope, 

and Africans went deeper; the issues of slavery and contract labor 

were only symptoms of a deep resentment by Africans against Europeeui 

domination.

The conflict between Europeans

In the Bailimdu district of the Benguela plateaut the revo

lution of 1902 marked a last concerted African effort to resist Fbrtu- 

guese encroachment into the linbundu territory. Iho Ovimbundu people 

remember the rebellion as that of Mutu-ye-kevela (Hard Squash).^ The 

immediate cause of the rebellion was the constant raids of Portuguese 

traders for African labor and the selling of rum to the indigenous 

popul^ioh. "Africans worked through the in&genohs secret societies, 

organizing various groups to resist the Rjrtuguese. Khtu-ye-kevela 

rallied his people to hie cause, exhorting them to oust the ovindele

(white men). *llhy sit we here and die like rabbits?* Mutu-ye-kevela

o
cried out. 'le seed of Ekuikui and Viye, arise to battle.* Many Euro-

‘ peans were beleaguered at the administrative fort during the hostilities.

abandoning their trading posts. The rebellion would have been success- 

ful except for the vacillating position of an important chief who failed 

to carry out his part in the plan to overthrow the EurojpeEui government. 

With the defeat of Mutu-ye-kevela, AfricEin armed sresistance on the 

Benguela plateau crumbled.

Defeat of the ruling kings by the Bsrtuguese military power

2^Tucker, Drums 122. Ibid.* P*• • ♦
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B&y^he stage for the next step; European intervention in the succes

sion to’ the kingship. For instance, in I7OO the king of Portugal sent 

a letter to three Congo nobles, the count of Sonho, the marquis of

Pemba, and the duke of Bamba, requesting them to select the next king 

of Sao Salvador. From this evidence we gather that by this time the 

king of Congo was a vassal of Borttigal.

However, as civil administration developed, royal intexTentlon

was not the usual procedwe; the local governor exercised control over 

the African kings. In the Dsmbos area, for example, the governor of 

Luanda verifted all acts of succession, issuing a letter of confirmation

,In 1848 the govdVnor of Luanda wrote a letterto'-tb(^newly'‘aleoted king, 

to the new Dembos king, D. Francisco Joao Sebastiao Cheque, stating that 

it was the king's duty to serve the national interests of Portugal by 

promising to cultivate cotton, tobacco, coffee and rice, and at the 
same time, by paying a tenth of his income to the Luanda treasury.^

Although in these instances political interests were foremost, 

there were occasions when religion was a factor in the question of 

- royal succession. In I860 when the reigning king of the Congo, Dorn 

iClvarb Bongo, died, there appeared two contestants to “^e throne,

Pedro de Agua Rosada and Pedro Calandenda. The latter was a I^otes- 

tant. Because Pedro Calandenda refused to abandon his religion, he 

was eliminated by Portuguese authorities as a candidate for the throne;

^Felgas, p. 96.
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Por^fi^eBe ziational interests reqtiired a Catholic king.^ 

sistence of the religious factor will be apparent as we proceed now

The per-

to relate the issue of traditional versus European authority to the

religious sphere.

Beligious Sphere.- Me noted in the previous section that 

except for the early period of occupation! the struggle between 

traditional rulers and the European power was active; nationalist 

feelings often erupted in violent protests agednst European domi

nation. How did the political struggle affect the religious sphere?

Was the Catholic church involved in the conflict?

- 'In attempting to answer these questions, we must be aware that

the reaction of Africans to the church was governed by political ex

pediency. For Africans, it was politically advantageous to ally them- 

selves with Christianity; they saw Christianity as a symbol of equality. 

In this the church became a necessary institution for the early Congo 

kings; political partnership meant allegismce to the Christian God.

For instance, in 1574 a new organization of the Congo was created which 

■divided the feudal districts according to the ranks of diikes, marqui- 

sates and counts, supplanting the traditional structure^of so'vas or 

local chiefs. At a ceremony of the Koights of Christ in which the 

king of Congo and a priest who represented the king of Portugal par-

2

^Felgas, p. 150. 

^fy, p. 15.
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tiy^ated, each soya was given a title befitting his station. One

of the symbols used in the ceremony was the rosary* each feudal lord

holding in his hands and reciting these words: "l promise to be

true to the-Catholic faith; I promise to obey and do what the priest

tells; and I promise to obey the king of the Congo and the king of

Portugal; God help me if I do not follow my vow."^

Christian alliance with colonial rule also involved military

assistance. For example, in the l49C's the Congo king, Dorn Joao,

adopted Christianity, and soon after, requested soldiers from the

Porti:iguese military officer to defeat his traditional rivals. Dorn

Jo'ao-r^^unbhe'^'his campaign against his enenies under the banner of the

Christian flag, maintaining that he belonged to a Christian Rdpubllo
2

and his enemies were, as a matter of fact, enemies of Christianity.
A.

The height of religious and political alliance between the 

early Congo kings and the Portuguese royal court occurred during the 

reign of Dorn Afonso I in the sixteenth century. King Afonso sent 

Congolese youths to Lisbon to study at the nany religious schools,

, some to become artisans and others to enter religious orders. It was 

Dorn Afonso's acceptance of the Christian faith \diich payed the way 

for the royal heads of the tWo courts to refer to each other as brothers 

in Christ. For instance, Dom Manuel of Pbrtugal addressed his letter

^Rego, p. 265, translated by the present author, 

^bid.

3
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Afonso in I512 as

liost powerful and excellent king of Manicongoi Ii Dorn 
Huiaely king;of Fbrtugal and Guinea» send you many 
greetings. Ve wish you good health and entrust you in 
the care of God to whom we owe everything.^

Dom Afonso in his turn reciprocated by addressing Dom Manuel

as

Most high and powerful King and Lord: I, Som Affonsoy king 
of Congo and Lord of the Ambudos send you much love. As 
Christians we rejoice in the life of our Father, holding 
fast to the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ.

In reading the correspondence between the two kings, the im

pression is one of an alliance rather than that of a vassal to his 

lord. ’"Ihe alliance, was religious in nature', more in the realm of 

the spirit which the Portuguese term "civilization.* Ihis was es

pecially noted in D. Afonso’s constant request to the king of Portugal 

to send more priests and teachers. In a letter of May ^1, 1^1^ Dom 

Afonso pleaded for aid in the things of religion, requesting masons

5and carpenters to construct a Catholic school for his subjects.

Eleven years later on March 18, I526 Dom Afonso petitioned Dom Manuel 

of Portugal to send fifty priests idio could be distributed throughout 

his kingdom so that each feudal lord would have a vicar of the church
4 ■ ■ ■

‘and six priests. In effect the church was used by the early Congo

^Paiva Manso, p. 5, translated by the present author.

?Ibid., p. 51.2
Ibide f pe 1^* 

\bid., p. 50*
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a vehicle.to maintain their independence, recognizing that a 

Christian ruler was much more acceptable to the European power. Thus, 

from the beginning the Portuguese, having a first claim to the discovery 

of the Congo, proceeded on a religious basis that she would act as 

spiritual father to the Congolese. This pattern was Initiated at the 

time when the first Congo king was converted to CSiriotianity. For 

instance, all requests to build churches, to atigment the meagre group 

of priests, to build schools, were directed to Portugal.

But by the time of Dam Afonso's rule in the beginning of the 

sixteenth century, this relationship began to change; the Congo king 

believ)^* that as a Catholic king,, he deserved’ recognition from the 

Vatican as a sovereign religious ruler. In a letter to the Pope dated 

the 21st of February of 1552, Dom Afonso offered his obedience and 

asked Pope Paul III the grace and honors which Rome was accustomed 

to give Catholic kings.^

In mai^ ways the attempt to keep the sovereignty of the Congo 

was fought in the realm of control of the church, involving the three 

capitals, Rome, Lisbon, and Sao Salvador. In this respect Lisbon 

gained the upper hand since the power struggle in the European sphere 

outweighed scay consideration for recognition by an African ruler.

Thus, the concept of the "overseas province," the idea that Portugal's 

colonies ana an integral peirt of the Mother country, was first established 

in the realm of the church. The Vatican conceded this right to Portu-

^Ihiva Manso, p. 60.

>
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entruating to her the privilege of establiehing and controlling 

the ecclesiastical districts in the Congo and in Angola. Moreovert

the rights of the Catholic Congo king were only given within the

authority of the Portuguese crown.

Ihis relationship was first established by Rome in 1^5; the 

Vatican ceding vast spiritual powers to the kings of Portugal in their 

overseas conquests, including the right to erect and establish chiirches 

without prior approval from Rome. Thus, the Order of Christ in Ibrtu- 

gal was entrusted with the total jurisdiction, temporal and spiritual, 

in all the overseas possessions under the rule of the Rorttjguese 

The pi^ai Bull of 1^1 approved the understanding between the Vatican 

and the Portuguese crown, specifying that only Pbrtxaguese ship's 

allowed to serve as transports for the discovery of overseas territories. 

Furthermore, spiritual jurisdiction over the discovered territories 

belonged to Pbrtugal, including complete authority of her priests to 

administer sacraments and to absolve all sins, except those reserved 
exclusively for the Vatican.^

crown.

were

Although the Vatican guaranteed Portugal's national character, 

there were occasions of conflict between Rome and Lisbon. For Instance,

in 16^15 the Propaganda Fide sent several Italian Capuchin priests to

the Congo, designating one of them as the representative of the Holy 

See. This action ifes contrary to the sovereignty of the diocese of 

the Congo and Angola which was under Portuguese domain. Lisbon protested

^Rego, pp. 121f.
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to and in l648; the Vatican agreed to place the Capuchin order

imder the jurisdiction of the bishopric of the Congo* recognizing the 

independence of the Poirtuguese authority* ^throughout the negotiations 

between Rome and Lisbon, the latter acted in the interests of the 

sovereign rule of the Portuguese crown in her overseas acquisitions, 

both temporal and spiritual. Missions represented a true national 
interest which, in turn, was protected and helped by the state.^ 

agreement between Rome and Lisbon effectively curtailed any move by 

the African hierarchy to establish a national religious institution 

in the Portuguese Congo.

.i^iThere“wB one last attempt, however,"iby the African chiefs 

to assert their independence in religious affairs. During the Dutch 

occupation of Angola in the 1640'b, the Congo king, Garcia Afonso II,
A.

reasserted his independence by encouraging Italian and Capuchin mis- 

sionaries to settle in the Congo, petitioning the Pbpe to send to his 

country non-Portuguese Catholic priests. After the ouster of the Dutch 

in l6^, Salvador de Sfif forced the Congo king to sign a treaty forbid- 

.ding all religious activities which were not under Portuguese authority. 

After the reeonquest of Angola, religious as well as political inde

pendence was effectively curtailed by the Portuguese.

Ihe

2

il. Church and State

A second significant' historical factor to this section on

2^Rego, pp. 168-171. Duffy, p. 67.
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np^onalism
is the issue of church and state. The ttig of war, in this 

case, was primarily between Europeans, the Portuguese state and the

European Catholic church.

In the previous section we were reminded that as long as. the

Catholic church in the Congo was under the jurisdiction of the Portu

guese hierarchy, there was no difficulty. But the interlocking political 

and religious interests, relating to the conflicting interests of Afri

cans and Europeans, oppplicated the situation. It seemed that without 

European political domination of the African rulers, the church's

effort Ho plant the cross® would have been difficult, 

teit-xhe effect On the Catholic ehtiroh was a movement towards closer

In such a oon-

union of church and state. The direction towards an integration of 

the aims of church and state, however, was not without its tturbulences.

For an understanding of this problem let us review the historical pat

tern of this relationship.

Partnership, Dependence, and Integration.- Although the chiurch-

state pattern varied according to the historical period, their relation

ship can be characterized as one of partnership, dependence, and in

tegration.

In Portuguese West Africa the church-state relation began on 

a level of partnership. It was not difficult for the Catholic church 

to work closely with the state because one of the factors molding 

Portugal's national character has been the Roman Catholic church. Her 

dream of offering ®new worlds to the world* mesint the propagation of a
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Chrjfitian civilization.^ The vehicle to bring the new world into 

reality was a close co-operation between the crown and the church.

As Silva Rego expressed in his monumental work, Ourso de Missionologia, 

the true object of Catholic missions was "to plant the chiuroh, sup-
2

port it, and give it a firm basis in idiatever geographical location." 

Portugal's national character, in this respect, was expressed in link

ing mission with the Portuguese nation. TSiis was in contrast to a 

foreign mission enterprise as undertaken by the Vatican irtiich was 

supra-national, employing missionaries of every nationality and not 

being subjected to whatever form of nationality.^
y

howevp^.were'eBsentially a national mission,*the nation and the church 

sustaining each other's activities.

This co-operative spirit of mission and state flowered in the 

early fifteenth century \dien Prince Henry the Navigator assiimed the 

leadership of the Order of Christ. This Order, founded in 1519» 

was the successor of the Order of Knights which operated during the 

time of the crusades. Entrusting the Order of Christ to Prince Henry 

demented the aHiance between the crown and the church. Both kings 

of that period, D. Duarte and Afonso V, deeiled to the 0r4er of Christ 

the right "to plemt the cross"'in all the lands which they hoped to 

discover and confer. During this period the Order of Christ was
k

never divorced from the Portuguese crown.

Porttiguese missions,

^Eduardo _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

the Religious Situation (London: Dominion Press^ 19^^}, p. 14.
4_.:.

Horeira, The Significance of Portugal: A Survey of

^ego, p. 5* ^Ibid.
Ibid pp. 120f.• f

>
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Although this pattern suffered somewhat in the eighteenth 

century when the teirquis of Pbmhal expelled the Jesuits from Porttigal 

and her overseas colonies, the rebirth of mission activity in 1844 

restored the spirit of partnership. In that year with government 

1 subsidy there was created a training center for missionaries at the 

seminary of Sernaohe de Bonjardim.^ In 1875 secular priests of this 

seminary reinforbed the small missioxiary corps in Angola. A graduate 

of this school for overseas missions, Ehther Antdinio Barroso, re

generated the early enthusiasm, working on the thesis that '"the mis

sionary was of primary importance both to his church and state.

PatScr;^^rosso promulgated the state's idea of the "sin of idleness,® 

working with the state to build a chapel, school, hospital, observatory, 

and work farm at the old capital of Sao Salvador. Church sind state 

worked in full partnership to colonize Portugal's African territories. 

The partnership status between chtirch and state, however, was 

■ - not always possible; the political climate in the home coimbry often 

forced the state to become indifferent to mission activity in her 

overseas colonies. On such occasions Catholic missionaries prodded 

the state for help, creating a situation which made the ohurch de

pendent on the state for its es^sbenee. As an illustration let us 

take the years of the First World War. From 1914 to 1918 Portugal^ 

was preoccupied with the First World War; the problems of her colonies

«2

2
^Rego, p. 175» Duffy, p. 122.
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were ^|fu^ aside; missions were almost in complete ruins* 

of the secular order in Mosambique appealed to the governor general* 

Joaquim Josd' Jfeohadoi for full government support* On August 14, 1914 

the governor general published decree No* 1077 which suspended the

IQ.ssionaries

prixiciples of. the law of separation* providing financial support 
within the budget of the province*^

His actions had far reaching 

effect, not only for Mogambique* but for Angola and other colonial

possessions*

Taking advantage of this opportune moment* Bortuguese mission

aries in the colonies stressed the national character of the Catholic 

reli^'oai^’;They emphasised the patriotic nature

and their effectiveness as civilizing agents; they also claimed that

of Catholic missions

Protestant mission work was divorced from the object of civilizing 

the indigenous population. In contrast* Portugese Catholic missions 

wished to collaborate with the state in the work of civilizing Africans*

Moreover* in line with this policy* proponents of Catholic missions

maintsiitted that the government should accept them not only as religious 
institutions* but as vehicles of instruction*^

Their efforts succeeded* 

and in 1919» article 17 of decree No* 5*259 stated that all missionaries* 

lay and religious* were 'considered as public functionaries of the oolo-

nies*

2^Rego, pp* 182-185* 

pp* I89f.

Ibid., pp. 186f*
5
Ibid• f
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^'XFroa 1919 to the revolution of Jfey 28, 1926, much of the 

actual relationship between church and state depended on the governor 

general in each colony. More often than not, their attitude was 

favorable, recognizing their part within the civilizing process of 
the Bortuguese tradition.^ After the revolution of May 28, 1926, 

Catholic missions were once more allied with the state. The ^Organic 

Statute of Portuguese Catholic Missions of Africa and Timor* recog

nized the special character of Portuguese Catholic missions as centers 

of spreading the Portuguese Iwiguage, ideas, and customs. In the light 

of their Important functions, the state granted an extraordinary sub

sidy ofincrease of 1.5$O,0OOSOO to the yearly
2 ■■

subsidy of Portuguese missions in Mogambique end Angola.

Hie stage was now set for the next step, the integration of 

the activities of church and state. The culmination of this accord

was manifested in article l40 of the Portuguese constitution that 

, ^Portuguese Catholic missions overseas and those establishments pre

paring personnel for that service ... shall be protected and aided

by the state as institutions of instruction and assistance and instru-

Signifieantly a concordat was s^ned between 

the Holy See and the Portuguese Republic in 19^, obliterating the 

separation between church and state of the past few years. The mis-

5 .
ments of civilization.*

2^ego, p. 515. 
^Duffy, p. 510.

Ibid., pp. 197f.
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sion^u^ agreement of the ooneordat stated that in any alteration of 

the administrative pattern in the eoloniesy including appointment of 

an archbishop or bishop in any Ibrtuguese colony» the Holy See must 

first submit his name to the Portuguese government ®in order to ascer- 
‘ tain if there be ai^ objection to him on political grounds.®^

9 promised financial support from the home government> including sub- 

sidles Hot only for educational centers, but also for sustaining 

missionary work* Article 10 agreed to make land grants for further 

expansion of their work* Article 12 assured annual stipends for 

. resident bishops, vicars and ndsalonary prefects, and their right to 

a pension on retirement* Article 14 entitled all missionaries travel

ling expenses both within and outside the colonies* Moreover, retvim 

journeys to the homeland, whether on grotnid of health or on leave, 

will,, on the proposal of the respective prelate, be provided for on 

the same terms as are in force for officials of the civil service*

Article

2

■ But with this arrangement there was always the temptation of the clergy 

to participate in the affairs of the state. It is to this problem we 

how turn* .

Olerieai Participation in Politics*- Of all theReligious

missionary societies in Portiigueso West Africa, none played as important 

a role in politios as the Jesuits* As a matter of fact, the military 

and government leader in the sixteenth century, Paulo Dias de Novais,

received his powers through the influence of the Jesuits who now

2^Rego, pp. 202f* ibid*, pp* 201-204.

■.<
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became the advance guard of the colonization movement. The Jesuits, 
sie^ of being an arm of the government as in the Congo experiment, 

were the government, initiating a plan to negotiate with the people of 

Ngola under the donatflfria plan.

The Pbrt\>gueee historian, Pelner, chronicling the activities of 

this era, did not waste any words of pity on the failure of the donattfria.

in

The scheme, however, was not success

ful.

He claimed that the plan was initiated by the Society of Jesus to hide

‘ the real objective of the plan, namely the control of the slave trade 

in Angola.^ In ^diatever way wo may accept Pelner's judgment on the 

matter, the Society of Jesus was deeply involved in the plans for 

' colonization during the sixteenth century. If the plan had succeeded, 

the Society could Have extended its control beyond the limits of the

donatefria, forming a theocratic government.

In the ensuing years the Jesuit idea of a theocracy constantly 

clashed with the civilian administration. This conflict of interest

erupted in the reign of Governor d'Almeida in 1592 who was instruoted 

by his superiors to penetrate into the interior to seize the silver 

mines at Cambambe. But the self interest of Portuguese settlers and 

the Jesuits thwarted his progress toward fulfilment of his plans.

The Jesuits and former workers of Paulo Dias were afraid’^that the new 

govenior would tedce the extensive grants of land which ware offered *■ 

to them by the previous government. Por the Jesuits and European 

settlers, the presence of Governor d'Almeida constituted a threat to

^Pelner, p. I29.
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th?iV privileged positions. The two groups considered Angola as their 

fiazenda. A stnaggle for power was inevitable; Governor d'Almeida could 

either capitulate to the Jesxiits and the settlers or he could challenge 

their rights in the name of the crown. He followed the latter course.

criticizing the Jesiiits for meddling in political affairs. He then 

took action, gathering a small force to invade the occupied territories, 

but his soldiers were plagued with fever and they wore forced to return 

to Luanda, The new governor continued his struggle against the Jesuits; 

in retaliation, the Jesuits excommunicated him, forcing d'Almeida to 

flee to Brazil and to abandon the office of governor, Ihe year of 159^ 

markp^the height of Jesuit influence in' the struggle for political 

power in Angola.
1

In the meantime the Portuguese had begun to penetrate the in- 

terior. Recognizing the encroachments made by her former ally, the 

self proclaimed queen, D. Ana do Sousa, waged war against the Portu

guese, Biroughout the hostilities between the Ginga queen and the 

Portuguese, the Jesuits played an important role in the conflict be

tween the two parties. For instance, in an attempt to negotiate with 

each other, one of the conditions which D. Ana sot forth was that the
. -er-

priests of the Company of Jesus were to be utilized as emissaries of 

peace. On another occasion when the Portuguese realized that this 

was a war to the end against the Ginga queen, they called on the college 

of the Company of Jesus to bless their campaign. Eio rector and members

^Pelner, pp. 182f,
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or the college, assenting to the truth that this was part of the

evangelization campaign in Angola, agreed to send two priests to
1

accompany the army at the cost of the college.

The Jesuits continued to play a part in the political life of

Angola until the middle of the eighteenth oentury; an order for their

expulsion from Luanda was given by Governor Antrfnio de Vasconcelos on 

May 11, 1760.^ This move by government officials met favowble re

sponse from European settlers who accused the Jesuits of meddling in 

their affairs. The expulsion of the Jesuits curtailed direct parti

cipation of the Catholic clergy in the affairs of the state; they 

never regained their political position in Angola from this period

onward.

Dilemma.- In msuiy respects the position of Catholicism was

unenviable; the border between chtirch and state was not clearly defined. 

Throu^out the period of European occupation there was constant struggle 

among the various European factions; without doubt motivations of self- 

interest intensified the competition for domination by the state, church, 

and European traders.

For the Catholic church the most effective way’’to put the country

under its control was to involve itself in the affairs of the state. In

the beginning same clerics served as state functionaries; it was only 

in 1888 that the Congo was formally occupied by a civil administration

2^Felner, p. 220. Rego, p. 297.
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con^^Aing of a resident governor and a guard of soldiers, 

time the church was the authority* both civil and religious. However* 

there wei*e adverse reactions to the participation of the clergy in 

government; in the eighteenth century residents and governors in 

i^ola welcomed the expulsion of the Jesiiits because they considered 

them *as meddlers and hypocritical trouble-makers.*^

Moreover* the close association of church ^d state created 

a situation where the welfare of the overseas church depended on the 

nature of the political stats in the home country. For instance* the 

birth of the 1911 Portuguese Ifepublio resulted in an anti-clerical 

enArt;ro^nt. '(to April 20th of that year the Republic published a new 

statute* pivclaiming the separation of the state from the churches; 

the state deliberately using the plural "churches* to indicate its 

anti-national religious character. The application of the *le.w of

Up to this

Separation* resulted in the creation of lay missions which served as

Of the 52 articles in the now statute*. substitutes for religious orders.

the first eighteen applied to missions in the overseas territories.

The purpose of replacing religious missions by lay was to speed

the civilizing process which was for the good of the in<U.gonous
2

races and of the highest political interest of the nation. In practical 

terms* the decree freed the state from all promises which were made to 

the church by the previous government* cutting off state subsidy for

2
^Duffy* p. 118. Eego* 176f.
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theof overseas missions. Subsequentlyf the persecution of the 

Catholic church in Portugal and the lack of government subsidy di

minished the missionary fervor of previous years.^

Another aspect of this dilemma was that as the church moved 

closer to the state, the church was tturned into an instrument of 

civilization by the state. In practice, the survival of the state 

assumed priority because it was the primary agent of civilization. 

Inevitably, the Catholic church became identified with Portuguese 

nationalism, the church assuming the role as a defender of the Portu

guese state. Consequently, the response of Catholicism to African 

natlor^ism must be seen in this historical and sociological context.

iii. Protestantism: Position of Alienation

Helation to Traditional and European Authority.- The Protestant

„ position was different from that of Catholicism; it had no official ties 

with either African or European authority. For this reason the response 

of Protestant missionaries varied. During the early years of missionary 

work, Protestant missionaries accepted the authority of African kings. 

For instance, \Aien the first missionaries of the American Board arrived 

in Angola, they found that Pbrttiguese authority extendeif only a few 

miles inland and in order to enter Birf which was their ultimate desti- 

nation, they resjulred permission from the king of that district.

Mareover, Protestant missionaries were always subject to the

^Rego, 17^f.
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aut^^ty of the king; one of the marks of obeisance was to offer 

gifts of cloth and jewelry. Protestant missionaries were aware that 

imless they pleased the king, they could be expelled from the country. 

Mr. Bagster, one of the first American missionaries to enter the high

lands of Angola, records an incident which describes the delicate 

position in which they found themselves as they confronted the king of 

Bailundu. He writes that when they paid their first visit to the 

king’s ombala (royal household), they sat down to wait for him to 

enter the courtyard. They waited for a good while;

then the ministers came in and sat upon a natural terrace 
of rocks at our right; after them the king, when all clapped 

ji^eif-h^ds twice. He was introduced^ito us, we rose and 
' shook hands, be. seated himself upon my right, and again the 
hands were clapped and the word 'Bokwata*, ran round the 
circle. This took,Brother Sanders and myself by surprise 
and we failed to clap; thereupon the king remarked that the 
white men did not clap, for they despised the black nmn.
We corrected this idea, and the king, jumpixgup, went off 
by another door, but soon came bgok, and clap, olap, and 
'Bokwata*, wont round the circle.^

In many respects Protestant missionaries were "prisoners® of

the king. For instance, the goal of the early missionaries was. to 

work in Bia, but the Bailxmdu king would not allow them to go beyond 

his kingdom. At that time the two kings were rivals, each suspecting 

the other of trying to usurp the power of his domain. When the 

missionaries requested pomdsBion to proceed beyond the Bailimdu region, 

the Bailundu king retorted that ®If any one is to have white children

^The Mission of the American Board to West Central Africa 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1882), p. ^1. '
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or slaves, I am that one. ^

remained in Bailundu vintil they received permission from the Bailundu 

king to enter Bitf.

The American Board missionaries

The absolute authority of the Bailxmdu king was again noted 

three years later (1884) when the same missionaries were expelled 

from the area; the king accused the missionaries of plotting against 

his rule. Ekuikui, the king, informed the missionaries of his decision 

on Hay 1^, 1884, ordering them out of his kingdom within nine days. All 

mission property was to be left in his hands. On receiving the expulsion 

order, one of the American missionaries. Dr. Sanders, went to see Ekni- 

kui-biiti^s miusion was not successful. Instead, the king angrily 

told Dr. Sanders that if he and his party did not leave within the

specified time of nine days not only their property but their safety 

would be in jeopardy. Since there.was no other reooia*se, the American

missionaries took what they could with them and returned to the coast, 

hater, the missionaries discovered that King Ekuikui acted in this 

manner because he heard that the white men planned to divert trade 

northward to the Congo, undermining the Bailundu king's control of 

trade from the interior to the coast. Ekuikui's distrust of the

American missionaries was understandable since white men in his area

were traders; for Ekuikui, Protestant missionaries were no different

from Portuguese traders.

The effect of the king's action abruptly stopped Protestant

^Tiickor, Drtans p. 65.•• • 9

y
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fflissi'^^ry work in the Benguela. plateau. The only alternative for the 

American missionaries was to ask the Portuguese government to intervene 

The king, Bkuikui, relented and sent one of his 

chieftains and fifty carriers to the coast, inviting the ndasionaries

on their behalf.

■ to return to Bailundu.

The pattern of appealing to the European power to intervene 

, on behalf of Protestantism was seen from the beginning not only in 

central Angola, but in other sections of the country. For instance, 

Carson Graham of the British Baptist Society relates that on several 

occasions the Baptist missionaries complained to the European resident
.. • ,,‘Sr ■

govemoT of certain im^st practices of the king. He cites the case 

of the enslavement of the Mawunze people by the king and the intervention 

of Protestant missionaries for their cause. Subsequently, the action 

of the British Baptist missionaries incurred the anger of the ruling 

king, Dom Jtlvaro.^ The presence of two authorities, African and Euro

pean, complicated the situation for Protestant missionaries. In the 

next section we will discuss how this historical circumstance affected

the response of Protestantism.

Hesnonse of Protestantism.- For Protestantism the historical

circumstances posed a different situationl from that of Catholicism.

The first Protestant missionaries wore obliged to deal with both 

authorities, African and European, >dien they initiated their missionary

^GrahEun, p. 49*
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work^^In many Instances Protestant inissionaries faced the hostility 

of both powers, the European Catholic group and the authority of the 

African kings.

Were there any visible patterns in the response of Protes

tantism to the historical situation? In the history of the penetration 

of Protestant missionary work, the response depended upon the political 

situation. During the early period when European authority was confined 

to the coastal areas, Protestant missionaries stationed in the interior 

always acknowledged the authority of the king. They brought cloth and 

trinkets as good-will gifts to the local rulers, recognizing that with

out theii^ approval they could""not begin their'Mssionary w;ork.

However, as European occupation penetrated beyond the coastal 

regions, iVotestant missionaries attempted to be on good terms with 

both authorities, African and European. But this position was un

tenable when African and European interests clashed. What then was 

the response of Protestantism in such a situation? Generally, the 

attitude of Protestant missionaries evolved along these lines; first, 

to keep out of the conflict, and second, if this was not possible, 

to act as mediators between the two powers. There were several instances 

when Protestant missionafies attempted to act as mediators; one occurred 

in 1890 at the time of the military occupation of Birf by the Portuguese. 

The conflict was precipitated by the action of the governor general of 

Angola >dio sent a Portuguese officer and a company of soldiers to es

tablish a militaxy post in Bitf, central Angola. The king of Bid
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the enoroaohment on his authority and expelled the Portuguese 

officer and his soldiers from his district. Ohe governor general, 

incensed at the action of the king of Birf, ordered Captain Ihiva 

Couceiro to invade and sack the ombala of King Ndunduma. With help 

from an artillery unit and the Boers who had migrated to Angola from 

Southwest Africa, Captain fttiva Couceiro succeeded in destroying the 

king's ombala. Ndunduma, however, escaped and fled south into the 

Ganguela country. Bie Porttiguese army captain issued a decree stating 

that unless the Bihtfans surrendered their king within eight days, the 

Portuguese would destroy their country.

was-at this point that one of the f^otestant missionaries 

of the Camundongo station. Reverend W. H. Sanders, decided to take 

it upon himself to ask the king to surrender to the Poztuguese.

After numerous efforts to contact the king, Sanders received word 

“that Ndunduma was ready to give himself up to the Portuguese. Ihe 

Protestant missionary, accompanied by Stanley Amot of the Brethren 

mission, went to the appointed village, returned with the Bitf king 

and surrendered him to Captain Rdva Couceiro. Hostilities ceased, 
peace restored, and a new' king was elected by the Bub>-chiefB of Bitf.^ 

Another instance when Protestant missionaries were involved 

in the differences between the two powers was in the Portiiguese Congo 

rebellion of 1913. When the campaign of the rebel leader, Alvaro 

Buta, gained momentum and Sao Salvador was in danger of being ransacked.

rese

^The Miasionary Herald (Boston* The American Board, 1881),
pp, llOf.
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the ^^joVernor requested an English missionary, Mr. Bowskill, to negotiate 

terms of peace with Buta and his followers. A similar request to Hr. 

Bowskill had already been made by the Congo king and his councillors.

but it was not acted on until the time of the final attack and de

struction of Sao Salvador. Under a flag of truce, Mr. Bowskill and 

Dr. Gilmore^ agreed to go to the rebels' camp to negotiate a peace, 

inviting Buta and his followers to sit down to conciliate their dif

ferences with the local authorities. Buta agreed; the immediate 

throat to the white population was averted. Later, Buta was taken

into custody, betrayed, imprisoned and shipped to Luanda, When govern

ment' aul^ri ties assumed control of the region again, the-soldiers 

razed the villages of the rebellious people, burning their homes, 

schools and chapels. British Baptist missionaries were incensed at
1

the i^tidn taken by the Portuguese authorities, but they were helpless.

lemma.- Ihe mediating position of Protestant missionaries 

was unenviable. For instance, at the inquiry to determine the causes 

of the Buta rebellion, the commander of the fort was determined to 

implicate Protestant missionaries, especially Mr. Bowsldll idio was 

one of the negotiators of the truce. Government.investigators question

ed workers of the Baptist mission, hoping to incriminate the Baptist 

Society and its missionaries. For the Baptist missionaries, their 

action to mediate a truce between the warring groups backfired* On 

the one hand, they faced the suspicion of Portuguese officials, and

^Graham, p. 157*
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on tl^^ther, they were partners in a brolon tmat which they had given 

to Buta and his followers. The incident created a feeling of distrust 

between Protestants and Portuguese authorities which has lingered to 

the present. Most Portuguese historians insist that the Buta revolt 

had its origins in the English Protestant mission. For instance, a 

former governor of the Uige district in the Portuguese Congo, Major 

Pelgas, wrote that the chief of the insurrection was a former student 

of the English mission of Sao Salvador. Felgas also insisted that 

only the villages around the Protestant mission rebelled against the 

civil authorities; Catholic villages, he claimed, refrained from en- 

joini^ i^ the, rebellion.

rumors during this period that the English and Germans were planning
1

to re-distribute the Portuguese territory of the Congo; the rebellion, 

according to Pelgas, was a forerunner to this foreign invasion.

Protestant missionaries denied that they instigated or helped 

in the insurrection. As a matter of record Protestant missionaries

Moreover, Pelgas.records that there were

deplored the use of violence by Biita and his followers to achieve

their aims. Carson Graham, writing of this incident and the havoc 

created by the retaliatory measiares of the Portuguese, said: 'it was
ts-

natural that every lover of freedom should sympathize with the cause 

for '^diioh Buta had risen; but our adherents and the church members 

who joined him had to learn that they who take the sword may perish 

by the sword.
•2

2^Pelgas, p. l66.
Graham, p. 142.
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^^Protestant ndesionarieB harvested a similar result on another 

occasion. In the Bailundu rebellion of 1902 missionaries helped feed 

the Portuguese at the fort and acted as mediators between the army 

officials and the African king. Yet, a correspondent of a Lisbon 

newspaper accused Protested missionaries of inciting the revolt.

John T. Tucker reported that the correspondent cited the use of the 

hymn ®We are little Travellers* in youth services as proof since the 

second verse reads *We are little soldiers." And the press corre

spondent wrote, "Soldiers? Against whom? Only against the ruling 

power of the eolony*\ Furthermore, Tucker stated that during this 

period i^was atmost imprudent to sing in "native" churches "Onward 

Christian Soldiers," or "Stand up, stand up for Jesus.

Thus, the Protestant position was precarious; Protestant mis- 

sionaries were labelled as traitors by both factions. In the Buta 

^^evolt of 1910 the Portuguese, on the one hand, blamed the Baptist 

. mission for the rebellion; the Congolese leaders, on the other, ac-

.2

oused English missionaries of breaking the agreement of safe conduct

The Bailundu rebellion brought similarfor Buta and his followers, 

reactions; Europeans and Africans were critical of the actions of

As we shall see in the next chapter onthe American missionaries, 

modem nationalism, this dilemma will continue to plague the Protes

tant response to the issue of nationalism.

^Quoted in Tucker, Angola;, 

^bid.

111...., p.
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4. Siumnary

Our discussion in this chapter has centered on the hlstorieal 

factors of nationalism during the first four and a half centuries of 

Portuguese rule. It is obvious that in such a broad time span, one 

•t can only telescope the numerous events which formed the context for 

the development of nationalism in Portuguese West Africa.

We observed that African resistance to Europesui domination

was constant throughout this period. Accordingly, we noted that the 

statement “four hundred and fifty years of Port\iguese mle® is mis

leading} it was not until the 1910's that the Portuguese controlled 

the c'oun'^r. Ctaly Portugal's superior military power subdued the 

ruling African kings of Angola and the Congo.

The struggle between European and African interests was not 

confined to the political realm, it spilled over into the religious

sphere. We noted that for Afrloans the adoption of Christianity was 

-..advantageous, a step which pleased the colonial power. In many re

spects the reaction of Africans to the church was dictated by political 

expediency. Yet, some kings as Dorn Afonso took Christianity seriously, 

modelling his kingdom to that of the fifteenth century Portuguese 

feudal system. Cn many occasions the struggle for domination between 

Africans and Europeans centered in the religious capitals of Rome, 

Lisbon, and Sao Salvaidor do Congo. At times African kings strove to 

establish a church independent of Lisbon, appealing to the Vatican for 

aid. But the politics of Europe- dictated otherwisei Lisbon gained the
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d over Sao Salvador. Ihe Vatican conceded to Portugal theupper^J?!^

right to govern all religious activities in her African possessions!

the authority-of a Catholic Congo king was subservient to the Portu

guese crown.

, . Ohere was another struggle, however, which affected the rer- 

sponse of Catholicism on modem nationalism. Biis was the issue of 

church and state. Historically, the relationship between church and 

state followed a pattern of partnership, dependence, and integration. 

But there were occasions when the Je3Td.ts assumed great political

power, the opposition accusing the Society of Jesus of taking over the

By 1940, the aima ofii church and state wererei^isi, ,of^he- gciwmment. 

complementing each other in carrying out the programs to civilize and

to Christianize.

Ihe responses of Catholicism and Protestantism to the historical 

—struggle between European and African powers differed. Ihe dominant 

Inaction of Catholicism was to align itself with the European power, 

recogiiizing that this was to her interest. Protestant missionaries,.

on the other hand, attempted to follow a policy of disengagement, a 

policy of withdrawal from the battle of political and territorial rights.
-tS:

In its practical aspect Protestantism's response was to recognize both 

authorities, traditional and European.

Protestantism did recognize the European power as dominant, appeali^ 

to the governor general when mission work was interrupted by an African 

ruler. . . . .

In a final analysis, however.

Khat were Idie important factors which influenced these responses?.

>
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For jS/a^holioiBin the tie vdth the Fbrtuguese state prevailed* all re

actions were ixifluenced by this factor. Allied to it was the colonial 

situation which elevated European interests over African. A third was 

the religious factor, the Portuguese hierarchy insisting on its right 

to control the overseas church in West Africa.

For Protestantism, her policy of withdrawal and non-alignment 

stemmed from the doctrine of the separation of church and state. More

over, Protestantism was a foreign and not a national (Portuguese).re

ligious movement, a factor which promoted disengagement from the Euro

pean power. IHie authority of the indigenous kings was another reason, 

a facts'ifeoh influenced Protestant missionaries not to take sides.

In this situation Catholicism and Protestantism were confronted 

with the matter of choice, once again facing dilemmas. For Catholicism, 

a critical attitude towards the state could result in a loss of support, 

financial and political. Opposition to colonial rule could also place 

■ - Catholicism in a position of contradiction, its roots being European. 

Rirthennore, it could mean an end to rapid expansion of mission work, 

its existence depended on a co-operative relationship with the colonial

power. ■a-

Support of the European state also had its shortcomings. It 

meant that the life of the overseas church depended on the political

situation in Portugal} Catholicism's fortvmes were often adverse when

For instance, the era of the I9II

The Catholic church

a new government came into power.

Portuguese Bepublic was definitely anti-clerical.

.5'
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als^b^came ein instrument of the state, the civilizing motivation being 

more important than the evangelizing. A third result of Catholicism's

tie with the colonial government was a loss of African supportf Afri

cans often projecting their frustrations and resentments to the Catho

lic church. Biis will be an important factor when we deal with the

issue of modem nationalism.

Hie dilemma of Protosteuitism was as acute, also involving the 

matter of choice. Opposition to the European state meant a loss of 

protection from the state, especially in situations where Protestant 

missionaries encountered the hostility of African rulers, Bailundu 

being a^'example. Opposition by Protestant missionaries was also 

interpreted by the European power as an act of collaboration with re

bellious kfrloBXL chiefs. Ihe final threat, however, was expulsion 

which meant an end to Protestant mission work in Angola.

But idiat were the opposite consequences? Supportodf the state 

.. threatened the existence of Protestant missionsj African chiefs had the 

power to expel Protestant missionaries from their areas. Moreover, 

whenever Protestant missionaries were involved in the settlement of 

differences between Europeans and Africans, the agreements were often 

broken by the colonial power. Ihis was the case in the Buta rebellion, 

Congolese leaders accusing the British Baptist missionaries of reneging 

on the promise of safe conduct for Buta and his followers. Under these 

circumstances Protestant missionaries were labelled as traitors by both 

parties.
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Needless to say, the attitudes of Catholicism and Protestantism 

formulated during this phase were cajrried over into the period of modem 

nationalism. Catholicism aligned itself with the state; Protestantism 

accepted European authority. Neither evolved a policy to meet the 

challenge of African nationalism in the years under discussion; each 

acted to protect its own interests. We are now ready to take the next 

step; our task will bo to consider these attitudes in the context of 

modem nationalism.

•I



CHAPTER 71

MODERN NATIONALISM

1. Int Induction

In our study thus fsr of slave labor, forced labor, and the 

historical factors in nationalism, the ohallenge-response context has 

focused on African versus European interests. Per students of African 

history this struggle is seen as part of the larger issue of nation

alism. ^ewed in this perspeetiyo the struggles for sovereignty be

tween ^l^e indigenous Angolan rulers and the cblonial power were mani

festations of African nationalism; this struggle can be divided into 

four periods. IXiring the early period of discovery, we indicated 

that the dominant theme was one of equality. The prevailing idea of 

that era was to make the Congo court equal to European royalty, in- 

. stitilting a feudal hierarchy of nobles, counts, end dukes. To achieve 

this end Portuguese colonialists clothed, educated, and instructed the 

Congolese in the ways of Lisbon. An integral aspect of this program, 

of course, was indoctrination in the Catholic religion. ^

Shis mutual alliance lasted through the sixteenth century, 

although there were occasional conflicts of power. Ihe climate of 

the seventeenth oentuiy, however, was different. The increasing isqior- 

tance of the slave trade, the intrigues of local European settlers, and 

the internal warfare, activated the dormant struggle. Except for the

185
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seven^ars of Dutch occupation, the Pbrtuguese waged 

campaign to subdue the reigning chiefs and local rulers. Insurrections, 

rebellion, and defiance of Fortuguese rule continued into the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, and the three hundred years (the beginning 

of. the seventeenth to the end of the nineteenth) can be designated as 

years of active resistance by indigenous rulers. For proof we refer to 

the rebellious periods in the Congo, Sgola, and Bailundu kingdoms 

described in Chapter V.

Fbst tforld War I years ushered in a period of acquiescence; 

vrestem educated Africans set aside their indigenouscustoms to become 

assimila^B within the Portuguese culture. • Portuguese civil adminis

tration expanded and the colonial power instituted a system which was 

relatively effective in controlling the peoples of Angola, 

warfare ceased, legitimate commerce expanded, and some industrial 

Activities were initiated. During this period Angolan Africans 

adjusted to the structural form of the Porttiguese colonial system.

a continuous

1
Internal

Concomitant with a growing desire of Angolan Africans to

become assimilados, there was the realization that in spite of a

philosophical declaration' of equality within the colonial system, the
•c-

actual situation belied the Portuguese affiimtions of an integrated 

multi-racial society. The Portuguese discriminated against assimi

lated Africans in the. economic, social, and educatipnal spheres;

Angola is identified in this chapter with Provihcia de Angola 
which includes the northern area of the Portuguese Congo which is a 

■ district within the present day Angola.
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Afric^ifA were asBiailated Pbrtuguoae in name only. HaBatiafied 

Angolan Afrieana organized anall groupa; the atrongholda were in the 

oltlea of Luanda and Lobito. By 19^0 there were efforta by theae 

groupa to petition the United Nationa to intervene on behalf of 

, Angolan Afrioeuia. By then the Luanda group formed a partisan party 

which called itself the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola.

In the meanidille the political ferment accelerated at an increasing 

pace in the Belgian Congo, affecting the entire district of the Portu

guese Cotigo. By 19^ SL Union of the Populations of Angola party opened 

its office in Leopoldville. Both parties were in their infancy, in 

number i^luence among the African population. Bie .Popular

Movement held its meetings cl^destinely in the Luanda region; the

Union of Peoples movement was an outgrowth of the Abako party of the
1

lower Belgian Congo. But the beginnings mushroomed, partially through 

the course of world events; independence became a must for all peoples 

dominated by a colonial power in Africa and in Asia. In Angola the 

drive for self-rule assumed hurricane proportions when Belgium acceded 

to. the Congolese demand for independence on June ^0, i960. Mne months 

later Angola erupted, ushering in a period of active resirtEinoe. Angola 

was also caught in the sweeping currents of the demand for independence

now.

^The original dream of the Abako party under the leadership 
of Joseph Kasayubu was the re-crea,tion of the ancient Bakongo kingdom 
which was divided by colonial boundaries between the Belgian Congo, 
the French Congo, and Portuguese Angola.

>
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this historical introduction we are now ready in this 

chapter to relate our study to the social response of CJhrlstianity to 

the issue of modem natlomlism* For our investigation» there will be 

two pertinent questions. The first is, "«hat was Christianity's con- 

^tribution to AngolEin national oonsciousnese?^ In this respect we shall 

examine to what extent the religious ideas of Christianity, the insti

tutional church, the African clergy, the Christian elites, the social 

welfare programs, and the Christian separatist churches stimulated 

national consciousness. Bie second question is, ®What was the response 

of Christianity to Angolan nationalism, including the present crisis 

situational^ th'dealing with these questions,'we"'will attempt to relate 

them to the dilemma which faced both groups. Catholic and Protestant.

2. Christianity and National Consciousness

In this study we have recognized the interaction of political, 

sociological, and religious forces with the selected social issues of 

slave labor and forced labor. Similarly, in the present section we 

must recognize that Christianity is only one factor in the develop

ment of African nationalism. Other internal factors ineludf edu

cation, the rise of cities euid towns, ;and the injustices inherent in 

the colonial system. External factors such as the Second World <fa.r, 

the Ifeited Nations Declaration of Human RLghts, and the granting of 

independence to former Britiahand French colonial possessions were also
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impo^^t in the development of independent political thought in 

Angola,

Yet,’ no one doubts that Christianity has been a major factor 

in African political development. As Ndabaninge Sithole of Southern 

Rhodesia reminded his listeners at the Leverhulme History Conference 

in i960,

Practically all significant African political leaders were 
educated and trained in ’*miBBion schools,* Many of the 
present African political leaders were ’’mission school'* 
teachers at one time or another. Practically all important 
journalists, and authors who champion the African cause 
are former students of ’mission schools,’ Practically all 
leading Africans in medicine, the various trades and in- 
dustriee,received their education and training in ’•mission 

•• ..(iSfchoolaf

For these reasons Sithole states in his paper that “consciously

or unconsciously, the Christian Church with its Gospel has tremendously

influenced African political development, and has set most of the Afri-
2

’ In a real sense the maincan communities on the road to nationhood.

.. contribution of Christianity to Africeui political development has been

the introduction of new associations, What are some of them? One is

a. confrontation of religious ideas which upset the equilibrium of both

African and colonial life. Another is the institutional ^structure of 

the church itself. A third is the rise of an African clergy which

is necessary for the life of the institution. A fourth comes out of

the church’s function as a social welfare institution, including the

^Mabeminge Sithole, ®Bie Interaction of Oiristieinity and 
African Pblitical Development,® typescript, p. 15*

^Ibid. C>
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eduoa^oWly medical^ and technological aspects, 

cnation of African Christian elites* the asalmllados* and a sixth

A fifth is the

is the Christian separatist movement. All have played an Important 

part in the development of national consciousness; and in this section 

^ we propose to pursue how they contributed to the development of national 

movements.

i. Religious Changes

Two common characteristics prevail in the religious practices 

of traditional African societies. One is its belief in ancestral 

‘worship; th® other is a loyalty to the deity of the group. On an- 

oestor worship Qladwyn Childs observes that among the Ovindiundu in 

central Angola the ruling families returned on occasion to their 

original lands in the north to worship its ancestral gods. "From 

this," Childs Yfrites, "it is evident that the ancestors of the ruling 

f^ooilles became the gods of the kingdoms over which they ruled. 

Itoreover, ancestral deities implied a worship of local gods. As God

frey and Monica Wilson noted in their study in Central Africa, "an 

enemy in a distant chiefdom was, to the Nyukusa, for instance, beyond 

the range of supernatural vengeance, unless he were a relaCive." Each 

family kept.its ovn ^oestral gods; the power of these deities was 

confined to the immsdiate clan.

Til

2

^Childs, p. 219.
2
Godfrey and Monica WLlson, The Analysis of Social Change 

(London: Cambridge University Press, 1954),p. 11.
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The other characteristic in the religious practices of traditional 

African societies is an emphasis on a homogeneity of the clan; deviations 

ware seldom permitted. On this feature of African tradition, Sithole

writes that

the individual counted in so far as he was part and parcel of 
the group outside of which he loot his real worth. In actual 
practice this meant tha.t no individual could follow his natural 
bent beyond the group. All new schemes, new adventures, new 
thovights, and new outlooks on life were subject to the approval 
or disapproval of the group. The individual, to all practical 
intent, was dominated by the fear of the group.^

Undoubtedly, the arrival of Europeans in Africa affected the

religious practices of the African peoples. Christianity, one of the

factdrs.:^ lihi^ohange, based its belief in a'tmiversal Grod, a deity

who was the Sod of all peoples. The parochial religion of ancestral

deities was challenged by a God who had no bounds, geographically,

racially, and culturally. Moreover, an African who joined a Christian

church was linked with a world wide organization. An African of the

-..Methodist church in Angola not only joined the Church of Christ in

his country, but he was also linked with a world Methodist organization.

This was also true for Baptists, Oongregationalists, and Anglicans.

The Christian God demanded from an African convert a loyalty beyond

Prom this point it was not difficult tohis own family and clan.

-relate this universal concept to a development of national conscious

ness; nationhood required a loyalty beyond one's family and ethnic

group.

^Sithole, p. 5*
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(Siristianity also enootiraged individual deviation; basically, 

an African who joined a Christian church was an individual who had 

rebelled against the practices of his family. Christianity sustained 

the right of an individual to question the decisions of his own group.
i.

protaoting a rebellious attitude towards the status quo. Take the case
/ ■ ■ 

of Chief Kanjundu of Ciyuka of Bitf, for example; he defied his

clan to become a Christian. John T. Tucker describes this "adventure

in individuality* as follows:

own

\fith an evangelist at his side spirit houses are tom down 
and his fetishes committed to flames. His priests and witch
doctors flee from him as from one demented. The foimdation 

.ijatije life in that community is shaken. Had not Kanjundu 
' i^pndsed at his installation to keep #aith with the ancestral 

de'ad?^

As the years went by it was not difficult to relate this feeling 

of rebelliousness to the colonial situation'* As Sithole says *it is 

nconceivable to a logical mind -that the Bible could deliver the Afri- 

■c^ from traditional domination without at the same time redeeming him 

from colonial domination.* He adds that "the Bible teaches that the

individual is vinlque, of infinite worth before God; colonialism, in 

many respects, says just the opposite.* Hhat happens then? Sithole
■er-

remarks that *the Bible-liberated African is now reasserting himself 

not only over tribal b\it also over colpnial authority, since those 

two are fundamentally the same.*

For the development of African nationalism, a rebellious attitude

2

2^Tucker, Dnms
Sithole, p. 6.p. 105....,
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in a universal God and in the worth of an individual as against the elan 

contributed to the anti-colonial feeling among Africans. But ^nationalist

In this respect Christian beliefs

feeling* was dangerous in a colonial situation} it had to express itself 

in an institutional form. It is to this topic we now turn.

ii. Institutional Structure

In order to understand the contribution of the institutional 

form of Christianity to national consciousness, we should recognize 

the differences and similaritisB in Catholic and Protestant structures. 

The aspect of, ttssimilarity is largely the.re^lt of the church-state 

relationship. As we noted in Chapter V the interests of the state 

and of the Catholic church demanded the co-operation of both parties; 

the state protected the church; and the church upheld the state. It 

was difficult to dissociate Catholicism from the national character 

. of the colonial power.

Protestantism, on the other hand, was tolerated by the state.

It represented a foreign element within the Portuguese mystique; the

-It

presence of Protestantism distracted Africans from the Portuguese 

image of a ^civilized* person.
•cr-

The relation between the Portuguese 

state and Protestantism was tmeasy; each vfas suspicious of the other.

Protestantism hapi been a minority group within a Catholic state; she 

had to obey the laws of the state. Subsequently, Protestant mission

aries regarded themselves as guests in a foreign country, and, as such, 

they tacitly agreed to work within the structure of the colonial system.
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Both religious groups* however* have been concerned with the 

building of African Christian communities. As a result both Catholi

cism awd I^otestantlsm established Institittlonal struct\ires. For ovir 

immediate study we shall examine each institutional form separately.

• Catholicism.- For the Catholic missionary movement the primary 

objective has been the gigantic work of •planting a church" which would 

have a secure and permanent base in the indigenous country. For this 

purpose a structure was needed* an organization linked with Lisbon and 

Rome. By the end of the sixteenth century there was created a diocese 

of Sao Salvador do Coxigo* consisting of a bishop* nine canons, and three 

digniteri^, whd'TTere European and appointed by-dihe king of Bortugal. The 

nine canons* except for the Dean and Master of the school* were nominated 
by the king of Congo. ^ The plan throughout the Congo and Angola was to 

establish a church to which African converts' could be instructed in the 

■"'(S'atholio faith. The strength of the Catholic church followed the pattern 

of &iropean penetration* it was much stronger where control of the terri

tory was in the hands of the Portuguese. Colonial occupation was followed 

by the establishment of the Catholic church.

As the Portuguese increased their control in the interior* the 

extension of the diocese plan was put in practice. Each of the major 

cities was an ecclesiastical center of the Catholic church. After 

the concordat between-the Vatican and Psrtugal* the old diocese of 

Angola and Congo no longer existed; it had been replaced previously

^Rego* p. 276.
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by ,^r^ating the prefectures of the Lower Congo and of Cubango.

1940 three dioceses were created, Luanda which became the archdiocese. 

Nova Lisboa, and Silva Porto.

In

Fifteen years later in July of 1955* 

the Holy See created the new diocese of S«C da Bandeira in southern

Angola. The network of dioceses, churches, schools, extended throu^- 

out the country^ the Roman Catholic church becoming a strong independent 

force within the colonial structure.

At times, however, the Catholic structure seemed to be more

European than African. For instance, the two dioceses. Nova Lisboa

and Ssf da Bandeira, recorded the greatest increases in membership in 
the'lg^'s

s; this was hot at all surprising since these two districts 

received the greatest number of European settlers during the years 

from 1950 to 1955* more than ^OfOOO Metropolitans.^
Moreover, of

the 122,757 Portuguese Catholic citizens in the 1950 census, only-*
{

/
25,582 were Africans; the rest were Europeans (75f97^) and mulattoes 
(25,285).^

Yet, to conclude that the Catholic church is entirely for 

Europeans is misleading. For instance, in the same census (1950) 

there were 1,580,126 African Catholics (indigenes). Catholic villages 

were scattered throughout the 167.parochial districts in Angola, from 

the Atlantic coast to the borders of her neighborixig territories.

Also, in the 1958"59 school year there were 1,015 schools for the

2^Rego, p. 521.
Anuario Estatietioo, p. 20.
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indigp^ks population under the auspicee of the Catholic church vjith 

an enrollment of ^6,628 pupils. Although the Catholic church is
j;

European controlled, the movement within the institution is pre-
V

dominantly African, not only in membership but in its influence on 

' the local village level.

institxrtional structure must be examined; its influence on the Afri-

It is in this respect that the Catholic i;.

i:

.can population is far greater than we may suspect. 5^

Protestantism.- The shell of Protestant church structure is
f;-

no less western than that of the Catholic, depending on the tradition 

^ of each mission society. In the Portuguese Congo the church structure 

is Bapti:^' in the Luanda and Malange areas, the chvirch polity is ?

Methodist; in central Angola, the Congregational idea predominates.

The Plymouth Brethren, South Africa General Mission, and Philafricaine 

missions have their local chiirch organization on a congregatioml bapis.

5

but these missions are less structured than that of the Canadian and
t

New England Congregationalists of central Angola. Underlying all 

institutions, however, is one idea, the building up of a local auto

nomous church, in a village; town or city.

In the early years of mission activity, Protestant^work was 

dominated by missionaries; they made church rules and regulations, 

emphasizing the sins of slavery, polygamy, dancing, and the use of 

nan and tobacco. In general, the first church unit was developed 

aro^md the mission station, fomed principally among the workers of 

the mission. Later, the areas of influence went beyond the mission

i
?
f
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station^^llage churehea were begun, 

expanded^ there vrae a necessity in associating the outstation work with

As the influence of the mission

that of the mission. Qhe result was a development of an association 

of churches which later formed into pastoral areas and districts.

. Although the pattern of hierarchical authority was different be

tween Catholic and Protestant societies, they had a similar idea of 

•planting churches.* Wherever a church service was held, there was a 

beginning of a chapel in that village. But the idea of life within the

two church structures often differed. Catholic structure, to a large ex

tent, harbored a liturgy, instruction and doctrine which seemed to be set

apart from^a lifo;^ of the peoples. Frequently, rCa-tholic clergy ignored 

the issues which were the concern of Protestants such as polygamy, alco

holism, and dancing. For Catholics these seemed to bo fringe issues;

. for Protestants these were main issues of a Ch^stian life. A PTotes- 

"^tant Christian was known by the life »diich he led in these spheres. 

Because of this emphasis Protestants were apt to dissociate themselves 

not only f»m Catholics but from other non-Christian villagers.

Hie sense of being apart from the European community was also 

intensified by the emphasis which Protesteoits gave to the use of the 

indigenous language, including preaching, catechism, and conferences 

in the Protestant church, l^llage elders encouraged Protestant foreign 

missionaries to learn the African dialect of the area, although in 

later years Catholic priests came to be proficient in KLkongo, Kim- 

bundu, Umbundu, and other Bantu languages. Hie translation of the
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Bible African languages also helped to foster a greater unity

among Protestants. Ohurch leaders encouraged new members to own a

Bible; they used' the Bible to teach the Christian faith. Such con

certed efforts resulted in an institution ^diich seemed to foster a

sense of \mity among Protestant Africims, setting them apart from
■i

the state, Catholics and non-Ohristieui groups.

A growing African identity with the Protestant church was 

further promoted by the participation of members in the finances of 

the church organization., Local expenses, including the salary of 

pastors, were paid by contributions from the people. The use of over

seas money suppo-H the local church was diseou^ged. A common 

financial procedure for a Protestant group was to assess a flat rate 

to each member; the idea being that all should contribute equally to 

the work of the church. Christieui elders appoihted local treasurers, 

educing a new element into the communal village life. Merlin Ennis, 

one of the founders of the American Board mission station in Elende,

describes it in this manner:

In African life there are a number of things which are looked 
upon as untouchable and tabu, money was not one of these nor 
was public ftmds a sacred matter. As eve]^one was expected 
to help a member of the family vdien he was hard pressed, so 
when a man knew that his cousin had a quantity of church money 
on hand he went io this treasurer and said ti^t he needed some 
of it. Under the family code it was very hard for the treasurer 
to withhold this from the brother in need. It took some psycho
logical campaighihg emd wishful thinking to get the church ad
vanced to the point of haying a personality and.ito funds as 
having status of the property of an individual.

^Ennis, South Ohurch lecture, p. J.
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large measure the handlliig of church funds by Africans 

hastened the process of Africanization in the Protestant church. Other 

steps were also taken; one of the most important for both Catholicism 

and Protestantism was the recruitment of an African clergy. We shall 

now proceed to examine this aspect of the church structure.

iil. African Clergy

Within the hierarchical structure of the church, the pivotal 

figure in the disruption of the relationship between the traditional 

and European, between the traditional and the yotinger African elements.

ahd between.church and state, has been the rise of an African clergy. 

Prom the beginning Catholic missionaries have been preoccupied with

Ihe first ones chosen for this

rS

the training of an African clergy, 

office were sent to Lisbon to bo educated, either Africans or mulattoos.

jater, they were sent to Brazil for their theological studies; their 

training in the non-thoological disciplines was done in Angola. IQirough 

this method the Catholic church recruited a small corps of an indigo- 

clergy for the Congo and Angola. But this was not an ideal situ

ation; there was a groat necessity for a seminary in Angola. Already 

the Jesuits had established a ooltfgio, but the problem was only half- 

solved. The most pressing problem was the creation of a proper seminary 

for the training of ah African clergy. Borne priests had attended the 

Jesiiit school; others studied in the residence of Franciscan fathers.

^t the need for a seminary was still urgent. In 1627 the king of

nous
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Portti^^ ordered the mission societies in Angola to found two sanin- 

aries, one in the Congo and the other in Angola; unfortunately, the 

king's order Was not obeyed.

An educated African clergy, however, raised many problems 

within the traditional society. For instance, there were clashes of 

authority between African clerics and their local chiefs.^ An inter

esting account of this conflict occxirred during the reign of the 

king, Ngola. After his sister. Dona Ana de Sousa, was converted to

1

Christianity, she convinced her brother, the king, to ask for baptism.

On receiving the king’s request the governor of 

Lxianda--eei^ fedre'Dionfsio de Faria, an African'’clergy, who,understood 

the language and customs of Matamba. 

suited, by this action, 

slaves.

This the king did.

The king, Ngola Jinga, was in- 

Ihe African priest was the son of one of his

The Catholic church acted on the belief that the chtirch's

representative no longer came under the powers of the traditional king. 

The priest, whatever his family origin, became a member of the elect 

and his duty was to instruct others, whether they be kings, queens, 

soldiers or commoners. Prom the standpoint of the Catholic chtarch.

the African priest, son of a slave, assvoned a higher statuq, when he 

was converted. In the eyes of the church, the king, as a heathen,

3he Portuguese historian, Silva Rego, writing of this 

incident, said that the king was ignorant of the motive of the governor 

in sending an African priest to instruct and baptize the king.

was inferior.

2^Rego, pp. 290f.
Ibid.
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Hhate^r^ the motive of this action, the incident illustrates a begin

ning in the breakdown of the absolute power of the traditional ruler. 

African clerics threatened the whole structure of traditional society.

Protestants were alsc concerned with a training program for 

an educated African clergy and several mission societies formded 

Bible schools. In I9II the Amerioein and Canadian mission bodies in 

central Angola founded a boys’ and girls’ school at the Dondi mission 

station which was a step forward in the training of an educated Protes

tant community. During the 1^0*b both Catholics and Protestants ac

celerated their programs for the training of African clergy. Ihe 

Catholic-.<Swch established two principal training centers,,one in 

Luanda, and the other in Nova Lisboa} several Protestant mission societies, 

Methodist, Congregationalist, and the United Church of Canada, combined 

resoturces to form a Union Semimry in Dondi.

tftidoubtedly, an educated African clergy upset the ruling relation

ship in the colonial society. Priests maintained a position oxitside 

the sphere of the authority of the chiefs; indeed, they often opposed 

the traditional rulers, especially as leaders of chtiroh oommunities. 

Moreover, the educated African clergy gave status to the black men in 

a idiite society, pitting the African Catholic priest against the local 

administrator. In these instances the conflict was sharp since it was 

not only a clash of church and state but between an educated black man 

sold a white government official. !Bie state church endowed its priests 

with power; African priests were not hesitant in using it.
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^"\Erotestant olerlcsy however, have no such privileged position 

in the state; their authority oomes from their own people and the 

foreign missionary enterprise. In many ways the link between the 

Rrotestant clergy and the foreign missionary movement was also a 

^ status symbol in the colonial sittiation; North American and English 

missionaries occupied a favored position in Angola because they came 

from highly industrialized nations. At the time of the crisis in 

March 19^1,.however, this relationship endangered the welfare of many
•i

Protestant pastors. We shall discuss this aspect more fully in the 

next section. At the moment we will proceed to examine the church as 

a social ^eifti^'lnstitution and the contributi'on of this feature to 

national consciousness.

iv. Social Welfare Institution ^

Hie humanitarian motivation of the Christian missionEiry move

ment was responsible for its involvement in educational, medical and 

technological work in Africa. Problems of illiteracy, health, and 

poverty,occupied the attention of Christian missionaiy educators, 

doctors, and agriculturists. Unquestionably, the presence of these 

missionary specialists assisted in creating a social situation con- 

.ducive to change in the traditional and colonial situations. In this 

section we shall see the vmys in which this was done. Our first item 

imder the inolusive title "social welfare" will be education.

The church's responsibility to instruct has never 

been questioned, either by the state or by the church hierarchy. Prom

Education.
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the b^^3h»ning the Catholic ndsBionary movement thought in terms of 

setting up an extensive program of education. By 1595 the idea of 

establishing h eoltfgio had been presented by Jesuit priests. Elemen

tary education uas begun in 1605> followed by.a secondary school in 

1607« Twelve years later (I619) the Jestdt coldkio installed four 

professors; one in lettersf one in morals* and two in lAtin. After 

the revolution of IPIO in Portugal, there was an increase in lay 

missions whose concern was in the field of education. At the time of

the creation of lay missions, there was doubt whether they would be 

advantageous to the Catholic church because of their separate status 

\mder.de.<j^,e i76^'255« But when the two functions, educational and 

religious, were united in 1926, religious missions were located side 

by side of the existing lay missions. General Norton de Hatos, whose 

regime in Angola spanned the years I9IO-I926, noted that the establish- 

~iwnt of lay and religious missions had great influence in Angola as 

agents in educating the indigenous habitants of Angola.
1 By 1950 the

^
Catholic church was designated by the state as institutions of learning; '

. its legality was established in Article 27 of the Portuguese Colonial

Act of July 8, 1950. The iftrtiole stated that

religious missions overseas, being instruments of civilization 
and national influence, and establishments for the training of 
personnel for service in them and in the Portxiguese 'Padroado', 
shall pbsesos a legal charter and shall be protected and assisted 
by the state as institutions of learning.^

2^Hego, p. 515« Ibid., p. 165.
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^^otestant ndesionary societies also instigated 

educational program among Africans. Schools were started as early as 

possible; in 1892 the American Board listed 42 pupils in the boys 

school. Much of its curriculum was elementary* consisting of reading* 

writihg* and spelling. In 1914 emd 1918 the enrollment of the Ourrie 

Institute for boys was twenty five pupils; at the Means School for 

girls* fourteen students.

Prom the Africsm's point of view* the drive to educate himself 

was iinderstandable* for education is the fastest route for Africans 

to achieve status in a^European society. Postal, health, and adminis

trative' clerks required a minimum educational qualification of a fourth 

year diploma. Ihe involvement of Catholic and Protestant religious 

societies in education is indicated in the government statistical 

bulletin of 1959» Students of Catholic missions in the official cur-^ 

rloulum adapted for Africans totalled 42,000; Protestant missions 
enxelled over 11,000.^ IHiese figures* however* do not show the numer

ous Catholic and Protestant oatequeses (village or bush schools con

ducted by the local church) which reach 100*000 adults and children.

an extensive

I

Moreover* for Africans* western education has not oijly been 

the key towards dignity, job oppoHunities* and economic wealth* but 

it has also introduced a common language. Ihe study of a European 

'X? language opened channels of communication amorig the many ethnic groups

^Anuefrio Estatistica* p. 61.
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in establishing effective communication not only among themselves

but with other African countries. As Sithole informs us, 'African 

political organization has been made easier by adopting a foreign 

language as the official JLanguage since the elevation of one African

language to that status would have unleashed old tribal rivalries and 
could have made political organization extremely difficult.^

Unquestion

ably, mission schools have played an Important role in the development 

of African national consciousness.

Medical.- Unlike education, medical work has distinctly been

a prerogative of Protestant mission work; Catholic mission societies

have depended ,on the state for their medicaj. program. Undoubtedly, 

medical work looms large within the program of Protestant mission 

work. Hospitals in Sao Salvador, Quessua, Dondi, Bunjei, CSiilesso, 

Chissamba, Boma are important segments of Protestant work, llio report 

\__-~of the American Board deputation to the Uest Central Africa Mission in 

1911 observed that from the beginning medical work has been interwoven 

with religious programs. For instance, one of the first missionaries

to be appointed by the American Board to the work in West Africa was

MecUcal needs were so great thata medical missionary. Dr.-Bagster. 

all missionaries were often called to treat people with tropical
•a-

diseases. The simple buildings which housed the first medical work 

grew until its importance often overshadowed the evangelization program. 

Jostf Jttlio Gongalves, in his two yoltane work, Protestantismo

r,Sithole, p. 9*
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em iCfrlos^ concedes that Protestant medical work is about the strongest 

attraction for the evangelization of the peoples of Angola. He cites 

the fame of the hospitals of Dondi» Ohissamba, and Quessua among Afri

cans and Europeans. He also calls attention to such well known medical 

doctors as {Arsons of the Seventh Day Adventist mission at Bongo> and 

of Halter Strsingway of the Chissamba mission. Gonsalves asks: "How 

many owe their lives to these doctors who have given their lives to 

the cure of all peoples, blacks and whites?" He adds that the witness 

of these man represents the best of human fraternity, and whoever is 

touched by their "magic" is inevitably indebted to them. Rirthermore, 

Gonsalves ,^;teB that the efficiency of these iaen-sis Increased by the 

hundreds of medical assistants located in the villages, forming a net

work of medical posts throvighout the country. An Interesting obser

vation of Gonsalves is that medical work is an important aspect of 

cffeating a climate of co-operativeness within Protestant work in Angola. 

For instance, doctors from Dondi are asked to help at Ohissamba, and 

vice versa. Ifetients are also treated in the nearest hospital. It 

is not unusual to find many Ohristian converts from the Plymouth 

Brethren mission being treated at the Ohissamba hospital, although 

missionaries of the two groups may differ in doctrinal matters.^

Hence, the importance of medical work to Protestant missionary 

activity is incalculable; it is an Integral pEurt of its "cradle to the 

grave" program. In many areas an African could sustain himself within

^Qongalves, p. 206.
-i;
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ProJ^^ant oommunity> exclusive of the state' s demands on hi^.

A Protestant chitreh member could be bom at a Protestant mission 

hospital, enroll in a Rpotestant school, and be buried in a Protes

tant cemetery. Medically, a Protestant African is not at the mercy

^of the state doctor; he can find medical help without being subjected
« • • •

to official inquiry of his work or personal status. He also feels 

that he is a part of the Rrotestemt mission hospital since he has 

a voice in the affairs of the church hospital through a ftrotestant 

church council or conference. In addition the use of the indigenous 

language by the medical personnel and the care \diich he receives from 

them add t(i^he fS'eling of identification with a%omniunity separate 

from the state. Nationalist sentiments increases as Africans draw

the

away from a sense of loyalty to the colonial state and transfer it to
•

another institution. Medical work in the Protestant mission program ^

Eelped foster this feeling.

Technical Aid.- Another program which comes under •social 

welfare" is that of technical aid. As with medical work, technical 

aid in the missionary movement has been Protestant sponsored. During 

the last ten years there has been increasing concern by nro\estant 

missions to better Ihrotestant villages. Two projects in the nat^lre 

of village betterment programs, one in central Angola and the,other 

in Qaessua, have ceirried the brunt of this thrust. 2he imture of the

programs included instruction in nutrition, better sanitary conditions, 

literacy, and agricultine. Bie programs have two major objectives:
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first, health, and second, sound agricultural practices* 

health there are courses relating to the care of a home, kitchen, flimi- 

ture, utensils, and customs. Nutrition is included; the various food 

elements are taken up and related to one's health. Bie second part 

includes production in the fields, covering methods of cultivating, 

fertilizing, quality and quantity of produce. Production also in

cludes methods of poultry raising, including different breeds, poultry 

food, treatment of diseases, and the economics of raising poultry.

No one doubts that the village betterment program is limited 

in scope; technical aid is a vast enterprise. For one thing, the 

overall proJ^em of^oommunity life involves the question of land, 

eluding the production of food. Technical experts indicate that Afri

can countries must produce more food; hunger must be alleviated in 

the villages. Peter Ritner, an observer of African affairs, con- ^ 

eludes in his book, Pie Death of Africa, that the immediate problem 

eonfinnting the newly independent African countries is agriculture.

He maintains that in any program to help the peoples of Africa, the 

responsible staff "must recognize the prior claims of the agricultural 

sector in Africa over everything else,® RLtner bases his claim on 

the fact that eighty per cent of the peoples in Africa "still live 

at least partially on food they grow themselves.® On this recognition 

he proposes that research is most vital, involving ®roclalmlng of soils, 

stimulating the growth of protein-forming micro-organisms, improving

Under

in-

:>■
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1
njj€Vitional cojifcent of food crops and forage crops.*

Thusi the problem is so complex that any program such as the 

village betterment plan of Ptotestant missions can only scratch the 

surface. But technical aid projects have significance within the 

'cradle to the grave* program of the Rrotestant community. Once again 

a feeling of identity is generated among Protestant villages? it sets 

them apart from the Portuguese state. Gongalves confirms this observa-

the

tion, stating that the Protestant sponsored village betterment program 

damages the prestige of Portuguese officials who allow a foreign 

religious institTition to take the initiative in plans for community

He adds that this program is a further step in creatingimprovemiSfft." '

a climate among Africans vhich is anti-Pbrtviguese, a trend \diich, he 
says, must be corrected by the state.;^

Thotigh technically the village 

improvement program may not solve the complex problem of food production, 

it enhances a sense of identity among Protestaint Africans. It is this 

..feeling which contributes to national consciousness.

V* The Assimilados

Up to this point we have been discussing the institutional 

aspects of Christianity which helped in African political development. 

In this section we will deal with a group ^qual in importance to the 

rise of an AfricaH clergy in the development of nationalist thought,

^Peter Hitner, The Death of Africa (Hew York: Macmillan

i960), p. 281.
2 5
Oongalves, p. 97« Ibid.
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the asBlalladoB. It waB In this group lidiere the exchange of ideae and
■/V

expresBiona of independence became marked. The aBslmilados ware Portu

guese citizens with limited political ri^ts. They were educated, were 

able to speeik the Portuguese language, had a profession in which they 

earned enough to support a fhmily, and confomed to the public and 

private laws of Portuguese citizens. They had to be eighteen years of 

age and to have fHilfilled their military obligations.

An assimilado had many privileges. He was exempt from the 

yearly "head tax;" he could travel from one district to another with

out a guia or government travel permit. He was also not subject to 

>the contract labor system and had the opportunity to apply for govem-
■0.r-

ment jobs' on Ein equal basis with Europeans. As a Portuguese citizen, he 

had, of course, the privilege.of exercising his vote in a presidential 

election.

-s

Yet the process of achieving the status of an assimilado 

contained "seeds of destruction." With greater education and contact 

with the world, assimilados became aware of social injustices. For 

one thing, theory and practice were far apart. Under Portuguese law 

the'assimilado was a Portuguese but this was not necessarily so, es

pecially in personal relations. Gtevemment officials and European 

merchants addressed an assimilado in the second person "tu", a fhmiliar 

term used by a teaoher to his pupils or a mistress to her maid. There 

were also signs of "right of admission reserved" in restaurants and 

clubs, an effective way to discourage African patronage.

/i..
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Frustration and anger accompanied the mood of the aasimilado 

as he becsime auare of the social discrepancy between himself and the 

European. Se tried to live in a \diite man's culture, but he learned 

that he was accepted in iwme only. He saw Europeans prospering at the 

expense of Africans. An Angolan poet, Antcftiio Jacinto, expresses this 

sentiment in his poem 'Monangamba^whibh protests the exploitation of 

the African laborer.

On that big estate there is coffee ripe 
and that cherry-redness 
is drops of blood turned sap.

The coffee xdll be roasted,
ground, and crushed,
will turn black, black \dth“the colotir
, of the contratado.

1
Black with the colour of the contratadoI

Of significance to the church was the fact that assimilados 

were either Catholics or Protestants; to become an aasimilado one

. was expected to be a Christian. Ihey were part of the Christian 

community and in many instances 'they formed a nucleus of discussion 

groups which later blossomed into political expressions, especially 

in the cities of Lobito and Luanda. Much of the feeling of self 

identity was also channeled in Christian youth movements^which gave 

the young educated elites the opportunity to come together with other

like-minded youtlib from different sections of the country. Inmost

"'■ '■ 'a

instances the official church hierarchy discourageid any expression of

Vrald Moor and Ulli Beier (eds.), Modern Pbetry from Africa 
(London: P&nguih Books, I965), p.^.l^#.
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a politica^rikture, such as petitions directed against the Pbrtiiguese 

regime. We glimpse the depth of this anti-colonial feeling among 

African Christians through a poem by Agostihho Keto, a former student 

of the Methodist mission. In his poem •parewell at the Moment of 

Parting,Neto says,

My mother
(oh black mothers whose children have departed)
you taught me to wait and to hope
as you have done throtigh the disastrous hours.

But in me
Life has killed that mysterious hope.

The colonial system created the assimllado; in time the 

""creature^ iiui^sdi against the ’"creator.® Eie Christian church hjslped 

in this creationi will the asslmilados turn against the churchf »iat- 

ever the answer may be, the asslmilados, who were members of the 

Christian church, Catholic and Protestant, played an important role 

in the political development in Angola. IHie chvirch was a vehicle 

through which assimllados expressed their nationalist feelings. In 

other African ooTintries, the Christian separatist movement was a form 

of African nationalism. In the next section oiu" attention will focus 

on this aspect of the role" of Christianity in the development qf 

national consciousness in Angola.

1

vi. Christian Separatist Churches

In Angola the Christian separatist movement has not had as pro-

^Moor and Beier, p. 1^.
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fotand a ^^nificance in the religious and political life of Angola 

as in South Africa. There are several reasons^diy this is so. In 

the first place, Ibrtuguese officials are aware of their political 

ramifications and have banned Christian separatist groups from Angola.

A.second- rCT.son is that the people of Angola were not faced with a 

stringent apartheid policy such as that which exists in South Africa;

outwardly, Angolan Africans could achieve the status of a European. 

Thirdly, the existing Christian institutions, especially Protestantism, 

pro-Tided an outlet for Africans to express their nationalist feelings.

Ihere was, however, a Giristian separatist movement in Angola,- 

M off-shoo-b iS'f iheTQ.mbangu sect which had its be^nnings in the 

Belgian Congo. The reason why it prevailed in the Portuguese Congo 

was obirious; Kimbangu was a movement of the Kikongo speaking group 

whose e-thnic boundaries cut across the frontiers of the Belgian Congo ^ 

and of Angola. Recognizing that the Kimbangu movement was a threat 

to its authority, the Belgian government exiled the original prophet, 

Simo Kimbangu, to the Katanga district. After his death, there were 

several self-proclaimed successors, all named Simao. One of them was 

Simao-Pierre M'Badi who founded the Missao dos Negros (Hjssion. of the 

Blacks). Later, the movement was called the Nzambi Kaki (God of the 

Khald.) because Simo-HLerre's followers wore khaki uniforms. The 

objectives of the Rzambi KaldL were as follows; to re-establish an 

inclusive indigenous society and to give the people a sense of their 

independence. The Belgian government considered these aims as
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political iiy^ture; Bubaequently, the authorities moved to arrest 

Simao Pierre. But he succeeded in escaping to the Portxiguese Congo* 

residing for awhile in the area of Maquela do Zombo. Returning to 

the Belgian Congo * Simao Pierre was arrestedi imprisoned* and like 
the founder of the movement, exiled.^

Out of this abortive attempt to continue the Rimbangu move

ment in the lower Congo, there arose in Angola a separatist movement 

led by Simao Toco. Bom in the Portuguese Congo, Simao Toco crossed 

into the Belgian Congo to become a priest in the new religious sect 

of Kifflbangu* Soon after he was expelled by the Belgian government
a

and he returned.^.. AngoTa. Here, Sinao Toco contiziued'in the new . 

religion, organizing the village people to form a nucleus of a Kim-

bangu sect. In I95O "tbe Portxiguese government acted to curtail the

formation of an indigenous African organization, exiling Sinao Toco 

to^lteTfaSedes in southern Angola, However, the newly formed sect 

continued' to function, although there was no other leader to command

the loyalty and. power which Siaao Toco possessed.

. Prom a political point of view, the influence of the Sinao 

Toco movement in Angola was minimal; from a sociological aspect, 

however, the birth of the Sinao Toco movement indicated a similar

social instabilr in the Portuguese Congo to that which.existed in 

the Belgian Congo. It was not possible to Isolate Angola from the

^Silva Ounha, Aspectos dos Moviiaehtoe Associiativos na JCfrioa 
Negra (Idsboa: Estudos de OiSncias POliticas e Sociais, 1^), I, 44f.
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political curr^fJr^s of her neighboring territories, 

in the outbreak of hostilities in northern Angola soon after the birth 

of an African republic in the Congo.

This was verified

vii. Pilemma

• i'
Up to this point we have been discussing the contribution of 

Christianity to African national consciousness. In this respect we

noted thkt Christianity was a factor in upsetting the status 

a condition which Sithole found necessary for African political

\
V quoi

development. He observed that the ’’African had to be uprooted first

in ordef to find hip roo-^s in the latter half of the .twentieth century.®^

But in this development the necessary social conflict was not

confined to the political sphere; it spilled oyer into the religion 

field, creating a dilemma for Christianity.

s

Two African nationalists, 

Edua»4oj!!Qndlane of Mogambique and Ndabaitiinge Sithole of Southern

Rhodesia, .explain the dilemma in this manner. For Mondlane, there 

are two factors for consideration; first, ®African nationalism

arises out of a predominantly non-Christian population, and it reacts 

against a predominantly Christian Tfostem imperialism;® and second, 

that Western colonialism rationalized its presence in Africa by 

tablishing Christianity in that country. For this reason, Mondlane 

states that Christianity aqd colonial imperialism seemed to be cut 

frcm the same cloth. What does this mean for the ©iristian church?

es-

^Sithole, p. 9.
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that this association identified Christianity "withMondlane indi_ _  „ _ i^s^es

efforts for the maintenance of Westem European socio-economic-cultural 
values."^

Sithole's analysis of Christianity's dilemma in the colonial

He cites seven areas in idiich an African notessituation i^ similar.
- i

a like counterpart of the colonial pattern in European dominated Christian

churches.

(1) Both in political and religious spheres Africans were 
dominated by Europaanse

(2) In politics and in church life the key positions were 
the monopoly of the Europeans.

(5) In towns and cities housiii| was on segregated basis 
geared to-racial considerations, and this was equally 
„tnife-ott moat mission stations.

(4) '!fee*^quality of European houses in the city and on the- 
mission statioh was often-superior, while that of the 
African was often inferior.

(5) Hie differential salary scales based on the colour of 
a.man'a; skin were accepted by both European government 
and missionary alike vfeo felt that it Was right and 
proper for the African worker to receive a lower salary 
than his European counterpart.

(6) The usual racial arrogance and stend-offishness of the 
ruling idiites.also had their representatives among 
missionaries.

(7) The ordinary Europeans practised social discriminationt 
and the missionaries found it difficult to do otherwise 
since they had to accept the prevalent social pattern 
the rejection of which would have invited their ostra- 
cization by Europeans in general.^

Ifestern Christian missionaries may dismiss the conclusions

of Eduardo Mondlane and Ndabaninge Sithole as eicbreme, but the dilemma

Eduardo 0. Mondlane, "African Nationalism and the Christian 
Way," typescript, p. 7»

2 . . .
Sithole, pp. Ilf.
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. Africans, Christian principles and practice seemed un

related in the colonial situation; the Christian principle to love 

one's neighbor as a’ brother was negated by the action of missionaries. 

According to Sithole *the principle of racial discrimination 

to both missionaries and the ordinary whites; the difference was only 
in application."*^

is there

was common

Our study on the response of Christianity to Angolan nation

alism will indicate the importance of this dilemma. For Catholicism,

the dilemma is a part of the church-state relationship. For Protes

tantism, the dilemma is more complex; Protestant missions become a

target for Afrjliglh’CSxfistians as well as for the Ibrthguese Catholic 

As we discuss this subject in the next section, we should 

Iceep in mind the following questions: Can Christian missionaries

state.

•.v.;v:vw
be neutral in a colonial situation? Is the colonial pattern contrary 
t^^EHe^asic

principles of the Christian faith? Do social circttm- 

stances determine the ’"timing'* of Christianity's response?

5. Christianity and Nationalism; A Crisis Situation 

In the last section we noted that ’"consciously or rmoonsciously* 

Christianity helped in the development of national consciousness.

1.:

■er-

For

most of these years the Angolan Qiristian church ignored the challenge 

of African nationalism This was no longer possible, however, after^ 

the J&rch 15, I96I revolt in northern Angola. Christian groups, Catho

lic and Protestant, confronted a direct challenge from mtionalist

^Sithole, p. 12.
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forces in The world Qiristian conmunity was involved; the

World.Council of Oiurches and an inter-faith group in the Ihiited States 
issued statements-on the Angolan problem.^

In examining the response 

of CSiristianity in this crisis situation* we must be aware of several 

questiops. What was the attitude of CSiristianity to Angolan nation

alism? What was the effect of the revolt on the Christian church? 

What was the response of Ohrirtianity to the crisis situation? In 

answering these questions we shall follow the usual procedure; the 

responsesuTof Catholicism and Protestantism to this social issue will 

be examined separately.

.
Catholicism■i.

Attitude.- The attitude of Catholicism to Angolan nationalism 

must be viewed within a context of its close alliance with the state

and its fear of Communism. In most instances the state’s opposition 

to nationalism in Angola was supported by the European Catholic hierar

chy.' What was the reason? Ihe Portuguese state saw African nation

alism as a threat to its national character, one of its essential in

gredients being the Catholic church. As the fomer Overseas Minister 

oxplainB, "from the religious point of view, the European projection

in Black Africa has been Christian, and, what concerns Portugal most, 

essentially Catholic.' In a direct sense, a challenge to the European 

colonial power was also a threat to the Catholic church. Therefore,

^See appendix for texts of both resolutions, 

^Moreira, p. 82.
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it is not s^^Snge that the Catholic church based its mission philosophy 

on the premise that the Catholic catechist school was the best and most 

efficient way to attract Africans to accept the Fbrtuguese national 

culture and character.

, Catholicism's association with the Portiiguese state was also 

tinged with the ideological conflict between Communism and Christi

anity. To Portuguese Catholics African nationalism was backed by 

intemational Comtnunismi African opposition to the Portuguese state

was a Communist plot to overthrow a Christian government* Yetf the 

Catholic hierarchy recognized the legitimate grievances of their 

African constlt^ncy.'""But they believed that social injustices could 

be corrected through state action; the responsibility of the Catholic 

church was to pressure the state to act. IHiis view was elaborated in 

an article titled "Communism among the Blacks of Angola" in the l&y- 

iJhneT;^9 issue of the official Roman Catholic missionary bi-monthly, 

Pbrttigar em Africa. The author warned that the African problem was 

not only religious but also social. He observed that the social

Conditions in the Belgian Congo and in Angola were ideal for Communist 

exploitation.

To the question, "Can an organized Communist movement be ex

pected in Angolat" the writer of the article answered in the affirmative.

He cited several reasons: one was the mobility of African workers who,
*

crossing into the Belgian Coi^o, Rhodesia and South Africa, returned^ 

to Angola with Conmunist ideas; another was the discrepemcy of the
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living standj«t(is of the whites over the blacks; sind a third was the 

hatred of the assimiladoB toward the white Forttiguese. 3he author 

believed that the racial issue would be exploited by Oommunists; Angola 

was in danger unless the government corrected the social abuses. Bie

writer also described the miserable conditions of the •native" quarters 

of Luanda, Lobito, Catumbela, and Mogamedes, saying that he had "a 

fearful shivering up and down the spine* when he thought of the "Hre- 

mendous filth and misery of the native quarters.* In contrast, the 

European sections in the cities were *gardens of delight (or which 

seem to be to the native).® What could be done? Ihe author offered 

three suggestioj^s fiTSt, accelerate and intensi^ the evangelization 

program: second, offer the •natives* just wages; and third, create 

syndicates and clean up the "native* quarters in the cities. He warned 

the Rjrtuguese state that there was no time to lose. Ihe author re- 

mi^e'd^is readers that in the French territory the Roman Catholic 

church was regarded as the eneny of the proletariat and the African 
clergy were being incited against the European clergy.^

Unfortunately, the Catholic writer's warnings went unheeded; 

it was already too late. The crisis situation presented the Catholic 

church with a dilemma; it recognized that the revolution in Angola 

had a social basis, but it also believed that Communists were actively 

at work with African nationalists. Moreover, the revolution greatly

Vr-*:

^Portugal em iCfrica, MayJune, 194?.

;
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affected th^'^nstitutional structure of the Catholic church. It is 

to this aspect we now turn.

Effects.- An exact analysis of the effects of the revolt in

Hiis area was closed to thenorthern Angola is difficult to verify, 

public after the uprising? accurate reports of the number of casualties 

But we are siure of one thing? the revolt in northernare lacking.

Angola on March 15, 19^1 drastically altered the relation between

The latent hostility erupted into a racial conflict.whites and blacks.

each side committed to a war of extermination. In such a situation 

the Catholic church was helpless? its warnings of 194? that Angola 

was in danger .^^.*exp^oding■ became a reality.

TShat were the immediate consequences to the Catholic church?

In answering this question we must remember that the white casualties 

of the revolt were predominantly Catholics. Newspaper reports indi- 

cate''tbat 500 to 1,500 whites, children and adults, were killed during 

the first weeks of the disturbances in northern Angola. In some 

instances Europeans sought refuge at the Catholic mission station, 

hoping that the priests could protect them from the nationalists 

attacks. Moreover, the revolt disturbed all normal religious aotivi- 

ties? Catholic villages were abandoned as the fighting intensified. 

Indiscriminate bombings of African villages by Portuguese air tmits 

forced the inhabitants of the area to seek safety in Sao Salvador.

By the end of I96I there were 1,500 Africans at the Catholic mission 

station in that city. Furthermore, Catholic priests were not spared
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in the firs^Says of indiscriminate killings, by Africans and Euro

peans. A news dispatch from Luanda on April 29* 19^1 imported the 

killing of a Capuchin monk who attempted to pacify the African nation

alists during an attack on the town of Oamba.^

i Moteover, the solid front of the Catholic hierarchy was 

broken by the arrest of two mulatto Catholic clerics* the canon of 

Luanda and the secretary to the archbishop of Angola. l(|hat had already 

occurred in the French Congo in 19^9 was happening to the Catholic 

church in Angola; white prelates were pitted against •native* clergy. 

Under these circumstances the European dominated Catholic church 

asserted ith s/i^gianM to the Portuguese state; we shall proceed, to 

examine the ways in which this was done.

Response.- We will first examine the explanations offered 

by the Portuguese government of the Angolan revolt. First* the govem- 

ment explained the acts of atrocity as a resurgence of the primitive 

•savage;^ second* the Porttiguese insisted that the revolt in Angola 

was conducted by outsiders; third* the revolt was Communist inspired; 

and fourth* the uprising was conducted with the help of Protestant
2

missionaries.

It was Inevitable that the response of the Catholic church 

to the crisis situation was made within the explanations of the Angolan

^The Johannesburg Star* April 29* I96I.

pp. 215-217.
■ f
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by the ^Iftuguese government, 

planation that the revolt was a resurgence of the latent “savage® 

traits of Africans introduced the factor of a religious crusade. The 

war was being fought to preserve Christianity; a defeat of the Bortu-

revolt In the first instance, the ex-

guese state meant a defeat for Christianity. The accusation that the
-1

revolt was Communist inspired also added to the religious fervor in

the war against African nationalism. Similarly, tensions between

Protestants and Catholics increased with the outbreak of hostilities.

Protestants were categorized as “outsiders® and “meddlers® in a 

Cfetholio environment. At all government sponsored patriotic rallies, 

the Catholic churg^ deculpied a prominent place. It seemed that the 

Catholic church supported the government's efforts to crush African

opposition.

Yet, there was some xmeasiness among the Catholic hierarchy. 

IhtheYl5m"’of a pastoral letter the archbishop and four bishops of 

Angola said:

Disillusioned people fighting against privation are a prey 
to despair and more apt to be carried away by dangerous 
,ideologies and promises which cannot be fulfilled. Poverty 
is a bad counselor and is a threat to tranquility and peace. 
The solution of certain problems can be ^ound only throtigh 
united a.nd adequate legislation and the total and generous’^ 
co-operation of individuals and organizations. The church 
is entirely within the limits of its mission in advising 
citizens to unite themselves for the moralizatipn of laws 
and institutions, oud for the formation of a more perfect 
social situation, supported by justice emd charity.^

The bishops' warning came too late. We are reminded that in

^Kew York Times, Ifey 5» 1961.
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in 19^9 a C^^lic priest in the French Congo warned his colleagues 

in Angola, stating "we missed the train. We must now seek to organize 

syndicates demanding just rights for the natives ... if we don't, 

the blacks will be convinced that Stalin is the true friend, not the

This warning was ignored in Angola; the image of the CatholicChurch.

church suffered. No one knows whether the church's present actions

will prejudice her position in an independent Angola.

ii. Protestantism

Attitude.- While Catholicism's response to African nationalism

was conditioned by her identification with the colonial state and 

culture, the r'esponse of Protestantism was subject to other limiting 

factors. To understand the position of Protestantism, one must recog

nize her attitude towards missionary activity. In, a broad sense the 

p^jjnary^concern of Protestantism was her own institutional life which 

revolved around two aspects: first, the ethical issues which focused 

on personal conduct such as drinking, smoking, polygamy, and witch- ‘ 

craft; and second, her right to preach the Gospel in a Catholic cotaatry. 

Protestant community life was governed by laws related to these issues; 

time and energy of the Protestant church were expended in these direc

tion. It is within this context that we must examine the response of

-ii

V.:—:

Protestantism to an issue involving the colozdal state such as nation

alism.

1
Portugal em Africa, op. cit.
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Specifically, Protestantism’s challenge to the powers of the 

state was confined to issues involving the legal aspects of its insti

tutional life. For instance, whenever a chefe de posto prohibited the 

opening of catechist schools in Protestant villages, protests were 

made.,directly to the state official by Protestant missions. Or, the 

question of property rights was frequently an issue which involved 

the Protestant mission with the state. There are several reasons 

why political problems involving self-govemment for Africans were 

tabu for Protestant missions. In the first place Protestant mission 

groups supported the colonial state in part, out of obedience to the 

Biblical injlmcIS^on to'‘*render to Oaesar the things that are Caesar's, 

and to God the things that are God's.®^ 

preted this Biblical passage as am argument to support the government 

in Angola.

Protestant missionaries inter-

A second reason for the disinclination of Pro4estant mission

aries -to be involved in this issue was a fear of being expelled from 

the country. As we have often noted throxighout our study, the right
—.-♦i' ——

of Protestant missionaries to remain in Angola depended nn their good 

behavior. The expulsion of James Bussell, former executive secretary 

of the Evangelical Alliance in Ifarch of 19^0, is an example of a 

direct action taken by the Rirtuguese government against a Protestant 

missionary. The police claimed that James Bussell acted against the 

interests of the Portuguese state when ho helped two Americans to

^Luke 20:25.
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meet with^/sfiirican leaders in Luanda.

Ihe third reason is that Protestant missionaries believed 

that the question of political independence was an African problem. 

Furthermore, for Pirotestant missionaries the problem of Angolan inde

pendence' seemed remotej to them, it almost bordered on the realm of 

the impossible. But they have come to realize that political inde

pendence is not an improbability; the revolt in northern Angola proved 

this. In this change of climate, what has been the effect on Protes

tantism and its response to African nationalism? It is to these 

questions that we now turn.

Effaot^s.- fSie Protestant community was grelitly affected 

by the revolt in northern Angola. Prom the point of view of the 

foreign missionary enterprise, the crisis restricted the movements 

of Protestant missions. An obvious move of the Portuguese go'vemment ^ 

was to refuse re-entry permits to Protestant missionaries, reducing 

their number considerably. In March 19^1 there were 256 Protestant 

missionaries- in Angola; a year later, the xxumber had been reduced to 

167. By September of I965 there were IA8 Protestant missionaries.

IHiis was not the only restrictive measure, however. In June of

the government issued an order requiring all Protestant mission

aries to receive permission from the International Police in Luanda 

if they wished to travel outside their_own administrative areas.

This order hindered Protestant activities since most mlsBion stations 

have work in two or three administrative areas. , Often one must wait
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a month inydrker to receive authorization for travel from one district 

to another.

Undoubtedly, these legal restraints have affected Protestant 

mission work in Angola, but a more devastating effect of the whole 

crisis has been on the African Protestant community. In northern 

Angola, the British Baptist mission reported a complete upheaval of 

their work. Over 100,000 Africans fled across the border during the

first weeks of the revolt, the majority being members of the Baptist 

church. The Angola Action Group which was formed in England by Baptist 

ministers reported l42 church leaders and members shot by the Portu- 

^ The Casing of all Rrotestant mission stations in northern 

Angola, either through a lack of missionary personnel or government 

orders, curtailed all health and educational work. This out off all 

communications between the main center and the outlying districts.

In many respects the Christian community was transplanted from 

northern Angola to the Congo after the outbreak of hostilities in 

March I96I.

guese.

The disruption of Protestant mission work was not confined 

to the British Baptists; the American and Canadian mission societies

During the goveriinent•s campaign to eliminate 

the influence of Protestantism, twenty of the Methodist church leaders 

were killed; twenty seven were put in prison; eighty four were missing;

were also affected.

^Angola Action Group, Oongo-Angola Border Enquiry (London: 
Cambridge Rress, 196l)» P*

4 :>
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twenty thr^'^^fled from their areas of work;and only eleven remained 

in service. Affected were ninety five village leaders and seventy 

The extent of damage done to the Methodist church is 

dramatized in the figures released by the Methodist Mission Board

The report stated that of the I67 workers in 

the Luanda region, twenty one pastors and teachers were killed.

teachers.

for the Luanda area.

twenty six were imprisoned, thirty four were free,and the where

abouts of seventy six were not known.^ These figures included only 

leaders; the casualty list would bo much higher if church members in

the villages were included. Church property was also destroyed. In

Luanda the...fidi^^stfatlve building of the Methodist mission was attacked

by white Portuguese; its ’social center building was' completely destroyed.

Outlying pastoral centers and school buildings were also targets of the

anger and frustration of militant settlers.

Among the nine American and Canadian missions of the United

Churches of Canada and the United States, 26l African church leaders

and members were victims of Portuguese retaliatory measures. Of this

number fifteen were reported killed, I57 wore imprisoned; of these

forty seven were released and forty two were sent on contract labor.

The list includes eight ministers, thirty five teachers, twelve nurses,
2

152 catechists and fifty four members.

^Information received from Methodist missionaries. 

Report from the field.
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IheBe^^atistics show that the Protestant community was
J

greatly disrupted. Methodist missionaries, 'iiS' assessing the damage

done to their church, claim that their work has been set back a

generation. In this crisis situation how did Protestant groups 

respond? Did they acknowledge it as a problem for the CSiristian 

church? Or, did Protestant missions withdraw from the crisis situa-

:

tion? We shall look for answers to these questions in the next
?f

section.

Response.- In assessing the response of Protestantism to

the crisis situation, we should keep in mind that the institutional 

structure of thejS&btest’hnt church was almost destroyed'. Ministers, 

school teachers, pastors, deacons, and catechists were shot, impri

soned, and deposed as ohTu:ch leaders by the Pbrtuguese government.

IThe colonial state struck in an area idiich was vital to the survival 

of ^tlie'lfrotestant church. In this situation Protestant mission

societies could not help but protest the reprisal actions of the
I

government. Missionaries of the Baptist Society collected evidence 

of the government's retaliatory measures and presented them to the 

British public. At their annual conference on May 1, 19^1* the 

Baptist Union of Britain and Ireland passed a resolution deploring 

the state of affairs in Angola. The Angola Action Group sent two 

of their members to make an enquiiry at the Oongo-Angola border. 

Clifford Parsons, the secretary for Africa of the British Baptist 

Society and a former missionary to Angola, made numerous public

5-

I
I

i
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speeches, co^Snming Portugal for using extreme measures against the 

African population in northern Angola.

Wiat of the other ProteAant mission societies? The mission 

boards of the l&ilted Churches of Canada and the United States were 

cautious; they kept silent because actual fighting had not broken 

out in their areas of work. On May 1, 19^2, however, the United Church 

Board for World lanistries (United States) passed a resolution calling 

on Portugal to recognize the "rights and political aspirations of the 
indigenous African peoples of Angola."^ The United Church of Canada, 

on the other hand, has refrained from malcing an official statement 

of this nature;,^e 6ffl'bors of their Board of I&ssions believe that 

nothing could be gained by passing a resolution adverse to the Portu

guese nation.

IhiB was not so for the Ifethodist Church. Of the Protestant 

missIoSTsooieties working in Angola, the Methodist Church has been 

most oiitspoken. Why have they? There are several reasons: first, 

the Methodist Church in Angola had suffered a tremendous loss in 

personnel and property; second, four Methodist missionaries, accused 

by the Portuguese government of "aiding the rebels," were imprisoned; 

and third, the Portuguese government directed a campaign against the 

Methodist Church, employing an American public relations firm. Selvage 

and Lee. At this point it would bo profitable for us to trace the 

relationship between the Methodist Church and the Portuguese govom-

^See appendix for full text.
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menfcj we' shoul^arrive at an imderetanding of the kind of response 

which a major Protestant body made to the crisis sitii^tion.

Idk» most of the early Protestant missionsy there was con

siderable friction between Hethodlst missionaries and government of

ficials in the beginning. Specific charges arose out of the accusation
- i.

by the Portuguese that the Msthodists were "denationalizing* the Afri-

^ These charges were levelled particularly at the educational

methods which were distinctly American. After these preliminary

scuffles, however, tensions cased and there developed a feeling of

mutual respect and often of co-operation. On most occasions Usthodist

missionaries leaned backwards not to offend the Portuguese government.

As Bishop Ralph Dodge of Angola states:

For the majority of foreign missionaries, it has been assinsed 
for years that it is better to be within the Portuguese ter
ritories, even thoujgh silent, than to be excluded though 
having spoken. Thus, they have borne with patience their 

tribulation, intimidation, and scorn—thankful that they 
wore permitted to continue, even under severe restrictions, 
to preach the Gospel and to carry on a skeleton educational, 

-medical, and industrial program. Then, too, there had been 
so much good in the liberal racial policy of the Portxiguese 
colonizing system in comparison to some others that a policy 
of silence was maintained in regard to the many evils.

cans.

But this relationship of toleration was built on quicksand.

In a time of crisis the outward cordial relation was swept away. With 

a recognition of almost complete destruction of seventy seven years of 

work, Msthodlst leaders undertook to salvage something^out of the

^Tucker, Angola 

2
Board of M.ssions of the Ifethodist Church, The V&r in Angola, 

press releases, p. 29.

<54... ., p.
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. T^re were three nays in which they sought to do this*

First* there vfas the need to present Angola's ease to the United 

Nations. This was undertaken by Ralph Dodge who flew to New Tork 

after his visit to Angola in Iferch I96I, Second* Methodist leaders

made plans to help their students flee Angola if they so desired.
-1

Bishop Dodge gave his consent and the execution of the plans was 

left in the hands of the Reverend Raymond Noah who was stationed in 

the luanda Methodist mission. The attempt was not too successful as 

the first three students who tried to escape were apprehended* As a 

result Raymond Noah was arrested and i^rlsoned; he was accused of 

supplying fimds^^to, thaae 

Methodist Mission Board to publicize the issues of the Ai^olan conflict. 

This was done through press releases. The Department of Nows Service 

of the Board of Missions placed two articles in the loading Protestant 

weekly-*- The Christian Century* in the November I5 and 22 issues of 

19^1* -Another method was by missionaries themselves; they abandoned 

their previous policy of keeping silent. Missionaries began to speak 

out. In an interview with the press* Marion Ifay* one of the imprisoned 

Methodist missionaries said*
-ei

tfe as missionaries have not spoken out before because as 
guests in a^c^ountry wo try to abide by the laws as a guest 
should. We thought that we should not speak out xmtll 
Africans themselyes did. I think that the time has finally 
come v^en Afrioahs have dared to speak out and are willing 
to suffer the consequences.^

wreckage

A third was the decision of thestudents.

^Board of Ussions Report* p. 76.
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Th^'^risis situation presented no other alternative; Protes

tant mission societies had to speak outa But no one is naive in be

lieving that their actions altered the course of events in Angola; 

their protests have neither changed the policy of the Porttiguese .. 

government nor resolved the conflict in Ai^ola. The Protestant 

position, however, is not idiolly determined by cause and effect.

There is the ethical issue of the right of a colonial power to deny 

the political rights of the indigenous peoples of Angola. At the same 

time, it is wall to recognize that the use of guerrilla warfare by 

African nationalists to right what is wrong has been questioned by 

some missiona^es^ 'The matter of choice continues to trouble the 

Protestant conscience.

4. Bummary

In a broad sense the pattern of African political development 

followed these lines: first, a period of mutual alliance by Africans 

and Europeans; second, resistance to ^d military conquest by the 

European power; third, acceptance by Africans of the European civi

lizing programs; and fourth, a period of agitation for political inde

pendence by African nationalists.

There were many factors which played a role in the development 

of national consciousness. The colozdal pattern itself created a situ

ation which drove Africans to strive for independence. Other factors 

included the Second Vbrld Ifer, the Iftiiversal Declaration of Human 

Bights by the United Nations, and the granting of independence to

-•/
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British an^l?^ench African territories.

Unquestionably-f the Christian missionary movement in Africa 

was also one of the factors. For instance, Christianity introduced 

religious ideas >diieh extended the family ancestral deity to that of 

a universal God. PUrthermore, the establishment of an institutional 

structure to expand the work of Christian missions provided ways which 

helped in the development of national consciousness. Bie numerous 

missionary activities, educational, medical, and technological opened 

avenues through which an African was able to act as a person. Inevi

tably, the educate^elite in the church, the African clergy and assimi-- 

iados, were •t^ifiS?,.vangua'rd8 of African political development. Ihey were

the nucleus in the initial African discussion groups which later flowered
n

into political movements in Luanda and in Leopoldville.

Within the context of the development of African nationalism, 
^^ai^were the responses of Catholicism and Protestantism? In a broad 

sense, the responses of the two religious groups were similar prior 

to the crisis situation. Both societies accepted the authority of the 

European power as the law of the land. Often, there was no reaction 

to any form of African nationalism, a subject which was tabii in^msmy 

Catholic and Protestant circles. But the colonial situation created

an uneasy relation. Ihe religious and ethical imperative of loving 

*one*s neighbor" was often negated by a situation which subjected the 

indigenous population to a European power. In these clrctunstances 

Christian missionaries (to a lesser degree than.European settlers) 

confojrmed to the colonial pattern, a discrepancy between theory and
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practice.

But the revolt of March I961 drastically altered the colonial 

situation for Christian missions. The attack on the Portuguese govern

ment by African nationalists forced the Catholic church to align it

self with the state. Yet, the Catholic hierarchy was imeasy in this 

political situation; it recognized the responsibility of the state to 

redress the grievances of the African population. The Catholic church 

offered to co-operate with the state in fulfilling this obligation.

For several Protestant mission sooieties,the disturbances created a 

situation which made their previous position of neutrality untenable.

, Methd^et, and Congregational societies passed resolutions 

deploring the state of war in Angola. They urged the Portuguese 

government to recognize the legitimate political rights of the indi- 

genous peoples of Angola.

The reasons which influenced the responses of Catholicism 

and Protestantism to modem nationalism were similar, the principal 

factor being the preservation of their institutional structure. For 

Catholicism, this meant a close co-operation with the state; for Protes

tantism, this led to a policy of non-involvement in political affairs, 

a step which safeguarded the right of I^otestant missions to work in 

Angola. Moreover, Protestant representatives considered the issue of 

nationalism as an African problem.

But the crisis situation introduced several other factors.

One was a threat to the existence of the institutional structure of 

Catholicism and Protestantism. For Catholicism, the attack on Catholic

Baptist
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A^^can nationalists endangered its program. 

tanti8m» the retaliatory measures by the state destroyed Protestant 

mission work in the war area. Another factor was ideologicaly the 

Catholic church and the state interpreting the rebellion as Communist 

inspired. A third factor was the involvement of international (Siristian 

organizations which called on Portugal to recognize the political aspi

rations of the indigenous peoples of Angola. This action supported 

the protests by Protestant mission groups.

Iet» the matter of choice confronted Catholicism and Protes-

For Protes-missions by

tantism» presenting them with dilemmas. For Catholicism* opposition
-.i

to the actions ©f the Portuguese state in the crisis situation meant

the expulsion of Catholic clerics by the military government, an 

example being the deportation of" the canon of Luanda. Another result 

could also be anti-clericalism, Europeans expected the Catholic church 

to be on their side. On the other hand, Catholicism's support of the

state's actions in the crisis situation was not without its xansatis-

factory ramifications. It meant the acceptance of the right of Portu

gal to govern its overseas possessions; it sanctioned the policies of 

the colonial government, although it recognized the social injustices 

inherent in the system; and, it also alienated the leaders of African 

nationalism from the Catholic church.

Ihe choice for Protestantism was also unsatisfactory. In its 

actions against the Portxjguese state after the crisis situation, five 

Protestsuat missionaries were expelled from the country; return visas 

for ftjrloughed missionaries were rejected by the government; African
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leade^^wsra Imprisoned; and the movement of Protestant mission

aries we re'^-curt ailed. Then* too* continued guerrilla warfare will deepen 

the differences between blacks and iidiites, resulting in a fhll scale 

racial war* thus raising the question of means and end.

But what of the alternative? Protestantism's support of the 

Portuguese state meant the prolongment of the colonial situation; it 

meant a refusa.1 to acknowledge the 'winds of change' in the continent 

of Africa; and it could prejudice the future role of Protestantism 

in an. independent Angola. Its silenqo in the colonial situation 

could revoke its moral right to criticize the government of the future.

Mr-

church



OHAPPER VII

OOKOLUSIONS

1. Introduction•1

In coining to a final analysis we have been conscious through

out our study of the interrelated nature of the social response of 

Qiristianity to the selected issues of slave labory forced labor* and 

nationalism. Essentially* we attempted to indicate that Christianity 

was one of the factors in the historical Social process in Angola.

Fbr this reasg^' we refrained from isolating the reli'gious factor as 

the prime mover* the catalyst, or the inhibitor of the social changes 

which occurred in the Angolan society* the influence varied from time 

to time* locality to locality* and circumstances to circumstances. 

Subsequently* we conducted our investigation on the premises of linger 

who defined religion as a '"process* and one of several '"levels of 

causation.*

;

-For our study the social context has been limited to the se

lected issues of slave labor* forced labor* and nationalism. Th.e 

problem of the dissertation centered oh the question* "What was the 

social response to these selected issuest* Within the problem areas 

of our study we recognized a thread of unity* the sociological and 

ethical questions were similar. Consequently* we posed two related 

questions to the problem of the dissertation. First, *Hhat were the 

factors which influenced the response of Christianity to the selected

258
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issusst* Aa^eecondf 'Were the responses of Ohristianlty unequivocal?" 

The last question raised the problem of choice, directing our attention 

to the dilemmas which confronted Catholicism and Protestantism as each 

formulated its response to slave labor, forced labor, and nationalism*

‘ 2* Responses of Christianity

Ihe responses of Christianity to the selected issues of our study 

were characterized by policies of co-operation, acceptance, avoidance, 

and opposition* To relate these policies to each issue, we observed 

that the response of Catholicism to slave labor was the acceptance of

the practice tdiich eventually led to a policy of co-operation with the 

state and th'e-^ave traders* As the Protestant movement in Angola was

founded after the heyday of the slave trade, its response could not be 

measured* But Protestantism was represented by David Livingstone who 

criticized the slave trade in the Pbrtuguese African territories, a 

policy of opposition which went beyond the immediate affected areas.

On the forced labor issue, the response of Catholicism was 

similar to that on slave labor, a policy of acceptance and co-operation* 

For Protestantism, its response was one of qualified acceptance, re

specting the political rights of the Pbrtuguese to govern its o^rseas

territories.

The response of (^ristianity to the policy of the Pbrtuguese 

state on African nationalism depended on the political situation* Prior 

to the March 19^1 revolt, the policy of both Catholicism and Protestantism 

to the state's position was avoidance of the issue* Neither Catholicism 

nor Protestantism formulated a policy on African nationalism; in fact,
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ligl^rQ^ groups shunned the Issue, hoping that they would not have 

to take sides. After the March 19^1 disturbences, however, the policy 

of avoidance was not feasible. For Catholicism, the attack by African 

nationalists resulted in an attitude of co-operation with the Portuguese 

state, a policy to crush the rebellion. Ihe response of Protestsintism
- i

was contrary to that of Catholicism; the retaliatory measures of the 

colonial power on Protestant mission work produced a policy of opposition 

to the position of the Portuguese state.

Within these general patterns of responses, we also indicated 

minority reactions. For instance, there were Jesuit priests who opposed 

the slave labp^‘practices in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

contrary to the prevalent’Catholic policy of co-operation and acceptance. 

Hie forced labor issue evoked similar dissident reactions; several Catho

lic priests protested the pi'ovisions in the contract labor system. Hiis 

was-alSo true for Protestantism whose missionaries provided data on the 

forced labor practices to investigators. On African nationalism, the 

apparent unanimity of the predominant co-operative attitude of Catholi

cism to the Portuguese state's policy of opposition was broken by the

both re

arrest and expulsion of Catholic clerics. !Riere were always exceptions 

to the prevailing response of Christianity to each of the selected issues.

5. Factors Shaping Christianity's Response

In the previous section we described the nature of the response 

of Chsistianity to slave labor, forced labor, and nationalism. We can

now proceed to examine the various factors idiich influenced the social
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of j^Wstianity to the selected social problems, 

nlfieant issues which influenced the responses of Ohristianityt five

Of the sig-response

are cited! first, church and state, second, motivations, third, the 

colonial situation, fourth, the time factor, and fifth, the issue of

Africanization.

i. Church and State

From a historical perspective -yie growth of Christianity in -• 

Angola can be epitomized along two distinct lines: one, by a close

co-operation of church and stats, characterized by Catholic societies; 

and the other, b^. Protestant groups who lived in hostile and almost 

separate ejdstence from the state. On many occasions the close ties 

between church and state prejudiced Catholicism's response to a social 

issue. For instance, Catholicism's early identification with the state's 

colonial policy encouraged the church to sanction slave traffic during 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Although the Catholic hier

archy believed that they were saving the souls of heathens as they 

performed the ritual of baptism for each boatload of slaves. Catholic

.•rv-*-:

priests indisputably cloaked the,slave traffic with respectability.
•ffl.

The response of Catholicism to the issue of forced labor was

The link of church with state made it difficult for the Oatho-similar.

lie hierarchy to criticisje the contract system, the Catholic church 

receiving a direct subsidy from the state. Itoreover, the church 

agreed with the state's position that Africans mue.t work, the contract 

labor system bei|ig a means toward that end. Similarly, the national
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interests of

cism, an attack on the Portuguese crown by the indigenous rulers also 

implied an assault on the ohufdh; Catholicism's position depended on 

European domination. Eventually, the aims of church and state were 

indistinguishable; colonizing and misslonizing went hand in hand. 

Therefore, it was inevitable that during the crisis situation which 

prevailed after the African revolt of March I5, I96I, the Catholic

A threat to the Pbrtuguese 'way 

of life* was also a threat to the Catholic church; the church's only 

alternative was to support the state in her war against the African 

nationalists.

state coincided with those of the church. For Catholi-

church aligned Itself with the state.

•iV

For Protestantism, separation from the state placed her in a 

problematic position; Protestant fissions were conscious of their pre- 

carious legal position in a Catholic state. On the issue of forced 

labor there were several missionaries >dio protested against the system

but the prevailing opinion was to shun the issue and relegate it to the 

province of the state. Protestant missionaries took direct action or 

made protests to the government vrtien the forced labor practices dis

rupted the institutional structure of the church such as the Illegal 

practice of conscripting catechists and other church leaders. But the

problematic position was abandoned when Protestantism was confronted
■i.' "

by an abrupt disruption of church-state relations during the crisis
\ ■

The accusations and retaliations of the Portuguese sta^e 

against. Protestant missions after the northern revolt drastically alter- 

i the Protestant church and the Portuguese state became

situation.

ed their relat;

;r '

,>■
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antagonists. /Qie political 'winds of change* were responsible for the 

shift; for the Portiiguese state, the religious factor was important

only as it related to the issue of African nationalism. For Protes

tantism then the direct confrontation of the issue of church euid state

was of a political character. In this respect we are reminded again 

of the interlocking relationship of the political, sociological, and 

religiqus factors in the response of Christianity to social issues.

ii. Motivation

For Catholicism three motivatioua, often conflicting, pre

dominated: the e^nomig.^ the civilizing, and the Christianizing.

During the early period of slave trade the economic motivation governed

the actions of Catholic missionaries. Baptismal fees and actual en

gagement in the slave trade were lucrative enterprises for the church.

In''Buoh~-a- situation the response of the Catholic church was weak and 

accommodating. The forced labor problem also brought forth an inde

cisive response from the Catholic church; the Catholic hierarchy went 

along with the state in its moral right to discourage idleness, sanction

ing the coecription of Africans to work on government projects, indus-
•c-

tries, and agricultural enterprises. On the issue of nationalism the 

civilizing motivation guided the response of the Catholic church, 

agreeing with the state ihat *to civilize* was *to Qiristianize.* The

Portuguese state considered African nationalism as a foe of the aim to

civilize; the logical position of the Catholic church was to support 

the state in its civilizing effort, including opposition to Afrioeua

Bxe response of the Catholic church, therefore, was con-nationalism.
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ditioned hy/^e)r acceptance of being a primary agent of civilizing the 

indigenous peoples of Angola.

Tlie motivations of Protestantism, on the other hand, differed

in emphasis from those of Catholicism. Two motivations seemed important, . 

the humanitarian and the evangelizing. The two motivations complemented

each other, but the humanitarian dominated. Educational, medical, and

technical programs were important; the church prospered where there 

were strong social welfare activities. Consequently, Protestantism's

response to a social problem was colored by its hvunanitarian concern,

especially on the issues of slavery and forced labor, 

say, howeveri ±^t the evangelizing motive was irrelevant to the re

in fact, the evangelizing motive was expressed 

in the effort of Protestant missions to establish an institution.

This is not to

sponse of Protestantism.

Sub-

sequently, muc^ of the response of Protestantism to the selected social ^ 

issues depended on whether these problems threatened its institutional 

structure. For instance, >Aien the actions of the Portuguese state 

destroyed the institution of Protestant mission work, Protestantism 

reacted against these pressures from the colonial state. The crisis 

situation forced Protestantism to make a decision; in this case,^Protes

tantism aligned Itself with Afriosm nationalism. It is important to 

recognize this relation of the historical factor to the motivations of 

both groups. Catholic and Protestant.

iii. Colonial Sltiiation

The coloxiial situation created many problems for the (Airistian

community, more real for Africans than for its western representatives.
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To Africans^/J&jristianity was established simultaneously with European 

colonialism. Culturally, Christianity was a part of the civilization

which the western pbwers introduced to Africa. In a bread sense, 

Christian missionaries belonged, culturally and racially, to this western

penetration. Subsequently, the actions of Christian ndssionaries re

flected this cultural backgrotind, creating a problem for western Christian 

personnel. Racial discrimination was apparent in mission stations; in 

this situation Africans wondered whether Christianity could be divorced 

from western colonialism.

The predicament which the colonial situation posed for Christi- . 

euoity was moStt^parent in its response to the issue ^bf nationalism. 

During the period of European colonialism in Africa," Christianity

Ignored the issue of nationalism, believing that the western colonial

Christian forces assumedpower would rule in African indefinitely. 

tiwt^Ke only way was to accept the colonial situation for the expansion

of mission work in Angola.

Undoubtedly, the colonial situation influenced the response 

of Qiristianity to the selected social issues. Catholicism in Angola 

became identified with the cultural policy of the colonial state. It
•o-

was unlikely that Catholicism would make a response which would tmder- 

mine the existing colonial pattern. Catholicism gained from the co

lonial situation. For Protestantism, the colonial situation ^sed

the problem of identification; colonialism was a symbol of >diite 

superiority. In this situation how does a white Protesteuit missionary 

dissociate himself from the colonial mentality? And, how does he re^-
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spend to the^i^ssing social problems \diich were created by ooloni- 

alismt A common pattern of Protestant response in this sitmtion was

to be cautious and to keep quiet unless the issues were directly ire- 

lated to the institutional structure of the chusrch. Of the selected

issues, nationalism serves as an illustration of this Protestant 

mission policy. Protestantism seldom raised the ethical issue of 

colonialism; it did question, however, the abuses of colonial policy 

such as the forced labor practices, 

existential and expedient; the colonial situation was a major factor 

in determining this jresponse.

Protestantism's response was

iv. Time Factor

A primary element in a social protest is the time factor, 

our study we observed that the response of Christianity was often based 

on-the^i^emise that to protest at a certain time was useless, 

stance, Protestant missionaries refrained from criticizing the contract 

labor system because^revious protests were ineffective.

In

For in-

In this re

spect we are reminded of Viliam Bell's role in the Ross report which 

was submitted to and shelved by the Temporary Slaving Commission of the 

League of Nations., This observation could also be applied to the issue 

of nationalism. Up to 1957 the agitation for African nationalism seemed

to be ineffective, the international situation was not ready to impletaent 

the movement for independence in Angola. After Ghana's independence 

in 1957* however, the international political situation changed, of

fering hope to Angolan Africans. The response of Catholic clergy and 

Protestant church loaders was conditioned by the attitude of the inter-

'5-
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national oo which sympathized with the right of 

by the indigenous peoples of Angola. The axiom that "there is a time to

self-determination

act* was a factor in-, the response of Qxristianity to the selected issues.

V. Africanization

Prom the beginning both Catholicism and Protestantism were 

concerned with local recruits to carry on their program. Undoubtedly, 

the success or failure of both groups to achieve this end affected 

their social response. For instance, the most vociferous voice against 

slavery was that of King Afonso in the sixteenth century; he recognized 

that tjiis practice damaged the image of Christianity in his kingdom.
.. _ .jffr ' ■ -ii

Intervention bf^^ilcan rights in the forced labor system was also'most 

frequent in mission areas staffed by African clerics.

The factor of Africeinization, however, was most apparent in the
-V

issue of nationalism; for Angolan Africans, the church. Catholic and 

Protestant, was a means through which they could express their nation

alist feelings. The effectiveness of this expression was also affected 

by the degree of Africanization in each of the two religious groups.

The Catholic hierartfhy was predominantly European; its program was set 

for the European constituents. Consequently, Catholicism's response 

to African nationalism was European oriented. On the other hand, 

Protestantism's strength vfas distinctly African; the church was governed 

by Africans. This is one reason why Protestan't Africans were suspect 

after the northern revolt in 19^1. To the Portuguese government African 

nationalism was a product of Protestantism. For the Portuguese state 

Africanization was interpreted as anti-colonisillsm. Subsequently, the

■ i
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reprisal measi^i^ of the state against Protestant Africans conditioned 

the response of Protestant mission groups in the crisis situation, 

persecution of Angolan leaders in the nationalist movement vreis a threat 

to the Protestant church structure.

Ihe

4. Dilemmas

Ihroxaghout this study the. matter of choice has been crucial

for Oatholicism and Protestantism, introducing dilemmas for the two

religious organisations. What were they? For Catholicism, support of

the policies of the state on the issues of slave labor smd forced labor

meant the shattering of the church's dream to build Christian states in 
• ^

West Africa; it compromised its ethical position "to love one's neighbor;" 

it disrupted the institutional life of the church, as men were transported 

from the villages to fulfill the quotas of the contract labor system; 

an<M.t aroused the resentment of Africans who saw Europeans acqxiire 

material wealth at their expense. The church's support of the policy of 

the state to suppress African nationalism produced other dilemmas, one 

was a complete reliance on the state for its existence. In this situation 

the life of the overseas church depended on the political climate in Portu

gal which on several occasions were anti-clerical. Ihe church also be

came an instrument of the state, the civiliziiig motivation outweighing 

the Qiristianizing. MoreoAfer, support of the state meant a perpetmtion

■»
-ii

of the colonial situation, sanctioning much of the social injustices

Furthermore, the church's support of the stateInherent in the system.

alienated African Oatholics.

On the other hand, Oatholicism's opposition to the policies of

->
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the state on t^‘^is8ueB of slave labor and forced labor meant the loss 

of state support, as protector and benefactor of the Catholic church.

It could also alienate the European- settlers from the Catholic church, 

their .commercial enterprises could be jeopardized by the curtailment 

of the contract labor system. Uoreover, the state could suppress the 

Catholic hierarchy, assuming direct control of its activities. The 

effect of the church's opposition to the state oh its policy towards

African nationalism would be similar. It could also mean a much more

drastic action by the state, the expulsion of the Catholic clergy from 

the country. Indeed, two African clerics ifere expelled from Angola 

after the March, rovoTt. Under these circumstandes'^there could be

the danger of a revival of anti-clericalism such as that which prevailed 

in mid-eighteenth century. For Catholicism then the dilemma involved,
A

on the one hand, a loss of state support, political and financial, and 

on the~other, the rising antagonism of the African population to the

Catholic church.

For Protestantism, the matter of choice was equally critical. 

Support of the state's policy on the contract labor system produced 

many uncertainties for Protestant societies. Poi* one thing, it is ^ 

dubious whether Christianity could support the ethics of the contract 

labor system. Also, support of the contract labor system meant a 

continuous erosion on the life of the church, the eiaigration of men 

creating a social vacinan in the villages. On the issue of nationalism, 

Protestantism's support of the state's policy could prolong'the colonial 

situation. It also implied a refusal to accept the inevitability of
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political ehMjgl?, from a colonial state to self-government. Moreover, 

Protestantism's support of the Portuguese state could prejudice its

future role, assuMng that Angola will be independent. _

On the other hand, opposition to the state's policy on forced 

labor could arouse the antagonism of European settlers toward Protes

tant mission work. It could also provoke the state to cancel the exempt 

status of church workers under the contract labor laws. A more devas

tating action of the state could be the expulsion of all Protestant 

missionaries from Angola. In the struggle of African versus European 

sovereignty, Protestant mlseionaries ware caught in the middle, op

position to the the state aroused the cry of s^collaboration

with the rebels." This proved to be an unenviable position for Protes

tantism. After the March I96I revolt, criticisms by Protestant repre

sentatives to the government's policy provoked the state to expel and 

cur^eCtlT'^he movements of Protestant missionaries. Ihen, too, align

ment with African nationalists created an uneasy feeling among foreign

Protestant missionaries, the use of guerrilla tactics raising the issue

of justification of moans and end. For Protestantism then the dilemma

involved, on the one hand, the antagonism of the state, and on the other, 

a prolongment of the colonial situation.

In a broad sense the dilemmas for Catholicism suid Protestantism

were analogous. On the oho hand, opposition to the policies of the 

state involved a ]^pture in the relationship between Christian groups 

8uid the state, disaffection by European settlers, and the threat of 

expulsion from the coiontry by the state. Christianity's support of

■»«
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the pollcle^df the states on the other handy invited a compromise on , 

the ethical position of Christianity on these problemsj it prolonged 

the colonial situation; it made the church an instrument of the state's 

aim to civilize; and, it alienated the African population from the 

Christian church.

5» Implications for the Future 

perhaps it is appropriate at this time to say a word on the 

implications of this study for the events to come. As the national 

stiuggle increases in Angola, the racial aspect will become more and 

more Intense, forcing the Protestant community to side with African 

nationalists. This reaction will be due to the state's persecution 

of Protestants, resulting in anti-government demonstrations. At the 

same time the non-Portuguese Roman Catholic community will show sympa- 

thyfor,the Afjrioan nationalist cause, creating a current of disharmony 

with the Portuguese Catholic hierarchy.

On a different level, if one were to assume that Angola will 

some day be independent, the social conditions will produce a different 

climate, A basic change, undoubtedly, will be a lessening of the im

portance of the church-state issue; Angolan political parties have 

promised the separation of church and state and religious freedom. The 

implications will be fai--raaching for both Catholicism and Protestantism. 

On the one hand, the Catholic church will no longer occupy a favored 

position in the country; on the other, Protestantism will lose its 

unique position as a vehicle to express Afzlcan nationalist feelings.

h
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The eolonia^^tate will go out of exlstenoe; the emergence of an African 

state, however, will pose other problems. Qiristianity will no longer 

be the state religion; its role may be less in the new state. More

over, criticism of the state's social policy by church leaders may lead 

to their eiqpulsion; a policy of silence may place the Christian church 

in a con^romising position. Thus, the historical-sociological circtam-

stances will differ, but the dilemmas for Catholicism and Protestantism

will be no less real.

■*
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APPENDIX I

Calendar of Missionary Penetration

1. Catholicism

l4d^ Diogo CSo discovers the Congoo
1489 Chief of the Congo estuaryt Mweni-Songyot baptized.
1490 Embassy to king of Congo establishment of Francis

can mission.
1^07 Beginning of Co^o Qiristian kisigdom of Afonso I.
1^^ Death of King Afonso.
1575 Luanda founded by laas de Novaes and Jesuits.
1^9^ Diocese of the.Congo and Angola established. 
l64l Dutch occupation of Luandh.

' 1645 ItiBlian^tepuchin friars arrive in the Congo.
17l6'-v§(^; ef filshopric officially treuisferrei* to Luanda .

frbm Sao Sal'Ndor.
1760 Expulsion of Jesuits.
1865* Entrance of the French Fathers of the Order of the 

Holy Ohost.
I875 Secular priests from Semache do Bonjardim arrive. 
1881 Father Antdhio Barroso restofes Sao Salvador as 

religious center in the Congo.
1910 Revolrxtion in Portugalj curtailment of religious 

activity in Angola.
. 1926 Organio Statute guaranteed state protection and 

subsidy to ohuroh.
1940 Concordat signed; full religious rights guaranteed 

by Vatican, to PortTigal in her overseas colonies.
1940 Three dioceses created, Luanda, Nova Lisboa and 

Silva Porto.
1955 Diocese of Srf da Bandeira created.
I90I Revolt of Marth 15th; disruption of Catholic missions 

in northern Angola.

2. ^otesteuitism

I878 British Baptist missionary society establishes vork 
in SSo Salvador.

1880 ; Beginning of American Board of Commissioners for 
Forol^ MLBBlons* districts of Bonj^ela and Birf. 

1884 Brethren missibn/ BWt Moxioo and Lunda areas.
1884 Methodist mission established in toanda and Melange.
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Canadian Congregational!sts join work of the Merican 
Board.

1897 Philafrioaine oiBsion started in Caconda,
1897 Angola Evangelioa mission begun in Cabinda and coast 

south of Congo estuary.
1910 Ohristiah and Mssionary Allianoe establishes work in 

the Cabinda enclave.
1914 South Africa General mission establishes work in Moxico 

and in Mossamedes.
1924 Seventh Day Adventist mission in areas of Benguela and 

Luanda founded.
1925 North^igola tnission begun in Uige in northern Angola. 
1927 United Church of Canada establishes co-operative work

with the American Board.
1^0 Assemblies of God in Novo Redondoj expelled by Portu

guese govei^ert in 19^*
19^ Canadian Baptist Missionary Society takes over work 

of the Angolh Er^elidal Alliuce.
1961 Curtailment of B^otestaht work in all areas by govem-
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APPEamix II

Religious Membership

Ihble 1

Membership of Oatholle (Eiuroh^ 

Maseullne

- <

TotalFenrf ne
K/

Europeans ^*T19 
Mulattoes 15,24? 
Africans 708,675

75,976
25,285

1,405.698

51,197
12,058

695,025

764,701 758,258 1,502,959. TOTALS

Thble 2
2Meinbership of Protestant Groups

Maseullne- Femitiltie Total
-vrv:-:

996Europeans
Molattoes
Africans

927 1,925
566284 282

264,045 274.776 558,819

541,510265,525 275,985TOTALS

^Rfovltaeia de Angola, Anutfrio Estatfetico (Luanda; Imprensa 
Eaclonal, i960), p. 20.

^Ibid.
.... *
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APFEm}IX III

St&ioaeixfcB

1. Joint'Statemesib by Representative (Sirlstians in the United States 
and Canada, May I96I.

As fellow Christians: we are writing to you and the Christian 
people of Portugal with deep concern for the recent develop
ments in Angola. Wo know that you, too, are distressed, for 
all Christian people are concerned when there is death and 
destruction.

As Christians we have experienced the love of God through 
His Son, our Lord Jesus Christ. Believing that this love 
is extended,-^ all the world we are compelled to claim the 
samB^fS;‘'^le^s not only for ourselves and <iur fellow- , 
Christians, but also for all mankind regardless of race, 
color or creed. We adhere firmly to the principle that 
all men everywhere share the same human dignity and have 
the same rights and duties. So we address ourselves to 
Christians in Portugal, in deep solicitude, believing that 
this common concern should afford a basis for seeking a 
reasonable solvrtion.

Behind the present dangerous situation lies a long period 
of frustration and resentment. Contract labor for low 
wages, inadequate machinery for oonsultatlon and rising 
nationalism in neighboring territories, have finally led 
to attacks by Africans on Portuguese settlors. Portuguese 

- newspapers report thst in this violence some hundreds of 
>diites have been killed. It is of course the obligation 
of any state to control rioting and armed manifestaitioiip, 
but the violent reaction in A^ola in idiioh thousands of 
Africans are reported to have been killed in indiscriminate 
reprisals, has already carried suppression to excessive 
len^hs. Under these cirqumstanoes mere re-establishment 
of control will only be an entity victory. Redress 6f 
grieveuaoes is essential for orderly development.

We note with expectancy that the newly appointed Minister 
for Overseas Portugal has appealed for the re-establishment
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of/^i^bial harmony, and has said that R)rtxigal will give 
Angola every material and hvman a.ssi8tanee. We welcome 
his aimouncement that administrative and legislative 
measures will be put into force immediately to eliminate 
social injustices.

We believe that these changes can be achieved only through 
consultation with representatives of the African people.

To bo effective they must incorporate the desires of the 
Africans themselves, including especially a rapidly in
creasing participation in the processes of government.

We appeal to you. Hr. Resident, and to the people of 
Portugal, to initiate this process of discussion. Ihis 
is an opportimity for the Ibrtuguese people to rise to 
greatness and to meet with the appropriate leaders of 
the Angolan people in on atmosphere of mutual trust and 
determination to effect a solution that is just for all 
oonoei^d..

•i

nil

2. Statement by Oommlssion of the Churches on International Affhlrs, 
World Council of ffliurches, June 5,.I961.

Many churches and individual Christians aire alarmed by the 
serious conditions which have developed in Ai^pla. The 
reports of wanton destruction of htiman life and the ac
companying violation of essential human rights have shoeked 

. world public opinion. There is indeed danger that the 
situation will further deteriorate if justice is not widely 
served. In these cifcbmstances we as officers of the Com
mission of the (Hiurches on International Affairs would be 
failing in our duty if we remained silent. We therefore 
'call attention to certain general statements which have 
been made on several occasions by the World Council, of 
Churches and our (^ommisston, and we suggest that they « 
are immediately relevant to Angola. We express the hope 
that action along these lines will be promptly initiated.

In face of any refusal to recognise for the. people of 
Angola the right to determine their own political futxire, 
we say: •The iogitimate tight of the aelf-deteirmiiiation 
of peoples must be recognised. Specific assurance of 
independence or self-goveinmettit should be given and ad
ministering authorities should take reasbz^le risks in 
speeding ;progres8 towards this goal.®

>
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In every failure to build the competence neeeesaxy
for Independence or self-govenmenty we eay: *Nhen nations 
are still subject to minority or foreign rule, they must be 
allowed to move swiftly but with adequate preparation to a 
fom of government in which persons of whatever racial back
ground have their rightful place,*

In face of reported violence, compounded in its severity 
by acts of retribution, we say to all involved and especial
ly to those who have been party to terrorism and murder: 
"Christian concern for the worth of man involves insistence 
on respect for the Rule of Law, as essential to a just 
society. Hiis includes freedom from arbitrary arrest, an 
independent judiciary and public trial, the right of habeas 
corpus and all that is involved in equality before the law 
for all persons and all oommunities.*

5. Statement by United Church Board for World Ministries (Ihe Ameri
can Board), May 1, 1962,

For more.j^ah a'^yfear Africans and Portuguese have engaged in 
bitter warfare in AngolA and the Itaited Church Board for World 
Miidstries notes with, sorrow that during these months many 
African pastors and teachers.of various detiominations have 
been imprisoned and killed. As a Christian organization in
volved in the work of the church in Angola we must speak out 
to this situation,

'In these circumstances the United Church Board for World 
}S.nistrles supports the statement of the third assembly of 
the World Council of Churches, which appeals "to the govern
ment of Pbrtugal in the name of humanity and of all that the 
Christian conscience cherishes, to bring to an end promptly 
Md without delay the continuing tragedy in Angola; and be
lieving that the fate of Angola is of international import 
we urge Portugal to take immediate steps so that the legiti
mate rights and political aspiration of the indigenous African 
people of Angola may be met expeditiously."

Bie United Church Board for World Ministries further urges 
member churches to heed the statement of the Executive Com
mittee of the World Council of Churches in requesting all 
Christian groups to press upon their government the urgency 
of the situation, and to remember constantly in prayer their 
fellow Christians in both Portugal and in Angola and-»all 
those involved in the present emergency.

-i
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THE SOOUL BESPONSE OP OHRISHAUITI IN AHBOIA: 
SELECTED ISSUES 

(Library of Congress No. MLc. )

Tbonas Okuma» fh.D.
Boston University Graduate School» 1964 

Ma-jor Professort Paul K. DeatSf Jr., Professor of Social Ethics
- i

1. Problem of the Dissertation

Bie problem of the dissertation is to define, analyze, and 

evaluate the social response of @iristianity to slave trade, forced 

labor, ^d natiomlism in Angola. Porenmst to the problem of the dis

sertation are tVo^^iestions: First, *What were the factors which in

fluenced the response of Christianity to the selected issues?" And 

second, "Were the responses of Qirlstianity to the selected issues 

linequivocal?"

2. Ifethod of the Dissertation

The principal method of this study is historical-sociological. 

IBie historical aspect is concerned vdth time, place, and events; the 

sociological describes the social behavior of institutions and peoples. 

The dissertation will also be a critical examination of the norms in

herent in the missionary enteirprise. The sources are in Portuguese

and in English.

Oonolusions

i. Bssponses of Christianity

The responses of Christianity to the selected Issues were 

characterized by policies of oo-operation, acceptance, avoidance', and
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opposition. . response of Oatholicism to slave labor and forced 

labor was similari acceptance which eventually led to a policy of 

co-operation with the state, slave traders, and labor recruiters.

As the Protestant movement in Angola was founded after the heyday 

of the slave trade, its response could not be measured. On forced 

labor, Protestantism's response was one of qualified acceptance, re

specting the political rights of the Portuguese to govern its overseas 

territories.

Prior to the March 19^1 revolt, the policy of bpth Oatholicism 

and Protestantism on nationalism was avoidance of the issue. After 

the march 1961 dxsturbances, Oatholicism co-operated with the Portu

guese state, a policy to crush the rebellion. Ihe response of Protes

tantism was one of opposition to the position of the Pbrttiguese state.

Within these general patterns of responses, there were always 

exceptions to the prevailing response of Christianity to each of the 

selected issues.

ii. Factors Shaping Christianity's Response

A first factor was Catholicism's identification with the state's 

colonial policy. For Protestantism, separation from the state placed 

her in a problematic position; Protestant missions wejre conscious of 

their precarious legal poeition in a Oatholic state. But the problem

atic position was abEuadoned when Protestantism was confronted by an 

abrupt disruption of ohuroh-state relations after the I96I revolt.

A second factor was that of motivation. Ihroe motivations.

often conflicting, predominated in Oatholic mission work: the economic.

>
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the oivilizing'^f\nd the Qirietianizing. 

vations seemed iii^ortant» the humanitarian and the evangelizing.

For Protestantism, two motl-

A third factor tois the colonial situation. Catholicism Identi

fied Itself with the cultural policy of the colonial state. Protes

tantism also adapted Itself to the colonial situation; Its response 

was existential and expedient.

,A fourth was the time factor, especially pertinent for Protes

tantism. In many Instances Protestant missionaries refrained from 

criticizing the contract labor system because previous protests were

Ineffective. IS*

A fifth writhe factor of Africanization. The Catholic hier

archy was predominantly European. Consequently, Catholicism's response

to nationalism was European oriented. Protestantism's strength was
"V--:

distinctly African; this is one reason ^y Protestant Africans were 

suspect Efter the northern revolt in I96I.

111. Dilemmas

In a broad sense the dilemmas for Catholicism end Protestantism

were analogous. On the one hand, opposition to the policies of the 

state involved a rupture in the relationship between Christian groups 

and the state, disaffection by European settlers, and the threat of ex

pulsion from the country by the state. Christianity'support of the 

policies of the state,^on the other, invited a compromise on the ethical 

position of ChrlstiGuilty on these problems; it prolonged the colonial 

situation; it made the church an instrument of the state's aim to civi-
n

lizo; and, it alienated the African population from the Christian church.
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